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Origin and outline of this thesis
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In 1992, a visit to the Department of Physiology (Professor Thomas H. Shaffer) at Temple
University School of Medicine, Philadelphia, stimulated the enthusiasm of my thesis advisor
for the concept of liquid ventilation. A research line focussing on this subject was set up and
liquid ventilation became my thesis topic subsequently.
Tidal liquid ventilation is firmly founded on basal physiological principles, but its
application is technically demanding and therefore less attractive. The paucity of hints or
detailed descriptions in the literature concerning the construction of liquid ventilation systems
made the development of a home-made liquid ventilator a tough job. We are grateful because
the Committee on the Use and Care of Animals had still confidence in our project after so
many experiments with rats and rabbits failed due to fluorothoraces. Since then, others have
reported the same problems with gravity assisted liquid ventilators. Although our first
prototype liquid ventilator left much to be desired, early experiments enabled us to draw the
attention to increased, respiration synchronous, phasic cardiac output and blood pressure
oscillations during tidal liquid ventilation (Chapter 1).
Liquid ventilation research was accelerated considerably by the introduction of a hybrid
technique called perfluorocarbon associated gas exchange (PAGE) or partial liquid ventilation
(PLV): in this ventilation mode a liquid filled lung is ventilated using a well-known gas
ventilator. Various investigations have been devoted to the comparison of PLV with
conventional (gas) mechanical ventilation (CMV). The results favoured the use of PLV in
different animal lung disease models. The similarities between PLV and former HFOV
research prompted us to a comparison of these techniques in a saline lavagc lung injury
model. Professor Bancalari (University of Miami School of Medicine) suggested to add a
CMV group applying some initial lung recruitment manoeuvre. Neither in gas exchange, nor
in lung histology could we find any relevant differences between the three ventilatory
strategies (Chapter 2).
In our second generation liquid ventilation device, a roller pump assisted the inspiratory
and expiratory liquid flow. A feedback controller to maintain functional residual capacity was
designed and found to be satisfactory during in vitro and in vivo experiments. The use of the
end-expiratory occlusion pressure as input signal for the controller is innovative (Chapter 3).
Although the introduction of exogenous surfactant administration in neonatal respiratory
distress syndrome significantly improved survival and reduced acute complications of the
disease, chronic lung disease remains an important health problem in NICU graduates. Since
ventilation induced lung injury is dependent on the ventilatory strategy used, the search for
protective mechanical support strategies is meaningful. The comparative study in preterm
surfactant treated lambs fits in with this search for gentle ventilation modes (Chapter 4).
As one of the few liquid ventilation research groups in Europe, we were invited several
times to give a state of the art lecture on liquid ventilation at international congresses. Liquid
ventilation has been intensively studied since more than 30 years, but over the last 5 to 10
years the acquisition of experimental data is overwhelming. The history, physiology, and
efficacy of this peculiar respiratory support technique are described and critically analysed in
an updated review on perfluorocarbon liquid ventilation (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 1
Effect of perfluorochemical liquid ventilation on
cardiac output and blood pressure variability in
neonatal piglets with respiratory insufficiency
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Pädiatrie Pulmonology 30:114-124 (2000)

:

Effect of Perfluorochemical Liquid Ventilation on
Cardiac Output and Blood Pressure Variability in
Neonatal Piglets With Respiratory Insufficiency
Pieter L.J. Oegraeuwe, MO/* Gijs D. Vos, MO/ Gijs G. Geskens, MD,' Jan M. G«ilen,' and
Carlos E. Blanco, MD,
Summary. Respiration and mechanical ventilation mduca cyclic variation in cardiac output and
biood praaaura. Wa examned twee phaMc hamodynarruc influences of mechanic«! vantilation
during gat ventilation and partial and tidal liquid ventilation in 7 anesthetize* and paralyzed
young pigtets (body weight. 3.0-4.9 kg) mada raapintory-tnauWOant by rapaatad saline lung
lavaga. NonHnaar regression analysis of cardiovascular parama>ars vs bme waa dona lo quan
Bfy raapfcatoi y-inducad fluctuation« in hemodynamic vanaMas Tha amplitude of oscillations was
axpraaaad as a paroantage of the maan hemodynamtc variable during tha study panod, and was
catted tha relative oscillation amplitude
Tha relative oscillation amplitude of left ventricular stroke volume, left ventricular output,
systamtc artanai pressure, and systemic perfusion pressure was significantly larger (at leasl
twofold) during tidal liquid ventilation compared to partial liquid ventilation No such differences
were observed between gaa and partial liquid ventilation at comparable gas ventilator settings
We conclude that m this animal model, witrun-breath modulation of left ventricular output,
systemic blood pressure, and perfusion pressure was signrftcantly increased during tidal liquid
wanttabon as compared lo partial liquid ventilation Pedtatr Pulmonol 2000:30:114-124.
• JO0OWH.T-L».. inc.

Kay words: liquid ventilation; perfluorocarbon; hemodynamlcs; cardiac output;
cardiopulmonary interaction: nonlinear regression analysis.

INTRODUCTION
Tidal liquid ventilation ( T L V ) is a technique of respiratory support during which gaseous functional residual
capacity and tidal volume are substituted by a perfluorocarbon liquid.' Combining gas mechanical ventilation
with tracheal instillation of perfluorocarbon liquid (up to
functional residual capacity) is called perfluorocarbonassociated gas exchange or partial liquid ventilation
(PLV).* Detailed information on the state of perfluorocarbon liquid ventilation can be found in several recent
reviews.*~' Both liquid-assisted ventilation strategies improve gas exchange and lung mechanics in animal models of hyaline membrane disease."'' acute respiratory distress syndrome,'" '* and meconium aspiration.'-' In
addition, it has been reported that there is less histologic
evidence of barotrauma after tidal*-'-''''* and part,a|i2.i5-i8 liquid ventilation compared to gas ventilation.
Lung mechanics and histological outcome seem to be
more favorable for tidal liquid ventilation when compared to partial liquid ventilation. '*•"•*>
Investigation of the hemodynamic consequences of
liquid ventilation has focused principally on steady-state
hemodynamics. Tidal liquid ventilation can be applied
without substantial adverse effects on steady-state hemo© 2000 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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dynamics provided an adequate intravascular volume is
maintained •" Dunng PLV, cardiac output is only diminished at high perfluorocarbon doses (50 ml./kg) or high
gas tidal volumes (>20 m L / k g ) . " Several authors reported phasic increases and decreases of systemic and
pulmonary arterial blood pressures during T L V " " No
previous study systematically explored these observa-
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Maastricht. The Netherlands
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tions. The aim of this study was to quantify and compare
phasic respiratory-induced hemodynamic alterations during gas, and partial and tidal liquid ventilation, in a pig
model of respiratory insufficiency.
5},j>| f ?
METHODS
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Animal care was supervised and experimental protocols were approved by the University Committee on the
Use and Care of Animals, University of Limburg, Maastricht, The Netherlands.
Animal Preparation
Ten farm-bred piglets (age 9-15 days and body weight
3.0-4.9 kg) were anesthetized, using 4% halothane for
induction and by intravenous infusion of 8 mg
kg"' • hr"' of pentobarbital sodium for maintenance
throughout the complete experiment; muscle paralysis
was achieved by pancuronium bromide (0.1 mg • kg ' •
hr '). A cervical tracheostomy was performed, and an
endotracheal tube (Portex 4.0 mm ID) was inserted and
tied into position with the tip proximal to the carina.
Volume-controlled continuous positive pressure ventilation was initiated, using a Servo Ventilator 900 (Siemens-Elema, Sweden) and an FiCK of 1.0, tidal volume
(VT) of 8 mL/kg, respiratory rate of 30/min, inspiratory
to expiratory ratio of 1:2, and positive end-expiratory
pressure (PEEP) of 2 cm of IljO. In order to create a
plateau pressure (zero flow), the inspiratory hold was
adjusted to 33% of the inspiratory time. A pressure transAbbreviations

CVP
EELV
FRC
GV
IQR
LAP
LVIDH', n
PICOJ

Pat),
PAPD
PAPM
PAPS
Paw
PEEP
PLV
PVR
Qao

QP«
SAPD
SAPM
SAPS
SVLV
SVRV
TLV

Central venous pressure
*
End expiratory lung volume
Functional residual capacity
Uas ventilation
.
. . .
Interquartile range
left alnal pressure
Left ventricular transmural end diastolic filling
pressure
Arterial CO, tension
Arterial O j tension
Diastolic pulmonary arterial pressure
Mean pulmonary arterial pressure
Systolic pulmonary arterial pressure
Airway pressure
Positive end-expiratory pressure
Partial liquid ventilation
Pulmonary vascular resistance
Lett cardiac output
Right cardiac output
Diaslolic systemic arterial pressure
Mean systemic arterial pressure
Systolic systemic arterial pressure
Left ventricular stroke volume
Right ventricular stroke volume
Tidal liquid ventilation
Tidal volume
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ducer (Baxter) was connected to the side port of the
endotracheal tube for monitoring of airway pressure
(Paw). A carotid artery catheter was placed for continuous systemic blood pressure monitoring and blood sampling. A central venous pressure (CVP) catheter was
placed into the right jugular vein.
A thoracotomy was performed through the fourth intercostal space, and the pericardium was opened. The
ductus arteriosus was isolated and ligated. A close-fitting
perivascular 4SB flow-probe (6 mm, Transonic Systems,
Inc., Ithaca, NY) was placed around the ascending aorta
just above the coronary arteries. The flow-probe was
placed perpendicular to the curvature of the aortic arch.
A second flow-probe was placed around the main pulmonary artery. Lubricating jelly was placed around the
vessels inside the acoustic window of the flowprobes. A
T2O6X animal research flow meter (Transonic Systems,
Inc.) operated the perivascular flow-probes and provided
a digital display of the measured volume flow and an
analog output.*" Finally, vascular catheters were inserted
into the main pulmonary artery and the left atrium via its
appendage; the chest was then closed. All catheters are
connected to pressure transducers and zero-referenced to
the level of the midchest. The transducers were calibrated
with a mercury manometer and zeroed to atmospheric
pressure. Damping of the pressure signals was avoided
by carefully flushing the catheters with heparinized (0.5
U/L) saline before periods of data acquisition. A standard
limb lead electrocardiogram (ECG) was used. Maintenance fluids (dextrose 5%) were infused at a rate of 4
mL • kg ' • hr ' Rectal temperature was monitored, and
body temperature was maintained at 38.5-39.5°C, using
a heating pad When necessary, polygeline (Haemacel*)
was administered to achieve a left atrial pressure between
5-8 mm Hg. Metabolic acidosis (pH <7.25 and BE <8
mmol/L) was corrected with sodium bicarbonate or
THAM infusion (in case of hypercapnia). Arterial blood
gases and pH were measured with a blood gas analyzer
(Radiometer ABL 3, Copenhagen, Denmark), correcting
for body temperature.
At the end of the experiment, the animals were sacrificed with an overdose of pentobarbital.
Liquid Ventilator
A home-made, intermittent-flow, pressure-limited,
time-cycled, closed-circuit liquid ventilation device was
used (Fig 1) Liquid perfluorocarbon (FC-75, 3M Co..
Belgium) is continuously pumped by a roller pump from
the main reservoir through a membrane oxygenator
(Model O8OO-2A) and an ECMOtherm™ heat exchanger
(SciMed, Life Systems, Inc.. Minneapolis. MN). The hot
water flowing through the heat exchanger is provided by
a water heater/pump system (Seabrook Micro-Temp
SMS-2000) running at a temperature of 4 P C At the
endotracheal tube connector, the temperature is measured
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Fig. 1. Sehern» of th« d«vic« used for tidal liquid ventilation.
Perfluorocarbon liquid is pumpad by a roller pump (2) from th«
main reservoir (1) through a membrane oxygenator (3) and a
heat exchanger (5). An ice water-cooled coil (4) condenses the
perfluorocarbon vapors exhaled by the membrane lung. Computer-controlled solenoid valves on the inspiratory (6) and expiratory (7) limb determine inspiratory and expiratory time. The
liquid level of the Inspiratory reservoir (8), held constant by a
connecting overflow lin« to th« main reservoir, acts as a pressure-limiting valve. During expiration, perfluorocarbon drains
by siphon pressure from the lung to the expiratory reservoir (9),
which Is also held constant by a connecting overflow line to the
main reservoir. A bubble trap is Incorporated in th« expiratory

and maintained at ±38°C. The FiO^ of the sweepgas (I
L/min) through the membrane oxygenerator is I.O. A
condenser mechanism (ice water-cooled coil) cooled the
expired perfluorocarbon vapors on their return to a reservoir. CO; in the expired perfluorocarbon liquid is removed by the membrane lung. Time-activated solenoid
valves (Controlasco B.V., Scherpenzeel. Holland) on the
inspiratory and expiratory limbs determined inspiratory
and expiratory times. During inspiration, the inspiratory
valve is open and the expiratory valve is closed. The
liquid level of the inspiratory reservoir ("pop-off) is
held constant by a connecting overflow line to the main
reservoir. This "pop-off' works as a pressure-limiting
safety device. The inspiratory pressure is defined by the
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"static pressure" of the liquid column extending from the
endotracheal tube connector to the level of the inspirators' reservoir plus the "kinetic pressure" produced by the
roller pump During expiration, the expiratory valve is
open and the inspiratory valve is closed. Perfluorocarbon
drains by a siphon pressure from the lung to the expiratory reservoir, which is held constant by a connecting
overflow line to the mam reservoir. The (negative) expiratory pressure, and hence the functional residual capacity (FRC), can be adjusted by changing the level of the
expiratory reservoir relative to the endotracheal tube. Recause of degassing in the valves, a bubble trap (AutoVent-SV™, Pall Biomedical Products Corp., New
York, NY) is incorporated in the expiratory line. Periodically, the expiration line must be purged of gas which
collects during cycling The solenoid valves are controlled by a computer, using software developed by the
Department of Biomedical Instrumentation (University
of Limburg, Maastricht, The Netherlands) that allows
manipulation of inspiratory and expiratory lime, and programmed airway occlusions. Trachcal pressure is measured through a perfluorocarbon-fillcd polyethylene line
connected to the side tip of the endotracheal tube. This
proximal "airway" catheter is connected to a pressure
transducer, and the pressure is zero-referenced to the
level of the midchest. During tidal liquid venlilulion, the
animal is situated on a balance. Tidal volume (V,) and
FRC are measured by scales (Sartonus MCI, SartonusInstrumenten B V , Nieuwcgein, The Netherlands) with a
digital output channel connected to the computer.
Experimental Protocol
Before connecting the animal to the gas respirator, the
internal compliance of the ventilator and tubing was
measured. During instrumentation and in order to obtain
baseline data, the piglets were gas-ventilated for approximately 1 hr Effective tidal volume (V, „„) was estimated
by correcting the volume set on the ventilator lor respiratory circuit compliance." PaCOj was stabilized between 4.6-6 kPa. Repeated lung lavages with 30 mLAg
of warm saline were performed until the PaOj was below
13.3 kPa " " Ventilator settings were adjusted to
achieve a V, of about 12 mL/kg, positive expiratory
pressure of 6 cm HjO, inspiratory to expiratory ratio of
1:1, and a respiratory rate of 30 breaths/mm. To avoid
baro/volutrauma, moderate hypercapnia (PaCOj between
6-8 kPa) was permitted After 30 min of gas ventilation
(GV), a volume of 30 mL/kg of FC-75, preoxygenated at
an FiOj of 1.0 and warmed to 39°C, was instilled into the
lungs via a side port of the endotracheal tube over a
I-min period During and after this procedure, gas ventilation was maintained al identical settings. Partial liquid
ventilation was continued for approximately half an hour.
Thereafter, additional liquid was instilled, and the endo-
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tracheal tube was attached to the liquid ventilator. Based
on published work,-''* tidal perfluorocarbon liquid ventilation was started at a tidal volume (V^) of 15 mL/kg and
frequency ( 0 of 5 breaths/mm, with an expiratory time of
8 sec. Pseudostatic end-mspiratory and end-expiratory
alveolar pressures were measured at the end of a I -sec
occlusion of both the inspiratory and expiratory valve.
The term pseudostatic refers to the fact that pressure
equilibration between alveoli and proximal airway takes
more than 1 sec. Tidal liquid ventilation was continued
for another 30 min. Blood gases were taken and hemodynamic data recorded at the end of each period of a
specific ventilation strategy.
= !*'.Signal Acquisition and Processing
Data acquisition and signal analysis were performed
using software developed by the Department of Biomedical Instrumentation (HDAS, Hemodynamic Data Acquisition System). Pressure signals (systemic arterial pressure (SAP), pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP), left atrial
pressure (LAP), central venous pressure (CVP), airway
pressure (Paw), and tracheal pressure ( P ^ ) ) were
sampled, digitized at a frequency of 500 Hz, and processed by the computer. The digital signals of left and
right ventricular stroke volume (SVLV and SVRV), and
liquid tidal volume (Vy), were also passed to the computer. From the pulsatile (pressure) signals, the following
beat-to-beat values were extracted: systolic, mean and
diastolic SAP and PAP (SAPS. SAPM, SAPD, PAPS,
PAPM, and PAPD) and mean values for LAP, CVP,
SVLV. and SVRV The interbeat interval was derived
from the period between two successive systolic upstrokes of the SAP signal Left and right ventricular output (Qao and Qpa) were calculated as SV « heart rate
(HR) Perfusion pressure (PERF) was calculated as
SAPM - CVP
Raw data as well as beal-to-beat trend data were stored
on hard disk for later analysis.
Data Analysis and Calculations
Artifact-free segments of trend-data were visually selected. Trend data during PLV were analyzed for a median of 70 (range, 41-92) heart beats and 10 (8 10) ventilatory cycles. During Tl.V we investigated a median of
220 (range. 70-401) heart beats and 10 (2-20) ventilatory cycles.
The magnitude of variability was estimated by nonlinear regression analysis of the hemodynamic variables vs
time. The following regression equation was used:

fco +

The linear and quadratic terms in the equation should
minimize the effect of trend or slow (not respiratoryinduced) fluctuation. T is the period of the respiratory
cycle.
The amplitude of the harmonic function with pulsation
2ir/T can be estimated as:
,4 =

+ V.

Amplitude was normalized by expressing it as a percentage of the mean value of the variable during the studied
period. To compare the systemic blood pressure variability with published data, it was also represented as the
coefficient of variation, i.e., the standard deviation divided by the mean expressed as a percentage.
Statistical Methods

*

The assumptions on which parametric tests are based
were not fulfilled. Consequently, differences between
paired data were analyzed by means of Friedman twoway ANOVA and the Wilcoxon signed rank sum test."
The statistical software package used was SPSS 6.0 for
Windows. P-valucs < 0.05 were considered statistically
significant.
RESULTS
Data are presented as medians and interquartile ranges
(IQR). Three piglets suddenly deteriorated hemodynamically and died shortly after initiation of TLV. A fluorothorax was noticed at necropsy. Thus, data on only the 7
remaining animals were analyzed. These piglets received
a median of 20 (IQR 17.6-27.2) mL/kg polygeline, and
2.9 (IQR 2.2-3.2) mmol/kg THAM during the experiment. Mean values of SAP, PAP, LAP, CVP, Qao, and
Qpa were not different between the studied periods of gas
ventilation (GV), PLV, and TLV (Table I), confirming
findings published by other groups.*'•** Blood gas parameters improved significantly with initiation of PLV,
but the differences between PLV and TLV did not reach
statistical significance. Tidal volume (mL/kg) was higher
during TLV (15.5 IQR = 14 7-17.8) than during PLV
(13.6 IQR = 11.7-13.9) (/> = 0.018) (Table 2). Pseudostatic end-mspiratory and end-expiratory pressures
(zero-referenced to midchest level) of 16.2 (IQR 14.917.4) and 5 3 (IQR 0.6-7.2) mm Hg. respectively, were
measured exactly at the same time as the hemodynamic
measurements
Signal Variability

"

As expected, the hemodynamic variables (SAP, PAP.
CVP, LAP, SVLV, SVRV, Qao. and Qpa) oscillated at
the exact controlled ventilator setting of 30 cycks/min

f 2y;
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TABLE 1—Hinodynamic Variabl«» During Ga» VwitilaMon. Partial Liquid Vfitil»tton, and Tidal Liquid Vantllatton^

SAPS (mm Hg)
SAPM (mm Hg)
SAPD (mm Hg)
PAPS (mm Hg)
PAPM (mm Hg)
PAPD (mm Hg)
LAP (mm Hg)
CVP (mm Hg) , :
Qao (ml/mm)
Qpa (ml/mm)
SVLV (ml)
S V R V (ml)

*•*•

HR (mm ')
PULSE (mm Hg)
PERF (mm Hg)

GV

PLV

TLV

85.2 (66.4-92 7)
72.2 (57 6-77.4)
57 8 (47.4-62.3)
34 6 (31 1-43.0)
24.9(23.6-34 7)
18.5(15.3-26.9)
10.8(8.3-17.9)
7 7 (4.2-7 9)
404.5 (347.9-548.9)
734 7 (502.5-735.5)
3 6(2.2-3 9)
26(2.1-3.2)
*
147.6(103.6-254.2)
26.6(18.9-28 7)
64 4 (49.7-74.2)

98.4 (89 8 104.7)
84.0 (75.2-95.7)
66.8(616-85.4) ,
32.0(26 9-34.0)
23 7 (20.0-28 2)
17.4(13 2-23.3)
12.2(3.3-16.8)
5.6 (4.7-9.7)
453 8 (443.8-472.0)
610.8(360 8-681.2)
2.5 (2.1-3 J )

88 4(84.2 105.0)
79.0(71 9-88.2)
60 7 (55 8-70 4)
33.2(33 2-40 0)
26.8(25.5-32.0)
21.9(17.2-25.2)
5 4(3 2-7.8)
6.1 (5 4-7.6)
425 4(277.0-547 7)
541.3(383.9-560.9)
1.1(1.1-1.7)
1.7(2.1-4.6)
154.7(115.1-1787)
34.6 (21.0-38.3)
71 4(65 4 82 8)

192 8(141 2-240.6)
30.5(204-31.6)
77 I (69 4 86 0)

Av
• V«

'Values are median (interquartile range) None of the hemodynamic parameters differed significantly between Ihe three ventilation mratcgie«
(Friedman two-way ANOVA, P-value > 0.05) GV, gas ventilation, PLV. partial liquid ventilation. TI.V, tidal liquid ventilation, SAPS, SAI'M.
SAPD. systolic, mean, diastolic systemic arterial pressure. PAPS, PAPM, PAPD, systolic, mean, diastolic pulmonary arterial pressure. Qao, Qp«.
left and right ventricular output; SVLV, SVRV, left andrightventricular stroke volume; HR. heart rate. PULSE, pulac pressure, PERF, pertVimon
pressure.
TABLE 2—Artartal Blood Gat P t t i and Tidal Votum«» During 0 — , Partial Liquid, and TMal Liquid Vantllatlon*
GV
pHa
P»COj (kPa)
P»Oj (kPa)
BE (mmol/L)
Vy (mL/kg)

7.22 (7 07-7.27)
7.7(7.1-8 6)
8.0(4 9-9 I)
-5.6 (-10.5—3.0)
12.8(11.9-13.7)

PLV

TLV

7 35 (7.3O-7.37)«»
5.7(5.5-7.3)
23.6(14.2-29.6)"
-2.1 (-4 3-2 3)«"
11.6(11.7-13.9)

7.28(7.26-7.34)
7.2(7.0-7.9)
7 1(6.7 19.5)
-0.8 (-2 4-I.I)»
IS.S(I4.7~I7.8)»"

'Values are median values (interquartile range). PLV improved oxygenation, but g u exchange was not diflerent between PLV and TLV. Tidal
volume was higher dunng TLV than during both GV and PLV. GV, gas ventilation, PLV. partial liquid ventilation, TLV, total liquid ventilation,
BE, base excess; V\, tidal volume.
•/» < 0.05. TLV vs. PLV.
••/» < 005. TLV vs. GV.
•••/> < 005, PLV vs. GV, using Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test (two-tailed /"-value).

during PLV and 5 cycles/min during TLV Figure 2
shows beat-to-beat trend data of hemodynamic parameters during PLV and TLV. Respiratory-associated fluctuations are very clear. The oscillation amplitudes (in
units) as estimated by nonlinear regression analysis are
given in Table 3. The relative amplitude of these respiratory oscillations (expressed as % of the mean hemodynamic vanable during the study period) was not significantly different for any hemodynamic vanable between
the GV and PLV period. When TLV was compared to
PLV, the relative amplitude was significantly higher for
SVLV (and accordingly for SAPS, SAPM, SAPD, and
Qao) during TLV than PLV (Table 4). During TLV,
SAPS, SAPM, and SAPD oscillated 2.9, 4, and 5.6 times
more than during PLV. The corresponding coefficients of
variation for SAPS, SAPM, and SAPD during TLV were
6 6 (4.6-10.6)%, 8.1 (3.8-10.2)%, and 9.5 (3.2-10.8)%,
respectively, whereas during PLV they were 2.3 (1.92.6)%, 2.0 (1.7-2.2)%, and 1.7 (1.6-2.1)%. The systemic
perfusion pressure oscillated 6 times more dunng TLV
compared to PLV.
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DISCUSSION
Respiratory-related fluctuations in cardiac output and
arterial blood pressure (Traube-Hering waves) have been
recognized for many years."•'* Mechanical ventilation
induces cyclic changes in lung volume and hence intrathoracic or intrapencardial pressure The hemodynamic
consequences of ventilation are complex and arc considered to reflect the combined actions of increased and
changing lung volume and intrathoracic pressure on both
ventricular filling (preload) and ejection (afterload). During the inspiratory phase of a positive pressure breath,
intrathoracic pressure rises, thereby impairing venous return and lowering transmural right atnal pressure. Consequently, right ventricular preload and right ventricular
stroke volume decrease. Initially, the left ventricular preload increases because blood contained in the pulmonary
circulation is squeezed out of the lungs as they inflate.
Owing to this, left ventricular stroke volume initially
increases. Later in the respiratory cycle, the reduced right
ventricular stroke volume reaches the left ventricle, low-
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Fig. 2. Typical tracing of beat-to-beat trend data of hamodynamic variable«: «ystollc, mean, and dlastollc tyttimlc arterial pres•ur» (SAPS, SAPM. and SAPO), pulmonary arterial praaaure (PAPS, PAPM, and PAPO), and maan values for central venous
pressure (CVP) and left atrial praaaure (LAP). The time scale Is constant for both PLV (left) and TLV (right).

crmg left ventricular filling and output, even below those
of the right ventricle. Some authors have stressed the
appearance of a decrease in LV afterload dunng a mechanical inspiration."*"" Others have emphasized an increase in RV afterload*' The work of Versprille el al.-"
and Vci-spriHc" does not support a major contribution of
changes in afterload to cardiac output variability during
mechanical ventilation. In addition to pro- and afterload
changes, varying ventricular interdependence during the
respiratory cycle has been shown to be an important factor in determining (he cardiovascular response to mechanical ventilation/*'**
Results of the present study clearly demonstrate that
phasic respiration-induced hemodynamic modulation
was more pronounced during TLV than dunng PLV or
QV. It should also be underscored that with adequate
vascular filling, the increased within-brcath variability of
left ventricular output and of systemic blood pressure
occurred around the same mean value.*'
Before discussing the possible pathogenesis and potential implications of our findings, limitations of the
present study must be considered. GV, PLV, and TLV
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were not randomly applied, which might have biased the
results. However, a change over time or a carryover effect is unlikely, since none of the mean hemodynamic
variables differed between study periods. This also implies an adequate circulating volume at all times dunng
hemodynamic measurements. Functional residual capacity, not measured dunng GV and PLV, may have been a
confounding factor. During TLV, the exact relation between end-expiratory weight and FRC may have been
obscured by traction or pressure on ventilator tubing,
blood sampling, and fluid administration. Moreover, at
the sun of TLV, the weighed liquid FRC may underrate
the ultimate liquid FRC due to entrapped gas in the liquid-filled lung. Therefore, reliable liquid FRC data cannot be reported End-expiratory alveolar pressures are
more accurate. Pseudostatic end-inspiratory and endexpiratory pressures (zero-referenced to midchest level)
were 16.2 (IQR 14.9-17.4) and 5.3 (IQR 0.6-7.2) mm
Hg, respectively. These data are in agrecmeni with the
data of Curtis et al.. who reported peak alveolar and
trough alveolar pressures of 18.6 ± 10.4 and 6.6 ± 4.8
mm Hg, respectively." The data are not entirely cotnpa-
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TABLE 3—Absolute Respiratory Oscillation Amplitude of Hemodynamic Parameters During Gas Ventilation. Partial
Liquid Ventilation, and Tidal Liquid Ventilation'
Amplitude
ASAPS (mm Hg)
ASAPM (mm Hg)
ASAPD (mm Hg)
APAPS (mm Hg)
APAPM (mm Hg)
APAPD (mm Hg)
ALAP (mm Hg)
ACVP (mm Hg)
AQAO (ml/mm)
AQPA (ml/mm)
ASVLV (ml)
ASVRV (ml)
AHR (mm"')
APULSt (mm Hg)
APERF (mm Hg)

GV

PLV

TLV

1.56(0.77-2.04)
0.96(0.52-168)
0.69(0.26-1.16)
I 59(1 17-2 15)
152(113 1.85)
101(0 96-142)
0 98(0.2» 1 12)
0.30(0.11-0 72)
16.06(6.19-20 36)
41 62(23 45-58 12)
0.14(0 04-0 21)
0.21(0.16-0 36)
0.69(0 45-1.51)
0 86(0.79 1.20)
0 79 (0 49 I 42)

2 39(1 72-261)
I 76(1.28-1.80)
I 17(0 98-1.44)
I 76(1.62-2.00)
193(161-2 15)
1.53(0.55-162)
1.46(0.24-1.54)
0.37(0.13-141)
14.83(10 10-20 10)
4 2 % (40 35 60 71)
O i l (0 08 0 12)
0.26(0 21-0.31)
I 93(1.22-3.37)
1.37(1.23-1.73)
143(127-2 68)

5 59(4 84 10.14)»-»»
5.26(3.35 80S)***
4.99(2 25 6.48)«•••
1.69(1.34 2.06)
178(1.63-2.22)
1.90(1 77-2.53)»
1.31(0.58-1.36)
1.31(1.01-1.85)
37.20 (26.87-39.35)»
61.90(39 40-78.06)
0 23(0 20-0 31)
0.44(014-0.50)
0.72(0.42 2.12)
2.39(1 00 3.25)
5.54(3.7« 8 40)»»»

'Values are median values (mterquanilerange).Significamly more respiratory-induced oscillation w u »een in SAPS. SAPM. SAPD, SVLV, and
PERF dunng TLV when compared to PLV or GV Abbreviations u in Table I Prefix A. amplitude of.
• / • < 0.05. TLV vs PLV
••/» < 0 05. TLV vs. GV. using Wilcoxon matched-pair» «igned-rank test (2-tailed /»-value)
TABLE 4—Relative Respiratory Oscillation Amplitude (•* of Mean) of Hemodynamic Parameters During Oa« Ventilation,
Partial Liquid Ventilation, and Tidal Liquid Ventilation'
Amplitude (% of mean)
ASAPS
ASAPM
ASAPD
APAPS
APAPM
APAPD
ALAP
ACVP
AQAO
AQPA
ASVLV
ASVRV
AHR
APULSE
APERE

GV

PLV

TLV

1.87(1 6O 2 09)
1.62(1 35-1 83)
I 16(0 70-1 53)
4.50(2.72-6.94)
5.22 (3.26-7.85)
6 04(3 59 7 26)
9 11 (1.12-14.89)
4.20(2.37-9.42)
3.86(1.65-4.54)
7.59(4 41-9 95)
4.02(1 68-5.42)
7 34 (4 08-8 88)
0 28(0 27-146)
4.18(3 04-4 96)
1 42(1.24-1 91)

2 2 9 ( 1 9 2 - 2 62)
2 02(169 222)
I 70(1 60-2 06)
5.50(5 30 6 6 1 )
7.30(6.85-9 23)
8 48 (3 29-9 27)
12 57(15.23-46 51)
9 83(2 46-13 90)
3.43(2.16-4 43)
9 51 (6 61 12 26)
4.52(2 50-5 18)
8 5 8 ( 5 78 I I 31)
I 15(0 80-1 75)
5.22(4 35-6.63)
I 75(1.66-3.47)

6 64 (4M) 10 58)»»»
8 0 K ( l KO 10 !•>)••••
9.58(3 19 10 S 3 ) » "
4 31(3 98-6 21)
6.87(5.11 8 89)
8.70(6 50 14 03)
25 04(6 34 40 02)
20 62(16 59 34 1 4 ) "
8 06(7 18 13 62)»»»
10 58(7 94 13 92)
8 36(6.24 9 72)»»»
1013(7 35 1351)
0 46(0 37 I 06)
6 24(4 21 1003)
10 47(4.56 12.37)» •••

'Values are median values (interquartile range) Significantly more respiratory induced oscillation w u seen in SAPS, SAPM, SAPD, SVLV. and
PERF dunng TLV when compared to PLV or GV Abbreviations as in Table I. Prefix A, amplitude of.
»/> < 0.05, TLV vs PLV
»»/• < 0 05, TLV vs. GV, using Wilcoxon matched-pairs (igned-rank test (two-tailed /'•value).

rablc, since these investigators used slightly heavier ani-

systems With 10 cm H j O of PEEP, the respiratory varia-

mals and longer occlusion times (2.5-3 sec) compared to

tion in L V S V was markedly accentuated in those dogs

ours ( I sec). The effect of PEEP on cardiac output and

with a low left ventricular transmural diastohc filling

blood pressure variability has been studied previously

pressure ( L V E D F P f ^ , ) . but nol in those dogs with an

Pizov et al. reported their findings in dogs with acute

elevated L V E D F P , ^ . After plasma volume expansion,

ventricular failure. Neither cardiac output, nor systolic

similar variation in L V S V was noted with both low or

pressure variation, was affected by incremental levels of

elevated L V E D F P T M *" The authors concluded that cy-

PEEP up to 20 cm of H^O.«* In mechanically ventilated

clic hemodynamic events are influenced by both the end-

man. the addition of 4.6 ± 1 cm H j O of PEEP did not

expiratory lung volume ( E E L V ) and L V F . D F P , ^

increase the within-breath left ventricular stroke volume

assume that the increased hemodynamic variability pos-

variability, but was associated with a significant drop in

sibly caused by an augmented EELV during T L V was

L V S V "> Robotham et al studied the effect of PEEP and
plasma volume expansion in dogs with intact circulatory
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We

likely compensated for by an adequate circulating blood
volume. Indeed, mean cardiac output and pulse pressure
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variability during TLV were not different from PLV or
GV. Recently, Michard et al. suggested that the respiratory changes in arterial pulse pressure can be used to
assess the combined hemodynamic effects of PEEP and
fluid loading." Pulse pressure variability was not increased during TLV in our study.
The absolute blood pressure fluctuations reported in
mechanically ventilated premature neonates" were similar to those measured in our gas-ventilated piglets and
definitely smaller than those measured in our TLV animals. These values were measured during paralysis, in
well-hydrated animals, with relatively low tidal volumes.
Recent studies used V , of 25-27 mL/kg," and a range of
15-25 mL/kg is generally accepted as needed for normal
gas exchange.''* This may, in part, explain the relatively
modest blood gas values during TLV in our study.
The phasic modulations of cardiac output and blood
pressures are known to increase with increasing tidal
volumes."•"•'* Systolic blood pressure variation was
also found to be a sensitive indicator of intravascular
volume status,**'" but hypovolemic piglets demonstrated no increase of absolute variation in left ventricular output." In our study, tidal volume was significantly
larger in the TLV group, but the increase in amplitude of
blood pressure oscillation by far exceeded the expected
effect of Vj. Neither previous literature, nor the described study design (not measuring end-diastolic volumes or transmural pressures), provides a definite explanation for this finding Presumably, hydrostatic forces
exercised by the oscillating liquid column are superimposed on the intrathoracic pressure variations generated
by changing lung volume. The specific gravity of FC-75
is 1.75 g/mL. This mechanism may amplify both the
effects on ventricular prc- and afterload.
We speculate that the larger variability in left cardiac
output during TLV may be explained by the combination
of several mechanisms. Firstly, liquid lung insufflation
(VT) may decrease systemic venous return more than gas
Vf due to hydrostatic forces. Likewise, ventricular interdependence may be enhanced during a liquid breath. Secondly, (liquid) FRC is probably higher during TLV than
dunng CiV and PLV; consequently, pulmonary vascular
resistance (PVR) moves on a steeper part of the PVRlung volume or lung volume-alveolar pressure curve."
Therefore, liquid lung insufflation causes a larger increase in tight ventricular afterload dunng TLV than during PLV or GV. Thirdly, V^ are typically higher dunng
TLV than during GV or PLV. Finally, it has been demonstrated that longer inspiratory times increase the phasic
effect of mechanical ventilation on left-sided hemodynamics. Using equal tidal volumes and I:E ratios. Scharf
et al.*° showed that, at slow respiratory rates (8-9 bpm).
peak aortic flow fell less than at fast rates (23-25 bpm)
The changes in aortic pressure were also more pro-
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nounced at short inspiratory times, but changes in respiratory rate had little effect on right-sided hemodynamics.*° The latter is in agreement with our findings
showing that, in contrast to left-sided hemodynamics,
withm-breath variability of right ventricular stroke volume and pulmonary arterial pressure is not increased
during TLV.
Whether the increased hemodynamic variability during TLV has clinical significance is not known. The relation between high beat-to-beat variability in systemic
blood pressure and cerebral blood flow velocity (in the
absence of autoregulation) as a risk factor antedating
cerebral abnormalities in preterm infants has been advocated by some research groups*'"** and refuted by others.**""** The increased swings in central venous pressure
and perfusion pressure during TLV are also of concern,
since fluctuations in central venous and perfusion pressures have been implicated in the pathogenesis of penintraventricular hemorrhage.*'"" Blood pressure fluctuations are known to be more pronounced in hypovolemic
states, typically a problem in the sickest babies. The relationship between TLV and the risk of intracranial
bleeding is at the moment purely speculative.
The observations made in this study have two practical
implications. Firstly, the effect of mechanical ventilation
on averaged CVP should be recognized. Indeed, in order
to estimate nght ventricular preload accurately, transmural right a trial pressure should be measured. When central venous pressure (CVP) is referenced to ambient atmospheric pressure, the confounding influence of cyclic
increase in pericardial pressure is ignored. Since transduced CVP tended to be more influenced by TLV than
PLV, right ventricular preload may be overestimated
even more. End-expiratory CVP more closely approximates transmural pressure values and could, therefore, be
used as a more accurate estimate of nght ventricular
preload." Secondly, due to the increased respiratory
modulation, single injection thermodilution cardiac output measurements are more prone to error during TLV,
necessitating flow correction" or averaging 3-4 estimates spread equally over the ventilatory cycle."
Fluorothorax, encountered in 3 animals, did not get
much attention in the liquid ventilation literature. It is,
however, a serious complication, supposedly caused by
progressive overexpansion of the lung. Indeed, FRC remains constant if inspiratory and expiratory tidal volume
are perfectly matched. If expiratory tidal volume is systematically lower than inspiratory tidal volume. FRC will
increase with each mechanical breath This mechanism is
equivalent to inadvertent increases in PEEP and gastrapping. Although the (negative) expiratory pressure of
our liquid ventilator could be adjusted, manual control of
FRC failed in 3 animals We agree with Baba et al that
"expiratory control" is crucial.'* Moreover, FRC assess-
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ment by weighing the animal becomes unreliable with
changing fluid balance
In conclusion, under the conditions of this study, TLV
was associated with an increased withm-breath variability of left ventricular output, systemic blood pressure,
and systemic perfusion pressure. The elucidation of the
exact physiological mechanisms requires further study.
The clinical implications of the observed phenomenon
are a possible link to neonatal cerebral injury, and the
effect on the interpretation of central venous pressure and
thermodilution cardiac output measurements.
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Chapter 2
High-frequency oscillatory ventilation, partial liquid ventilation,
or conventional mechanical ventilation in newborn piglets with
saline lavage-induced acute lung injury. A comparison of gasexchange efficacy and lung histomorphology
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High-Frequency Oscillatory Ventilation,
Partial Liquid Ventilation, or Conventional
Mechanical Ventilation in Newborn
Piglets with Saline Lavage-lnduced Acute
Lung Injury
A Comparison of Gas-Exchange Efficacy and Lung Histomorphology

Pieter LJ. Degraeuwe* Frederik B.J.M. Thunnissen^ GijsD. Vos"
Carlos E. Blanco*
Departments of 'Paediatrics, and ''Pathology, University Hospital Maastricht,
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Abstract
It has been reported that, in diseased lungs,
either partial liquid ventilation (PLV) or highfrequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV) can
improve oxygenation better and with less
lung injury than conventional mechanical
ventilation (CMV). This study was intended
as a preclinical comparison between the effects of HFOV, PLV and CMV on gas exchange, lung mechanics and histology. Fifteen anesthetized newborn piglets, with respiratory insufficiency due to repeated saline
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lung lavage, were allocated to either a PLV,
HFOV or CMV (n = 5 each) strategy, and
treated for 4 h. Within 30 min of commencing
therapy, PLV, HFOV, and CMV improved arterial PO} (Pa.Oj), alveoloarterial oxygen gradient (P(A-a),O2>, oxygenation index (01), venous admixture (va), and arterial Pco?
(Pa.co;). After 4 h, oxygenation parameters
(Pa,O2, P(A-a),O2, 01 and venous admixture)
were significantly better in the HFOV group
than in the PLV group; the CMV group
showed a higher Pa,O2 and lower 01 than the
PLV group. Gas exchange at the end of the
experiment was not different from baseline
in the HFOV and CMV groups. Lung histology and morphometry were performed after
perfusion-fixation at endotracheal deflation
pressure corresponding to mean airway
pressure at the end of the experiment. Lung
injury score and mean linear intercept were
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not different between the three treatment
groups. We conclude that in this model, gas
exchange improved significantly in all three
ventilation strategies. Indices of oxygenation
improved less during PLV. The saline lavageinduced acute lung injury model used as in
this study, is less stable than previously
thought. The final lung injury is not influenced by the ventilation strategy. We
speculate that the impaired gas exchange
during PLV is an expression of diffusion limitation and ventilation-perfusion mismatch in
a recovering lung.

Introduction
Combining gas mechanical ventilation
with tracheal instillation of perfluorocarbon
(PFC) liquid (up to the functional residual
capacity, FRC) is called partial liquid ventilation (PLV) or perfluorocarbon-associated gas
exchange (PAGE) [1]. Comparative (mostly
prospective randomized) animal studies have
demonstrated the superiority (improved oxygenation and respiratory mechanics) of PLV
over conventional gas ventilation in neonatal
respiratory distress syndrome [2], lung lavage
pulmonary injury [3], oleic acid infusion [4]
and gastric acid instillation [5] models or
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS),
and meconium insufflation [6]. Several authors have reported lung morphology as being
more favorable after PLV than after conventional gas mechanical ventilation (CMV) [3,
5-9]. The first human experience with PLV
was encouraging [10, 11].
High-frequency oscillatory ventilation
(HFOV) is another technique during which
gas exchange is improved with less lung injury
than conventional gas ventilation [12, 13].
Nowadays, HFOV is an accepted and safe
therapy in neonatal respiratory failure [14,

HFOV. PLV. or CMV in Acme Lung
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15]. But a recent meta-analysis of high-frequency ventilation clinical trials underscored
that the use of a 'high-volume strategy" seems
to be necessary in order to improve pulmonary outcome without an increase in neurological sequelae (16). Before the introduction
of PLV into the clinical setting, superiority in
comparison with HFOV should be demonstrated. Therefore, we tested the hypothesis
that PLV would result in better gas exchange
and decreased pulmonary barotrauma by
comparing a PLV strategy [2] to cither a high
volume HFOV strategy [ 17,18] or high-PEEP
CMV in whole lung lavaged newborn piglets.
Indeed, repeated saline lung lavage yields a
widely accepted animal model of respiratory
insufficiency suitable for the evaluation of
respiratory therapeutics [19], The study design looks much like previously published
studies evaluating the short term effects of
HFOV [17, 20. 21] and PLV [3]. Our protocol, however, prescribed adjustment of ventilator settings as clinically indicated in all
study groups.
Methods
Animal care was supervised and experimental protocols approved by the University Committee on the
Use and Care of Animals, University of Maastricht.
The Netherlands
/<mma/ /VocrJur«
Seventeen neonatal piglets of either sex (8-16 days
old, 2.8-4 0 kg) were anesthetized with halothane in
oxygen given by face mask. An intravenous catheter
was inserted in an auricular vein, and intravenous
anesthesia provided with 4 mg/kg pentobarbital. A cervical iracheoslomy was performed and an endotrachcal tube (Ponex 4.0 mm ID) was inserted and lied
into the trachea, with the up positioned proximal to
thecanna.
The endotracheai tube was connected to a continuous flow, time-cycled, pressure-limited Bourns BP
200 ventilator. Humidificaiion and heating of the
respiratory gases was provided by way of a standard
humidifier. Initially the animals were ventilated with •
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continuous flow of 8 liiers/min, Fi,O2 = 1.0, a PIP of
1.2 kPa (12 cm HjO) and a PEEP of 0.2 kPa (2 cm
H2O); the respirator rate was 40 min*' and I:E ratio =
1:1. Proximal airway pressure (Paw) was continuously
monitored by a pressure transducer at the endotracheal tube connector. A carotid artery catheter was
placed for continuous blood pressure monitoring and
blood sampling. A French 5 sheath catheter was introduced into the right jugular vein and a flow directed 4F
pulmonary artery catheter was inserted through this
indwelling sheath. The location of the catheter in the
right ventricle was validated by pressure wave-form
analysis. Anesthesia was maintained by infusion of
8.3 m g k g ' h ' of pentobarbital sodium; muscle paralysis was obtained using pancuronium bromide
(0.2 mg-kg-'h"'). Maintenance fluids (dextrose 5%)
were infused at a rate of 100 ml-kg"'-day' Rectal
temperature was kept within a range of 38 5-39 5"C
using a heating pad. Catheters were connected to pressure transducers, zero-referenced to midchest level,
and a standard limb lead electrocardiogram (ECG) was
used.
£x/w/me/ifa/ /Vo/oco/
;
•' •
During instrumentation and in order to obtain
baseline data the piglets were gas ventilated for approximately 1 h. Pa,co2 was stabilized between 4.6 and
6 kPa. During the whole experiment polygeline (Haemacel*) was administered to maintain a right atrial
pressure between S and 8 mm Hg. Metabolic acidosis
(BE < - 8 mmol/l or pH <7.25) was corrected with
THAM infusion.
Respiratory failure was induced by repeated lung
lavage with saline (30 ml/kg; heated to 39 T ) [19].
Lung lavage was repealed at 3-mm intervals until Pa.oj
was below 10 kPa at the following ventilator settings:
frequency 40 m m ' ; PIP/PEEP 2.5/0.6 kPa (26/6 cm
HjO), I E - 1 : I , F I , O J - 1.0. To achieve this target 5-20
laviget were performed. Two piglets died during the
lavage procedure of severe hynoxia and acidosis.
After a period of I 5 min, and after another blood
gas analysis confirmed severe respiratory failure, the
animals were allocated to one of three treatment
groups: PI V, HFOV or CMV (n • 5 each).
In the PI V group, 30 ml/kg (a volume corresponding tu the normal functional residual capacity) of FC75 PFC liquid (3M Company, Belgium), wanned to
39 *C, was instilled into the lungs via a side port of the
endotracheal tube connector, while maintaining gas
ventilation. At 25*C, this industrial PFC liquid has a
density of 1.78 g-ml"', a surface tension of 15 mN/m
(15 dyn/cm), and an Oj solubility of 52 ml/dl The CO;
solubility is 160 ml/dl at 37 *C. The infusion rate was
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1 ml-kg-'-min-' and the infusion was continued until
a meniscus of perfluorochemical liquid was consistently visible in the endotracheal tube at end-expiration
without PEEP [2]. In order to compensate for PFC liquid evaporation, a continuous endotracheal infusion of
FC-75 was given at a rate of about 12 ml-kg-'-h"'.
The evaporative loss of perfluoro-octylbromide during
PLV has been estimated to bei 5-2.5 m l k g - ' h - ' [ 4 ] .
However, the vapor pressure of FC-75 is six times
higher than that of perflubron. A positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) of 0.4 kPa (4 cm H2O) was applied in order to eliminate early inspiratory airway
pressure spike, and to achieve a nearly monophasic
pressure curve [2, 22]. This decided level of PEEP was
maintained throughout the study. The liquid meniscus
was rechecked every hour during a short (5 s) disconnection of the endotracheal tube. As oxygenation was
found to be profoundly influenced by tidal volume [22,
23], PIP could be increased every 10-15 minutes to
maximize Pa.oi, as long as Pa.coj remained between
4.7 and 6 kPa.
The HFOV group received high frequency oscillation delivered by a home-made piston pump with an
adjustable stroke driven by a variable-speed electric
motor [24]. Oscillations, with a 1:1 I:E ratio, as produced by a single flywheel, were transmitted to the
endotracheal tube connector by Super-Tygon tubing of
around 60 cm length. Mean airway pressure (MAP)
was adjusted by altering the bias flow, generated by the
Boums BP-200 ventilator. Mean airway pressure and
peak to peak pressure were monitored by the pressure
transducer at the endotracheal tube connector. To
achieve optimal lung inflation the 'high volume' strategy [ 13, 17, 18] was used. Mean airway pressure was set
initially 0.3 kPa (3 cm H;O) higher than during conventional ventilation Airway pressure was increased
every 10-15 min in increments of 0.1 l o 0 . 2 k P a ( l 2 cm HjO) until a Pa.oj of >S3 kPa (400 mm Hg), an
'optimized' value taken from the literature [17, 20, 21,
25]. Oscillatory frequency was maintained at 10 Hz.
The amplitude was altered as necessary to keep Pa,co2
between 4.7 and 6 kPa.
In the CMV group pressures were initially increased from 2.5/0.6 kPa (26/6 cm HjO) to around 2.9/
0.8 kPa (30/8 cm H2O), augmenting the MAP with
0.3 kPa (3 cm H;O), comparable to the HFOV group.
Subsequently, PIP was adjusted to maintain normocapnia.
Using a FI.OJ of 1.0. ventilation by either PLV,
HFOV, or CMV was continued for 4 h . To avoid
unnecessary baro- or volu-trauma, weaning was attempted by decreasing ventilator pressures while
maintaining optimized blood gases.
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Arterial and mixed venous blood gases were recorded at base line on conventional ventilation, after
the induction of respiratory lnsufftcency and 15 mm
later, and 10,20, 30 min. 1,2, 3 and 4 h after the initiation of either PLV, HFOV or CMV
All piglets were sacrificed at the end of the experiment by an overdose of pentobarbital.

£u«£ Af«-fain/«
After sacrifice, static respiratory system compliance was measured in all animals. At atmospheric
pressure, after completion of two standard inflations
and deflations from 0 to 2 5 kPa (25 cm HjO), the
lungs were inflated and deflated in stepwise volume
increments up to a volume of 20 ml/kg, with a 2-min
wait at each volume for pressure equilibration. Volumes were expressed per kg of body weight.
The volume-pressure ratio was then computed
from the pressure measured at 10 ml/kg volume on the
inflation and deflation limb of the P-V curve and arbitrarily called the inspiratory and expiratory total static
respiratory system compliance (Crs.l.st and Crs.E.st)
The area enclosed within the hysteresis-loop was calculated

the main pulmonary artery. The left auricle was
opened to allow the perfusate to escape. The lungs were
first expanded for 1 mm with a transpulmonary pressure of 2.0 kPa (20 cm H;O) The lungs were then
flushed with buffered 10% formalin at a pressure of
2 9 kPa (30 cm H;O) for 30 mm as they were held at a
deflation pressure corresponding to the MAP recorded
at 4 h. Immediately thereafter, the inflated lung was
tied off. removed, and further perfused overnight at
the department of pathology [27] using a perfusion
pressure of ± 2.9 kPa (30 cm HjO). On the following
day. lung specimens were taken from the right lung.
Each lung lobe was cut into 3 transverse slices. Blocks
of tissue (approximately 2 x I x 0.3 cm) were prepared from the ventral and dorsal aspect of each slice
and embedded in paraffin, sectioned at $-8 urn width,
and stained with hemaloxylin and eosin. The lung sections were coded and examined by conventional light
microscopy without any knowledge of the treatment
group Histologie analysis was performed on slides
of the ventral and dorsal aspect of the right middle
lobe A three-point, severity-based scoring system was
used. The characteristics included desquamation of
I1) bronchial, and (2) bronchiolar epithelium; (3)ieptal edema; (4) lymphangiectasis; (5) intra-alveolar
exudate; (6) alveolar hemorrhage, (7) hyaline membrane formation, (8) alveolar neuirophil infiltration;
(9) interstitial edema. (10) interstitial hemorrhage,
(II) interstitial ncutruphil infiltration, (12) interstitial
lymphocyte infiltration, (13) congesdon-hypcrcmia,
(M)granulocyte sticking, (1$) thrombocyitc aggregation, and (16) fibrin deposition. The pathologic
changes were graded as negative or slight • 0, moderate • I, and severe • 2.
Morphometry was performed using the Quantimet
Q 570 Imaging processing and analysis system (l.eica,
Cambridge. UK) Air space size was estimated as mean
linear intercept (Lm) in randomly sampled fields.
Mean linear intercept is an estimate of the average distance between alveolar walls and hence a measure of
air space dimensions of lung inflation [28] In a pilot
study, measuring 20 random fields in all 18 sections of
one lung, the progressive mean of the Lm did not
change any more alter counting more than I 3 fields In
5 lungs no differences were noted in Lm between the
three slices of each lung lobe Therefore, 13 consecutive fields of the dorsal and ventral aspect of the middle slice of each right lung lobe were used for the final
morphometnc analysis

After completing the pressure-volume loops, the
right ventricle was opened and a catheter secured in

Except for morphometric data, the assumptions on
which parametric tests are bated were not fulfilled.
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Blood |Mes and pH were measured within 5 min of
conection using the ABL™3 blood gas analyzer (Radiometer. Copenhagen) correcting for body temperature. Hemoglobin concentration and oxygen saturation were obtained using the OSM3 oxymeter (Radiometer). Arterial and mixed venous blood gases were
used to calculate:
(DOxygenation index: 01 > (MAP (cm HjO) x
FI.OJI/17.5 x Pa.oj (kPa)];
(2) alveolar-arterial Oj gradient: P(A-a),Oj • FI.OJ
x (PB - PHJO - P F C - 7 5 ) - Pa.coj - Pt,oj (assuming a

respiratory exchange ratio of I, and PA.COJ • Pa.coj).
During PLV the inspired partial pressure of oxygen (Pi.Oj) equals the FI.OJ x [barometric pressure
( ± 101.3 kPa or 760 mm Hg) minus water vapor pressure (6.3 kPa or 47 mm Hg at 37*C), minus FC-75
vapor pressure (8.7 kPaor65 mmHgal 38*C)J.
(3) Shunt or venous admixture: va • Q'sh/Q'tot •
100 x (Cc'.o; - Ca,ojV(Cc ,0: - Cv,02> (the end capillary Pc'.oi was estimated from the calculated alveolar
oxygen tension PA.OJ » Pi.O; - Pa.coj, assuming equilibrium between alveolar and capillary blood gasses)
126].
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Tabl« 1. Summary of baseline, postinjury and preterminal gas exchange data, and MAP values
After injury

BaseJmc

CMV

PLV

HFOV

CMV

After 4 hours of therapy
PLV

HFOV

CMV

PLV

HFOV

Pi,O3
kPa

42.6
55.0
61.1
(41.6-50.5) (51.7-61.6) (58.4-61.8)

8.1
(7.0-8.3)

5.9
(5.5-6.8)

6.2
(5.9-6.4)

3 2 . 6 * • • • • • • " 60.3"
53.1"
(47.9-53.7) (29.9-36.9)
(57.2-65.5)

Pi^Oj
kPa

4.0
(3.1-4.2)

6.7
(6.6-8.2)

93
(8.3-9.8)

9.3
(6.8-13.6)

5.4"
(5.1-5.8)

P(A-a),O]
kPa

48.5
355
29.3
(40.5-50.3) (30.0-38.5) (28.7-32.2)

806
79.9
79.5
(80.3-81.4) (79.4-81.5) (76.1-81.9)

36.9"
49.1«"
(36.0-433) (44.4-51 1)

30.5"
(25.0-31.5)

MAP. kPa

8.2
(82-87)

8.9
(8.3-9.1)

8.6
(7 9-9.0)

14 9
14.8
15.2
(14.6-14.9) (14.3-15 0) (15.0-15.2)

10.0"
(9.0-10.0)

117"
(11.0-13.1)

15.3- ~ *
(15.2-15.6)

01. %

2.6
(2.0-3.1)

19
(1.9-2.2)

1.8
(17-2.1)

32.4
24.6
31.9
(23.5-29.4) (29.3-364) (31.6-35.9)

2.5"
(2.5-3.1)

(4.0-5.2)

59.7
62.9
64.1
(38.2-63.2) (614-70.9) (63.2-71.1)

2 6 . 4 « •••
13.5"
(10.8-14.8) (249-34.8)

5.0
(4.5-5.7)

4.6
(4.5-4.7)

Venous
23.6
24.0
22.3
admixture* (12.9-242) (II.1-29.3) (11.2-24.8)

47"
(4.2-5.1)

44. ......

4.6"
(4.5-5.0)

3.2"
(3.1-3.6)
10.2"
(9.6-13.7)

The values are expressed as median (IQR)
Inlcrgroupdifferences: • p<005 PLV vs HFOV ; •• p < 0 05 PLV vi CMV; ••• p < 0.05 HFOV vs CMV.
Intragroup differences:' p < 0.05 4 h vs. baseline;" p < 0.05 4 h vs. injury.

Accordingly, the data were assessed by Kruskal-Wallis
one-way ANOVA and Mann-Whitney U test for intergroup comparison, taking the Bonferroni principle
into account. Intragroup differences were evaluated by
Friedman two-way ANOVA and the Wilcoxon signed
rank test [29]. Statistical significance was assigned for
p values (two-tailed) less than 0 05.

saturation were not different between CMV,
PLV and HFOV groups at any time. Most of
the time a higher MAP was used in the HFOV
when compared to the CMV or PLV group
(fig. 1; table 1).
The course of median Pa,O2, P(A-a),O2, OI,
and venous admixture (shunt fraction) are
shown in figure 2a-d. There was a significant

Result«
The data arc expressed as median (interquartile range or IQR) unless stated otherwise. The treatment groups were not different
with respect to age, weight, and number of
lung lavagc used to induce respiratory insufficiency.

Baseline and postinjury blood gases were
not different between the three treatment
groups indicating comparable degree of respiratory insufficiency. During the treatment period, Pa.coj, pHa, and mixed venous Poj or

123

Fig. 1. Time course of median MAP in the three treatment groups: B • Baseline values; L = lung lavage procedure, represented by the grey speckled area. Inter-group differences: • p < 0.05 PLV vs. HFOV; • p <
0.05 PLV vs. CMV, •• p < 0.05 HFOV vs. CMV.
Hg. 2a-d. Time course of median Pa.oj (a). P(A-a),oj
(b), oxygenalion index (c), and venous admixture (d)
in the three treatment groups: B * Baseline values; L •
lung lavage procedure, represented by the grey speckled area Note there are no inter-group differences
before the study period. Oxygenation improved over
time in each therapeutic group. Inter-group differences: • p < 0.05 PLV vs. HFOV; • p < 0.05 PLV vs.
CMV. Note the lack of significant intcr-group differences at any lime between CMV and HFOV.
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Fig. 3. Static respiratory system pressure-volume curves obtained after 4 h of ventilatory
treatment. For clearness'sake only median values are shown. Abbreviations as in figure 1. See
text for discussion of between-group differences.

improvement of oxygenation over time in
each therapeutic group (p < 0.0S). Within
30 min after initiation of therapy, all groups
showed a significant increase in Pa.oi and a
decrease in P(A-a),O:, OI, and venous admixture, compared to the postlavage values. Indices of pulmonary gas exchange were, at no
time, different between the CMV and HFOV
groups. At several time points, however,
PLV animals showed lower Pa,O2 or higher
P(A-a),O:, OI, and venous admixture than
cither CMV or HFOV animals. At the end of
the experiment all four parameters were less
favourable in the PLV group compared to the
HFOV group (table 1). In each treatment
group, gas exchange parameters after 4 h were
not different compared to base line values
except for a lower Pa.oj in the PLV group.
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Static respiratory system pressure-volume
curves from the three treatment groups after
4 h of ventilation are shown in figure 3. In
comparison to the HFOV group, recoil pressures were significantly higher in the PLV
group at 2, 4, 6 and 8 ml/kg lung (inflation)
volume above FRC. At deflation volumes IS,
12.S, 10, 8. 6 and 4 ml/kg, pressures were significantly higher in the PLV group than in
both other groups.
Compared to CMV and HFOV, PLV was
associated with a 45 and 33%, respectively,
decrease in static respiratory system compliance at a deflation volume 10 ml/kg above
FRC. Inspiratory compliance was not different between the three treatment groups. The
area enclosed within the hysteresis-loop was
smaller in the PLV lungs than in the CMV
lungs (table 2).
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TaMa 2. Inspirator) and expiraton' total static respiratory system compliance and areas in
hysteresis loops after CMV. PLV. and HFOV
CMV

Variable

5.'

CrsJ.si.mlkPa'kg'
Crs.E^t. ml-kPa-'kj-'
Area for 20 ml/kg, g cm

HFOV

PLV

7.76(7.13-8.61)
15.28(14 58-1606)"
99.2(77.2-121.2)'

7.30(6.66-8.17)
8.79(8.11-9.69)
33.9(31.0-45.4)

9.36(8.29-10.63)
12.59(11.75-17 14)»
39.0(25.6-83.0)

CrsJ.st • V/P ratio at 10 ml/kg inflation volume above FRC; Crs,E,st • V/P ratio at 10 ml/
kg deflation volume above FRC.
Conversion factor. I liter k P a ' « 0.098 liters cm H j O ' Values are median (IQR)
Intergroupdifferences: • p<0.05 PLV vs HFOV; • p < 0 05 PLV vs. CMV.

TaMa S. Lung injury scores
after CMV, PLV and HFOV in
lung biopsies of the right middle
lung lobe

V
D
ALL •

CMV

PLV

HFOV

26.0(22.5-28 5)
29.0(27.5-32 0)
28.0(25.5-30.5)

24.0(21.0-28 0)
26.0(23.5-28.5)
26.0(21.0-27.75)

210(20.5-26.5)
27.0(21.5-31.0)
25.0(20.75-28.0)

V > Ventral and D » dorsal aspect biopsies; ALL « V and D clustered.
Values are median (IQR); no significant differences between the groups,
nor between V and D in either group.
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There was a striking inhomogencity of histomorphologic lung injury in the three groups.
Irrespective of the treatment strategy, epithelial desquamation in the larger and smaller
airways was present to a variable extent. Frequently, intra-alveolar edema was noticed. Alveolar hemorrhage, hyaline membranes and
intra-alveolar neutrophils were scarce or absent in all cases. Interstitial edema with occasional lymphocytes and neutrophilic granulocytes was frequently present. Intravascular
margination of neutrophil granulocytes, platelet aggregation or fibrin deposition were
found in a single case in each treatment group.
Moderate septal edema and lymphangicctasis
were present in most cases. No significant
intergroup differences were present in the to-

.

T « M B 4 . Mean linear intercept (urn, mean (SD)) measured after CMV. PLV and HFOV in Ihc right lung

V

D
ALL

CMV

PLV

HFOV

68.0(29 4)
60.4(24.5)
64.1(27.2)

72.9(29.8)
74.3(31.0)
72.4(29.9)

76.5(32 0)
67.9(29.3)
72.8(31.3)

V • Ventral and D - dorsal aspect biopsies; ALL •
V and D clustered; no significant differences between
the groups, nor between V and D in either group

tal lung injury score (table 3). Mean linear
intercept was not different between the three
groups, nor between ventral and dorsal aspects in cither group (table 4).
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The results of this study confirm that both
PLV [3] or HFOV [17, 20, 30] improve oxygenation and ventilation shortly after their
application in lung-lavage-induced respiratory insufficiency. However, in apparent contrast to most previous reports, conventional
ventilation was equally effective. This discrepancy is to be explained by the different
ventilation strategy used. Most, if not all,
comparative studies maintained the ventilatory strategy applied during control gas ventilation unaltered, whereas we actively adjusted
CMV settings to the increased ventilatory
need induced by the lung injury.
At first glance, our results suggest that PLV
is less effective in improving oxygenation
than HFOV and to a lesser extent less effective than CMV. The data should however be
interpreted with caution. The conventional
approach to evaluate gas exchange may not be
reliably comparable during PLV. This thesis
is evident, based on theoretical and experimental grounds. Indeed, gas ventilation ofthe
PFC liquid-filled normal lung is associated
with a decrease in Pa,O2 and increase in
P(A-a,O2, and an increase in intrapulmonary
oxygen shunt [I, 31, 32, 33]. This (apparent)
gas exchange limitation in healthy lungs can
be explained by different factors. During
PLV, the inspired oxygen tension (PI.OJ) is
lowered due to the dilution effect of PFC
vapour pressure. At 39°C, the FC-75 vapor
pressure is about 8.7 kPa (65 mm Hg). The
alveolar-arterial P02 difference results from a
venous admixture component (caused by anatomical shunt and scatter of ventilation-perfusion ratios) and a diffusion component.
During PLV, oxygcn-cxchangc impairment
has been attributed to a combination of heterogeneous diffusion limitation in the fluid-containing alveoli, creation of true shunt regions
consisting of flooded unventilatcd alveoli.
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and ventilation-perfusion mismatch [31-33].
The contribution of each mechanism has not
been quantified so far. Concerning the OI, its
calculation not only includes Fi,O2 and Pa,O2
but also MAP. In a commentary, Null states
that 'One must be careful in using these
indices for high-frequency ventilation, as the
numbers for concern may not correlate with
those for conventional ventilation' [34]. In
addition, during PLV 'liquid PEEP' is not
considered. Even the golden standard of oxygenation, venous admixture, is theoretically
not applicable to PLV. Indeed, the oxygen
content of pulmonary end-capillary blood
(Cc',02) is calculated on the basis of the endcapillary oxygen tension (Pc',02) being equal
to the ideal alveolar P02. The assumption that
diffusion impairment can be ignored is obviously not fulfilled during liquid ventilation
[35, 36]. Thus, none of the oxygenation parameters used describes the same (patho)physiological entity during PLV when compared to gas ventilation.
Oxygenation is highly correlated with lung
volume. Since oxygenation and ventilation
are regulated by different mechanisms, one
could argue that the HFOV strategy may have
overinflated the lungs. This hypothesis is
however refuted by the morphometric data,
the mean linear intercept being identical in all
treatment groups.
At the end of the 4-hour experiment, oxygenation was not different from baseline values (except for Pa,O; during PLV). This finding suggests a (nearly) complete recovery of
lung function. We did not measure surfactant
secretion but the PV loops add evidence to the
speculation of surfactant sufficiency. Lung expansion is known to be a potent stimulus for
surfactant secretion. Lung lavage probably depletes only the alveolar surfactant pool. We
assume that alveolar reexpansion and ventilation which occurred in all three ventilation
strategies, increased surfactant release of tis-
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sue pools. In comparison to the gas filled
lungs, the liquid filled lungs had a lower (mspiratory and expiratory) compliance and less
hysteresis. Our PV loops are very similar to
previously reported data of normal lungs with
or without FC-75 liquid filling [37, 38]. The
presumed explanation here is that surfactant
not only lowers but also matches surface tension to the size of the alveolus. FC-75 like other PFC liquids has a low but fixed surface tension (15 mN/m or dynes/cm) which is definitely higher than the lowest surfactant surface tension.
Our histologic findings do not substantiate
any advantage of PLV or HFOV over CMV.
As with the effects on gas exchange, we suppose that ongoing atelectasis was also prevented in the CMV group. This may, in part,
explain the lack of difference between the
three groups. On the other hand, the scale of
airway, septum, interstitium, alveolar and
vascular lesions was impressive. In fact, these
lesions were also described by Lachmann et
al. [19], when first proposing this lung lavage
model of RDS. Therefore, we suppose that
neither ventilation strategy influenced these
preexisting lesions, or the lesions were influenced similarly. Our findings corroborate
those of Hamilton et al. [20] who reported
similar pathologic findings in saline lavage
control animals, as in HFOV or CMV treated
rabbits. Likewise, Curtis et al. [4] could not
demonstrate differences in the histologic analysis after CMV, preventive or rescue PLV in
oleic-acid injured dogs. Although appearing
less severe compared with the CMV group,
significant morphologic abnormalities in PLV
treated lung lavaged adult rabbits were described by Kaisers et al. [39] as well. The same
author could not document significant differences in total lung injury score between lung
lavaged pigs treated with small amounts of FC
3280 and control animals [40]. More recently,
Singh et al. [41] reported equal severity of

lung injury induced by mcconium instillation
after 4 h of either PLV or CMV. It should be
stressed that all these apparently disappointing reports refer to acute respiratory distress
syndrome, or meconium injury. Preventive
strategies of high frequency oscillatory ventilation [42], HFOV combined with exogenous
surfactant [43] in premature baboons, and
tidal liquid ventilation in prctcrm lambs [44]
clearly reduce histologic lung injury. Recently, Kinsella ct al. [45] compared HFOV.
PLV, and CMV after surfactant therapy in
extremely premature lambs. HFOV and PLV
caused a similar improvement in gas exchange and equivalent attenuation of lung
inflammation [45]. It was concluded that
HFOV and PLV are equally efficacious lung
recruitment strategics in prctcrm lungs.
Which of both has the greatest potential in
preventing bronchopulmonary dysplasia is
not clear yet.

HFOV. PLV. or CMV m Acute Lun»
Injury
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Conclusions
In this saline lung lavage model of respiratory insufficiency PLV, HFOV as well as
CMV led to an immediate improvement of
gas exchange. After 4 h of either treatment
there is evidence of surfactant sufficiency.
Less favorable lung mechanics and oxygenation in the PLV group arc attributed to the
presence of the PFC liquid in the lung. In
order to compare gas exchange efficacy of
gas and liquid ventilation, techniques should
be used which differentiate the effect of venous admixture, ventilation-perfusion scatter
and diffusion-perfusion limitation. No intergroup differences in lung injury score were
demonstrated, and the histologic findings
after 4 h of each therapy were consistent
with the primary insult. The pulmonary lavage model, as used in this study, has two
main drawbacks: the respiratory insufficient
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cy is short-lived and the detection of respirator-induced lung damage is obscured by
the model-induced histomorphologic disturbances.
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Chapter 3
A feedback controller for the maintenance of FRC during tidal
liquid ventilation: theory, implementation, and testing
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Gas Exchange and Artificial Lung

A feedback controller for the maintenance of FRC
during tidal liquid ventilation: theory, implementation,
and testing
P L . / DEGRAEL/WE', L R 8 DOHMEA/', J.M. GE/LE/V', C.E. 8MA/CO'
' Department of Paediatrics
* Biomedical Instrumentation. University Hospital Maastricht. Maastricht - The Netherlands

ABSTRACT Trte necess/fy of confroWng Arncf/o/wf res/'dua/ capac/fy (FRC) during Md«/ //qu/d
venMaf/on nas been recognized s/nce fne first descnpf/on or" fh/s resp/rafory support tochn/gue 6y
Ky/sfra ef a/ /n f962. We deve/oped a m/crocomputer feedbacA system that adyusts the /nsp/red f/d«/
vo/ume (VT,/J of a /»quid venMator based on /he end-exp/ratory quas/'-staffc a/veo/ar pressure ^PA,EE|
/n order to ma/Main a sJab/e FRC. Tne system cons/s/s of fhree subunrts. Cf^ a frachea/ pressure
cafrieter to esf/mafe brearri by breafri FRC changes, derfved rrom PA,ft cnanges, and ^ a rtW/er
pump inferfaced »vifn ^3> a persona/ computer /n ivnfcn a c/osed-/oop confro/ /s //np/9/n«nf«d. Tr>«
regu/afor sets fne ac/ua/ PA,££ aga/nsr trte correspondfng des/red va/ue Any d/screpancy /s orlbar by
c/ianges (h Vr,( and tfw requ/red cnange /n pump ve/oc/ry /s communtcafed to fr>e ro//er pump. T/i«
size of any crtange >n pump ve/oc/fy /s deten77/ned to bo/n /r>e observed and /arger or des/red Px.Ef
^/.e., f/»e error^ and fne ^ca//bra<;on; pressure-vo/ume curve.
To eva/uate me e/Kcacy of /ne confroWer, a sef of /abora/ory bencn tes/s ivere conducted under
steady state and frans/enr cond/t«ons. C/osed-/oop confro/ was e/fecf/ve /n /ceep/ng FRC and P^.er
near the des/red /eve/, tv/t/? an acceptab/e osc///a/ory benav/our. Tne feedback confro//er successfu//y
compensated for trans/ent d/srurbances of PFC //qu/d ba/ance. Tne steady state stab/7/fy tvas
confirmed dunng a f/ve nour penod of//qu/d venf//afib/) /n five preterm /ambs. ^/nt J Art/f Organs 2000;
23.
/CEV WORDS: Perfluorocarbon //qu/d. Feedback, M/crocompufers, A/gor/'(/>/ns, Equ/pmenf des/gn,
Eva/uat/on sfud/es

77us study "as condocrerf in fhe Research /nstrtute Great«) and
Development. (MaastncM Urwers^y. The Net/iertands

demonstrated that TLV is able to support gas exchange in
normal and lung diseased animals By reducing the
interfacial surface tension (5-7), TLV seems especially
suitable to support diseased lungs characterized by high
alveolar surface tension TLV is also a promising tool for
the prevention of lung injury in newboms (8-11)
Several mechanical liquid ventilation systems have
been described in the literature Already in 1966, Kylstra
used the continuous recording of the animal's weight to
maintain and manually adjust liquid functional residual
capacity and tidal volume, in order to prevent collapse or
overdistention of the lungs (3). During the following
decade, the methods' sections of subsequent papers on
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INTRODUCTION
Tidal liquid ventilation (TLV) is a technique of artificial
ventilation, during which gaseous functional residual
capacity and tidal volume are substituted by a liquid (1)
The feasibility of liquid ventilation was demonstrated more
than three decades ago (2. 3) and the use of
perfluorocarbon (PFC) liquids as respiratory medium (4)
opened the way to the normobanc application of this
technique. Since, a few researchers have convincingly
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Fig. 1 - Schematic or" »he Ma/
/i<ju/d venf/7ator. The arrows
indicate /he //quid flow duong
(he expiratory phase.

, membrane
oxygenator
condenser

heat exchanger
sweep gas

PFC liquid ventilation do not mention any feedback system
designed at preserving FRC. In 1976, Shaffer et al from
Philadelphia, reintroduced a strain gauge platform to
measure changes in the animals weight, allowing
monitoring of both tidal volume and FRC (12). One unique
sentence in the descnption testifies to the use of a control
system: "Inspiratory and expiratory flow were adjusted to
compensate for changes in functional residual capacity"
In 1983, Harris made reference to this system in a paper
describing in detail a liquid-breathing apparatus in which a
digital control system automatically actuated inspired- and
expired-line solenoid valves, depending on the signal from
a force platform supporting the ventilated animal (13). In
1991, a simple recirculating liquid ventilation system,
apparently not servo-controlled, was described by Curtis
(14), to whom the credit must be given for the introduction
of a stop-flow technique for intermittent measurement of
alveolar pressures during TLV. Jackson held out a
prospect of automatizing alveolar pressure measurements
in a clinical liquid ventilator (9). The simplified liquid
ventilator designed by Hirschl (15) introduced the simple
idea of monitoring tidal volume by continuously measuring
the weight of the liquid reservoir m-stead of the animal
For their most recent studies (16), the Philadelphia group
also monitored tidal volume by either the animal's weight
changes and/or the changes in the weight of the reservoir
and gas exchanger during the respiratory cycle. Target
inspiratory and expiratory pressures were set, but the
reader was not informed as to the zero reference Pump

flow and valve timing were microprocessor controlled in a
prototype liquid ventilator build in collaboration with
Alliance Pharmaceutical. Lately, a report was published on
the dedicated software (17). At the moment, this
sophisticated ventilator is not yet available for researchers
interested in TLV animal studies (Tütüncü, AS, personal
communication, november 1999)
In this paper, we describe the design and experimental
testing of an adaptive control strategy for closed-loop
computer control of FRC during TLV making use of endexpiratory (alveolar) occlusion pressure measurements.

METHODS
DESCRIPTION OF THE S Y S T E M
Tfce mechan/ca/ //qu/d resp/rafor:
tfte //gu/d venMaf/on c/rcurf
A volume-limited, time-cycled liquid ventilator as
described by Wolfson was used (18, 19). This closed circuit
system (Fig. 1), pnmed with PFC liquid, is composed of a
hardshell liquid reservoir, a membrane oxygenator with
integrated heat-exchanger (Jostra Diffusion Membrane
Oxygenator M16. or SciMed II Mode) SM35 Adult Integral
Membrane Oxygenator). a condenser, two two-way
pneumatically driven Hans-Rudolph valves, and Tygon
tubing A sampling port is integrated in the inspiratory limb
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se/f-regu/af/ng tida/ //qu/d venft/af/on system

and a bubble trap with gas vent (Auto-Vent-SV™. Pall
Biomedical Products Corp Dreieich, Germany) on the
expratory limb Liquid flows are achieved with a roller pump
{Stacker Instruments, München, Germany) A disadvantage
of this occlusive pump is the generation of pressure
fluctuations in the circuit tubing; these pressure swings were
damped for the greater part at the tip of the endotracheal
tube However, multiple pumpheaders. a centrifugal pump,
or piston pumps could avoid these pressure swings The
valves are computer driven Dunng inspiration, pneumatic
valve 1 is open and valve 2 is closed towards the animal
The inspiratory VT (oxygenated and heated perfluorocarbon
liquid) is delivered by the roller pump to the lung At endinspiration solenoid valve 1 doses towards the animal to
measure peak alveolar pressure. Dunng expiration, valve 1
is closed and valve 2 is open towards the animal The
expiratory VT IS withdrawn from the lungs by the roller pump
and pumped to the fluid regeneration circuit. During the
expiratory pause expiratory alveolar pressure is measured,
and the tubing between the valves is flushed with fresh
perfluorocarbon liquid The hot water flowing through the
heat exchanger is provided by a water heater/pump system
(Micro-Temp SMS-2000. Seabrook), running at a
temperature appropriate to maintain the inspired liquid at
body temperature. The exhaled sweepgas is led to a
condenser mechanism (ice water cooled coil made of
stainless steel) to return perfluorocarbon vapors to a PFC
reservoir Tidal volume, and differences in end-expiratory
weight are monitored by continuously weighting the liquid
reservoir on electronic scales (Sartonus MC1, SartonusInstrumenten BV, Nieuwegein, The Netherlands).
Jusf/Y/caf/on and descnpf/on

feedbac/c system
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Time (MC)
Fig. 2 - Reoonftrv of a pnMsurv-Ktfume ptof ofa G*Mv»fKxi
During jnjpiral/on »0 one-second /«fmp ifop-rtot* manoeuvres
yie/ded (0 <juaj/-il«f<c P-V pairs (o) 77»e compliance curve was
obtained öy »moo Eouefttn f (o In« date set W was 0 995 in tfila

reflection of changes in FRC.
It is necessary to adapt, on-line, the control tyttam to
the exact relation between lung volume and static airway
or alveolar pressure. For that purpose, a pseudo-static
compliance curve, the so-called calibration curve, is
constructed over one tidal volume (VT) range In practice
one VT, divided in 10 equal portions, is pumped into the
lung with a one second airway occlusion following each
aliquot (Fig. 2). The quasi-static P-V pairs are then fitted
on a third order equation (20), describing the relationship
between lung volume and alveolar pressure:
v = fjP]

|Eq1]

At the end of each respiratory cycle, end-expiratory
alveolar pressure (PA.EE) IS read while control action is
taken at every subsequent inspiration The basis for using
a breath-to-breath control action is that the effect can be
assessed immediately and dysbalance between
inspiratory and expiratory tidal volume can very quickly
result in collapse or overdistention of the lungs
To keep the FRC as constant as possible, two simple
closed-loop control strategies are available The algorithm
using the measurement of end-expiratory weight of the
liquid reservoir is expressed as follows:

A control strategy should be based on regular
comparison of the actual FRC and the target level FRC
measurements during TLV are traditionally made by
scales Although the body weight indeed reflects FRC.
factors other than the PFC liquid in the lungs may interfere
with body weight, such as blood drawing, fluid loss or gain,
nursing activities and equipment weight Monitoring the
weight of the liquid reservoir can avoid these influences
but liquid loss or leakage through evaporation or sampling
make this measurement unreliable in the long run We
argued that liquid lung volume and quasi-static alveolar
pressure have a fixed relation which is expressed by the
pressure-volume or compliance curve Changes in endexpiratory alveolar pressure are therefore proposed as a

VT.I.new = VT.1 .set - (WEE.S.set- WEE.S.mM*) X 1/1 78

(Eq2J
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where VT.i.new is the new inspiratory tidal volume, VT.i.set
the desired VT, WEE.s.set the desired and WEE,s,m«as the
measured end-expiratory liquid reservoir weight. 1 78
g/ml is the density of the fluorocarbon FC75. The
advantage of this control strategy is that pressure
measurements and P-V curve are unnecessary.
The control algorithm using end-expiratory alveolar
pressures can be described mathematically as:
VT.I.rww = VT.I.set - (Vm«as - Vset) =
= VT.I.set - (f [PA.EE,meai] - f [PA.EE.tel])

[Eq3]

where Vmea», and V»oi are measured and desired endexpiratory lung volume; PA.EE.mass and PA.EE,set are
measured and desired end-expiratory alveolar pressure,
respectively. The function relating lung volume to alveolar
pressure (Eq 1) is represented by f
An alarm schedule is provided to alert the operator to
abnormal changes in the animal's condition or malfunction
of the (control) equipment. In case the calculated VT.i.naw
exceeds the desired VT by more than 20%, indicating a
low PA.EE, either due to leakage or to malfunction of the
pressure monitoring, an alarm signal is generated. The
liquid ventilator being a life-support device, a fail-save
measure was incorporated here The controller restncts
the VT.I.DUW to 120% of the normal VT This should prevent
lung overexpansion due to a false low PA.EE signal (e.g.
disconnection of pressure transducer). When the
calculated VT,i,n»w fails to reach the set tidal volume by
more than 10% (this value is adjustable), a visual and
acoustic alarm is activated Elevated PA.EE (and FRC) due
to expiratory flow obstruction is the most likely reason that
should be looked for
The system provides interactive and display facilities for
the supervising researcher. The laboratory personnel can
interact with the program using keyboard and mouse Endexpiratory weight (FRC), PA.EE, V T , inspiratory and
expiratory (pause)time can be adjusted numerically. In
addition this facility allows for temporary suspension of
control, switching from weight- to pressure-based control,
or choosing manual mode (operation of valves and pump)

System imp/emenfaf/on
As Indicated in Figure 1, the control system compnses
the following parts: 1) the roller pump of a liquid
ventilator; 2) a Pentium II microprocessor equipped with

a data-acquisition board (National Instruments type PCIM1016) to perform digital and analog in- and output; 3)
an endotracheal pressure catheter, and 4) electronic
scales.
The endotracheal pressure is continuously obtained
from an amplifier connected to a pressure transducer
(Baxter) mounted on the pressure canal of the
endotracheal tube (Vygon, France). The pressure signal is
sampled at a rate of 100 s ' by the 12-bit analogue to
digital converter which feeds the signal to the
microprocessor. The scales weighing the liquid reservoir
are connected to the RS232 communication port of the
computer. The pump is controlled by an analog signal
generated by the 12-bits digital to analog converter; the
valves are driven by digital outputs on the data acquisition
board.
Dedicated software was developed using Lab-Windows
version 4.0.1p2 (National Instruments Corporation) CVI
language. The different functions are:
1)the timer divides the respiratory cycle in adjustable
inspiratory time, inspiratory pause, expiratory time, and
expiratory pause.
2) acquisition of the analogic signal of endotracheal
pressure and reservoir weight at the end of the endexpiratory occlusion,
3) identification of the relationship between PA and lung
volume (the calibration compliance curve)
4) the controller detects the error signal and determines
the control signal VT.i.new The equations for the
controller are given in the previous section
(JUSTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM).

The pump velocity V is calculated so that VT.i.new =1 V .
The output of the controller is supplied to the roller
pump This procedure is repeated on a breath to breath
basis.
Testing of fne system
/. In vitrotestingoftf» sysfem

-

The initial testing of the control algorithm was done by /n
w/ro simulation of liquid ventilation, using a toyballoon as
test lung. To evaluate the efficacy of the controller, a set of
laboratory bench tests were conducted under steady state
and transient conditions
In the first place, control runs (n=5) were performed
without closed-loop control. Then, test runs applying
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feedback control via end-expiratory weight (n=5) and
pressure (n=5) succeeded each other Each pressurebased run was preceded by the generation of a calibration
curve. An increasing pressure set-point was chosen (15,
17.5, 20, 22.5, and 25 mmHg) for each run. End-expiratory
weight and PA.EE were recorded for 50 breaths (10
minutes) in order to study their variability and to compare
the operating level of FRC and PA,EE with the set point At
the end of each pressure-based run, transient disturbances
of liquid balance were simulated by intentional withdrawal
or addition of liquid perftuorocarbon at the endotracheal
tube connector dunng expiration Thus, the response time
of the control system was determined for a unique change
of VT.E with 20% in either direction.

«as

0

The performance of the closed-loop system was
judged by means of three items system accuracy (bias
or difference A between set-point and operating point),
oscillatory behaviour expressed as (the width of) the
95% prediction interval (95% PI) of the operating point,
and response time (defined as the number of breaths
needed to restore the operating point to within the
steady-state operating range after a transient
disturbance). Data were analysed using the SPSS
statistical software (SPSS for Windows. Release 8.0;
SPSS Inc , Chicago. IL).

SO

»

50

to-

8t«aih number

H Vfem&aon of RDS arama/s
The feedback controller was also evaluated in five liquid
ventilated preterm lambs. (Degraeuwe PLJ et al.
Conventional gas ventilation, liqutd-asststed high-frequency
oscillatory ventilation, and tidal liqud ventilation in
surfactant-treated preterm iambs. Int J Artif Organs
(accepted for publication)). Briefly, in a comparative study,
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at the University Maastricht, preterm lambs were
delivered by Caesarean section at 124-126 days, and
allocated to either conventional mechanical ventilation,
high-frequency oscillatory ventilation, or TLV. Gas exchange
and histomorphology after five hours of TLV proved to be
superior compared to either gas ventilation strategy. In
liquid ventilated animals, the end-expiratory liquid reservoir
weight was monitored continuously while end-expiratory
alveolar pressure was controlled by the microprocessor
The set point was chosen at 0 mmHg at the most ventral
(non-dependent part) of the lung. The target and observed
PA.EE were recorded to assess the controller accuracy

»

Fig- 3

of tench f#*f run* wrthotrf ftwdtwe* confro/. «nrf
Of pnw»un»-*a»#d confro/ Fnrf o«p«-»tory and

«fid P4.fi,) w*r* m«*»ur*d ov«r f/m» Sofft /»«dtxc* confro/
sfrstogfes pwwrtf * systomefic 'pumping dry" of *»• * » ' ft*V- wdmspmrtory and «nd-«xpirattvy p n u i n and wwpnte r»m*fn «fabto

RESULTS
Figure 3 shows an example of end-expiratory and endinspiratory lung volume (VEE, VEI), and alveolar pressure
(PA.EE and PA.EI) recorded over time dunng three /r> w/no
simulations of TLV without feedback control, and during
weight-based and pressure-based feedback. Without
feedback control, the cumulative effect of a systematic
dysbalance between a larger VT.I than VT.E IS evident,
leading to collapse of the test lung During weight-based
and pressure-based feedback control, stability of in- and
expiratory volumes and pressures is achieved
Table I summarizes the distribution of the difference
between operating points and set-points for endinsptratory and end-expiratory alveolar pressures and lung
volumes The liquid reservoir weight changes were
converted to lung volume changes in opposite direction,
using the specific gravidity of FC-75 It should be noted
that there is no real inspiratory set point; instead the first
measured value after starting a run was used to calculate
bias and variability indices
The set-point of PA.EE and VEE was always situated
outside the 95%CI of the difference between operatingpoint and set-point, indicating a systematic bias, which
was not corrected for by the controller The width of the
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adding or removing liquid to the system at the endotracheal tube connector dunng expiration is shown in Figure
4. Intentional addition of 20% of the VT during expiration,
caused a rise in PA.EE and VEE outside the 95% PI for one
single breath; the PA.EI and VEI remained within the 95%
PI. Withdrawal of the same amount of liquid during
expiration caused a decrease in PA.EE and VEE below the
95% PI which was corrected within 2 or 3 breaths. PA.EI
and VEI also fell to a lower than predicted value for 1 or 2
breaths This delayed correction is due to the restriction of
VT.I, new to 120% of the set VT.
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Fig. 4 - Examp/ö of fwo infenfAona/ disturbances o/ r/ie //qu/d ba/ance
after a sfeady s/«(e observation of 50 breatfis dur/ny an in vitro
expenmenf /nd/Vidua/ v«/uos or 0nd-/n5p/ra(ory and end-«xp/ra/ory
occ/us/on prossurss and w>/u/n«s are ptotted over bme. as we// as
/ines representing means. 95% C/ of trie mean, and 95% P/. /\OO =
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o/ //ie Vr duwip oxp/ra//on Temporary ;ncr»se or decrease in P«.5f
and Vtc were corrected fo MY(/>OT fne 95% P/ a/Ter 2 and 3 br»atfis

95%PI of A PA.EE and A VEE was at most 4 mmHg and 5
ml respectively Thus, the fluctuations of end-expiratory
lung volume in the preterm lambs, were less than 10% of
the FRC which was around 50 ml
An example of transient disturbances provoked by

During TLV, the balance between in- and outflow liquid volumes should be precisely maintained in equilibrium in order to
avoid overdistention or collapse of the lungs. This article
describes a tidal liquid ventilator build for research purposes in
an animal laboratory, and concentrates on tne development
and testing of a feedback controller to preserve FRC
We introduced the idea of using end-expiratory
occlusion pressures as a representative input signal for a
closed-loop system Bench tests and animal expenments
testing the automated control revealed a small bias, and
clinically acceptable oscillations of the end-expiratory lung
volume, being the main output variable
For many years it has been recognized that, in
mechanically-ventilated patients, insufficient expiratory time
due to airflow obstruction, high frequency, or inversed ratio

TABLE I - DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OPERATING POINTS AND SET-POINTS FOR PA.EE. PA.EI, VEE, AND VEI
DURING BENCH TESTS APPLYING WEIGHT-BASED OR PRESSURE BASED CONTROL, AND DURING
ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS APPLYING PRESSURE-BASED CONTROL
Exp#rinft#nt

Control strategy

BoiKhlest

WeigM-based

DMCripHv*

a PA.K (mmHg)

& PA.B (mrnHQ)

A VEE (mi)

AVB(mO

maanbias

0 66
0.54;0 78
-1.31:2.63
3.94

maanbias

083

95% Cl

0 66. 0.99
-1.23.2.88
4 11
-0.29
-0 34; -0 24
-1 12:0.53

0.01
-0 07; 0.09
-1.22; 1.24
2 46
-0 16
-0 25. -0 08
-1.23; 0 91

050

Width ol 95% PI

0 35
023:047
-1.53.2.22
375

0.61
0.40: 0.81
-1.89:3.10
4.99
0.11
001:0.23
-1.7Z 1 94
3.86

0.22
0.03:0.42
-219.2.63

96% Cl
95% PI
PraMur»-t>as«d

BanchtMt

95% PI
V**hof95%PI
Anttnal «xpanmant

Pl*MU(*-tMMd
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95% PI
Width o( 95% PI

165

214

-0 00
-0 11; 011
-1.88: 1 87
3.75

0 40: 0 61
-1.23.2.24
348

4 «

0.0t
-001.019
•1 60; 1 78
3.38
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ventilation may result in auto-PEEP or inadvertent PEEP,
as a manifestation of increased end-expiratory thoraac gas
volume (21-23) If this phenomenon remains unrecognized
and uncorrected. decreased lung compliance, impeded
cardiac output and air leaks may ensue. Tidal liquid
ventilation is not devoid of this problem We and others (24.
25) have noticed that poor control of expiratory volume
during TLV, as is the case with gravity assisted expiration,
increases the risk of fluorothorax Memhardt et al showed
that static peak inspiratory and expiratory pressures
remained constant using pump-driven expiration but
increased significantly with gravity-assisted expiration. The
incidence of fluorothorax was 10 and 85%, respectively
Both Memhardt and Larrabe recently described a tidal liquid
ventilator including a microprocessor-controlled, motordriven double-piston pump with apparently a very high
volume precision (26, 27). This could not be achieved by
the roller pump system incorporated in our hardware, as
shown by the bench test evaluation. Therefore, we
developed a microprocessor-based control system for
maintaining a FRC level, as suggested by Baba et al (24).
Moreover, even if the liquid ventilator per se is very
accurate in cycling liquid volumes, a liquid leak or an
increase in (expiratory) resistance may cause an imbalance
between inspired and expired liquid tidal breaths

expiratory lung volume. Moreover, it should be noted that
the latter method is insensible to drift errors of pressure
transducers which normally need regular recalibration
Several aspects of the described feedback controller
are capable of improvement The bias can now be nullified
manually, but the controller algorithm could be also
adapted so that it reacts not only to the magnitude of the
error but also to the accumulated error over time More
accurate hardware would obviously reduce the systematic
bias too. A falsely low reading of the end-expiratory
occlusion pressure due to failure of the pressure
measunng device is still a life-threatening situation, since
cumulative inspiration of excessive liquid volumes will lead
to fluorothorax precipitously. Therefore we suggest to
record the airway pressure with two pressure catheters at
the same time A pressure difference between these,
exceeding a specified value, would generate an alarmsignal and eventually stop the ventilator
In this paper we proposed a microprocessor-based
controller for maintenance of liquid balance during TLV
using end-expiratory occlusion pressure as representative
input signal The laboratory bench tests indicated that
transient disturbances in the inspiratory or expiratory tidal
volume were immediately and correctly compensated for
in the subsequent breaths, restoring the FRC Under
steady state conditions the degree of oscillation of PA.EE
and FRC was within clinically acceptable limits Some
suggestions for further improvements of the system were
made The availability of a reliable ventilator system could
give a new impetus to tidal liquid ventilation animal
research until now hindered by technical problems

In our bench tests both methods of feedback control
were characterized by a similar performance (bias and
variability). Nevertheless, we prefer a feedback control
based on end-expiratory occlusion pressure to a feedback
control based on end-expiratory weight. Although liquid
ventilation offers an opportunity of measuring FRC in a
very simple way, many confounders are present at the
bedside. The correction for non-PFC-related changes in
weight, as proposed by Heckman et al (17), is a real
challenge and prone to errors in the busy and hectic
environment of an intensive care unit. After some days of
liquid ventilation, the exact relationship between FRC and
body weight will certainly be lost Furthermore, the
definition of normal or ideal FRC during TLV has not been
clearly defined. During partial liquid ventilation, full liquid
FRC is assumed when a PFC meniscus is present in the
endotracheal tube at zero end-expiratory pressure
However, some gas may still be present in the nondependent lung. In our animal experiments we aimed at
an end-expiratory occlusion pressure around zero or
slightly positive at the level of the highest situated alveoli
to avoid any expiratory collapse. Considenng pulmonary
mechanics could further optimize the level of end-
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Abbreviations:
FRC

functional residual capacity

VT

tidal volume

PA

alveolar pressure

Vr .1

inspiratory tidal volume

PA.EI

end-inspiratory alveolar pressure

VT.E

expiratory tidal volume

PA.EE

end-expiratory alveolar pressure

Vr.l.new

new inspiratory tidal volume

PET

endotracheal or proximal airway pressure

PFC

perfluorocarbon

W

weight

TLV

tidal liquid ventilation

WEE.S.maas

measured end-expiratory weight on the

WEE

end-expiratory lung volume

VEI

end-inspiratory lung volume

WEE.S.sat

desired set-point of end-expiratory weight on

_

instantaneous liquid flow
..

•-

scales

desired set-point of inspiratory tidal volume

the scales
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Chapter 4
Conventional gas ventilation, liquid-assisted high-frequency
oscillatory ventilation, and tidal liquid ventilation in
surfactant-treated preterm lambs
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ABSTRACT' Tb/s sfudy tvas designed to compare fbe efficacy and pofenfia/ profecfiVe or in/unous
e/Fecfs or* Wda/ //<ju»d venf/feton f 71V?, //Qu»d-ass«fed high-frequency osd//atory venMa/»bn /lA-HFOV?.
and rwg/i PEEP convenf/ona/ mecbanica/ venfi/af/on (CMV) <n neonafa/ respiratory disfress syndrome.
Preterm /ambs f724-726 days gesfaffonj, prophy/acfica//y freated w/fb nafura/ sur/acfanf, were
a//ocafed to one of frie /reafmenf moda//f/es or to an unfreafed fefa/ confro/ group f F | eufhan/sed
after fracriea/ //gaf/on. M-HFOV anima/s rece/ved an /nfrafracftea/ toad/ng dose of 5 m/. kg '
fo/towed 6y a conftnuous /nfrapu/monary /nsft//af»on or" f2 ml./ry';fr' FC-75 perfluorocarbon //qu/d.
The ven(/7ahon sfrafeg/es a/med a( fceep/ng c//n/ca//y appropriate arfena/ b/ood gases for a sfudy
penoc/ of 5 nours A /iisto/og/ca/ /ung /nyury score was ca/cu/afed and semiquanfifafive morpriomefry
was performed on /ung f/ssue fixed by vascu/ar per/us/on.
The a/veo/ar-arter/a/pressure difference for O^ was sign/ficanf/y tower frirougriouf f/>e sfudy in 7"i.U
compared to CMV /ambs, af 7, 2, and 5 hours, oxygenaf/on was beffer in TLV when compared to
M-HFOV fofa/ /ung in/ury scores /n T/.V /lambs were sigm/Scanf/ytowerfhan <n e/fher CMU or LA-HFOV
an/ma/s, buf higher when compared to F C/WV and LA-HFOV induced an excess of co//apsed and
overd/sfended a/i^eo/i, whereas in TLV a/veo/ar expansion was norma//y d/sfribufed around
predominancy nornia/ a/veo/i. CAfl/ and L4-HFOU buf nof 7LV< were assoc/afed w/fh an excess of
di/afed a/rways.
Thus, /n fhe ovine neonafa/ RDS mode/, TJ.V compared /avourab/y to e/fher gas venMaf/on sfrafegy
by ifs more un/form wenfj/abon, reduced /ung in/ury, and improved gas exchange (7n/ J A/1i/ Organ«
2000. 23. 754-64;
KEV l^ORDS. Respiratory d/sfress syndrome, F/uorocarbons, Resp/raf/on, Art/fJcw/, High-frequency
venf//af>on, Pos/f/ve-pressure respiraf/on

INTRODUCTION

This study was co/rducfed /n r/ie Researc/i /nsbtufe Growtf) and
Oev«4oprnent. Maastncrt/ Unrversrfy, Fh« Netherlands.

to minimize ventilation-induced lung injury, but studies
comparing their respective gas exchange efficacy and
lung protective properties are scarce Moreover,
conventional ventilation strategies have evolved too,
based on new physiological insights (1).
High frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV). especially
when used prophylactically, applying a "high volume
strategy", and in combination with exogenous surfactant
from birth can reduce lung injury in premature monkeys
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The ventilatory strategy used early in the management
of neonatal respiratory distress syndrome may modify the
course of the disease itself and its long-term respiratory
outcome New techniques have been developed in order
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(2, 3). A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials of
elective HFOV, using the high volume strategy, versus
conventional mechanical ventilation (CMV) in preterm
infants < 36 weeks' gestation showed benefit in survival,
and chronic lung disease (4)
In animal models of hyaline membrane disease, tidal
liquid ventilation (TLV) compares favourably to CMV with
respect to gas exchange, lung mechanics, lung histology
and biochemical markers of lung injury (5). TLV has
therefore been suggested as a promising tool for the
prevention of lung injury in preterm newborns (6). The
addition of exogenous surfactant before liquid ventilation
further reduces interfacial tension, and further increases
compliance, therefore lower inflation pressures are
needed (7, 8).
Likewise, animal studies demonstrated a gas
exchange superiority of partial liquid ventilation (PLV)
over gas ventilation in neonatal respiratory distress
syndrome (9) Pretreatment with exogenous surfactant
offers an additional benefit to PLV alone (10, 11). The
improved oxygenation and ventilation, but also the
attenuation of histological lung injury and inflammation
were however similar in preterm lambs treated with either
PLV or HFOV (12)
Compared to HFOV alone, gas exchange improved
more during HFOV superimposed on a liquid-filled lung
(HF-PLV) in preterm lambs with respiratory distress
syndrome (13) Gothberg et al reported an improved
response to inhaled nitric oxide during HF-PLV, which may
imply enhanced recruitment (14). A dose-dependent
relationship between the perfluorocarbon (PFC) liquid
quantity and oxygenation known during PLV with CMV
(15), could however not be found during HF-PLV (16) It
was speculated that in HF-PLV perfluorocarbon facilitates
rapid expansion of alveoli, while HFOV maintains the
achieved inflation In addition, intratracheal perflubron at
doses far less than the functional residual capacity (FRC)
significantly reduces pulmonary inflammation (17).
Finally, lung mechanics and histological outcome seem
to be more favourable for tidal liquid ventilation when
compared to partial liquid ventilation (10, 18) As yet. a
comparison between TLV and HFOV has not been
undertaken.
The goal of our study was to investigate whether, in
hyaline membrane disease, TLV, HFOV, or CMV would
differently influence gas exchange during, and lung
histology-morphometry after 5 hours of mechanical
ventilation. The inclusion of a CMV group was motivated

by previous work in a porcine lung lavage model, showing
no clinically relevant differences between CMV, HFOV,
and PLV (19). Since small amounts of PFC showed
favourable mechanical (10) as well as anti-inflammatory
properties (17), we opted for a low dose of liquid (5 mL.kg"
') to assist HFOV. We postulated that liquid assisted
HFOV (LA-HFOV) would be equally effective as TLV and
superior to CMV in supporting gas exchange. In either
comparison, TLV would be superior in protecting the
immature lung from ventilator induced lung injury.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
All surgical procedures and experimental protocols were
reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee at the University of Maastricht
Fourteen time-dated, Texel breed twin-pregnant ewes
were anaesthetized between 124 and 126 days gestation
(term 147 ± 3 days) using thiopentone 1 g/ 70 kg IV for
induction, and 0.8% halothane in 50% nitrous oxide and
50% oxygen for maintenance. Before they were delivered,
the 28 lambs were prospectively assigned to an
unventilated fetal control group (F) or one of three
treatment groups, to be managed for 5 hours according to
a different ventilatory strategy Under sterile conditions, the
fetal head and neck were exposed through a midline
laparotomy and hysterotomy Appropriately sized catheters
were placed in the right jugular vein and carotid artery
through a mid-cervical incision Six fete/ confro/s had their
trachea hgated in order to fix the lungs with the lung liquid
/'n s/fu. Immediately after cord clamping they were
sacrificed In the lambs belonging to one of the treatment
groups an endotracheal tube (4 5 mm ID), provided with a
pressure canal ending at the tip (Vygon. France), was
placed under direct laryngoscopy and tied into the trachea.
After delivery, these lambs were weighed, dned, and placed
on a heating pad, under a radiant heater to maintain rectal
temperature within a range of 38 5-39 5°C No hand-bag
ventilation was used before the endotracheal tube was
connected to the allocated ventilator Two hundred mg of
natural surfactant (Alveofact. Boehnnger Ingelheim Pharma
KG, Biberach. Germany) was then slowry instilled into the
trachea at thetopof the ETT (estimated birth weight 2 kg).
Analgesia was provided by slow IV infection of 0 01 mg/kg
buprenorphine Anaesthesia and muscle paralysis were
maintained using a continuous infusion of pentobartxtal (4
mg.kg \ h r ' ) and pancuronium bromide (0 1 mg kg-'hr')
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respectively. Maintenance fluids (dextrose 10%) were
infused at a rate of 4 m L . k g ' . h r ' . The carotid artery
catheter was connected to a pressure transducer,
calibrated and zero-referenced to midchest level
Hypotension was defined as a mean artenal pressure < 40
mm Hg and treated with normal saline infusion. Metabolic
actdosis (pH < 7.20 with BE < -8 mmol/L) was corrected
using sodium bicarbonate A pulse oximeter (NPB-290.
Nellcor Puntan Bennett Europe BV) monitored saturation at
the ear-lobe. All postnatal procedures were performed
under sterile conditions, in order to avoid inflammatory
response induced by infection. After five hours of
ventilation the lambs were killed with an overdose of
pentobarbital IV (100 mg kg')

at 10 Hz. The amplitude was altered as necessary to keep
Pa.C0j between 5 and 7 kPa
In the 71V group the lungs were filled over approximately
15 minutes with perfluorocarbon liquid up to functional
residual capacity (FRC) while on CMV. In practice, we
infused warmed and preoxygenated FC-75 perfluorocarbon
liquid, withdrawn from the tidal liquid ventilator circuit, until
a liquid meniscus was visible in the endotracheal tube at
ZEEP. Then, the endotracheal tube was connected to a
volume - limited time-cycled liquid ventilator This prototype
ventilator makes use of a microcomputer feedback system
adjusting each inspired tidal volume based on the endexpiratory alveolar pressure, in order to maintain a stable
FRC (Degraeuwe PLJ et al A feedback controller for the
maintenance of FRC during tidal liquid ventilation: theory,
implementation, and testing Int J Artif Organs 2000; 23
(10): 680-8) The inspired perfluorocarbon temperature was
kept at 38*C The initial ventilator settings were: frequency
5 min', tidal volume (V,) 15-20 mL.kg', R o , 1.0, and I:E
ratio 1:2. V, was adjusted to maintain Pa,CO, between 5-7
kPa The ft.o, of the sweep gas. and hence the inspiratory
Pl.Oj was weaned to achieve 0.86-0.93 oxygen saturation.

In the CMV group, the endotracheal tube was connected
to a continuous flow, time cycled, pressure-limited Bourns
BP-200 ventilator. The inspired gases were humidified and
warmed at 38°C by means of a standard heated humidifier
(Concha-Therm Humidifier, Respiratory Care, Inc., Arlington
Heights, IL) Initially the lambs were ventilated with a flow of
12 Lmin '. R o , = 1.0. a PIP of 25 cm H^O and a PEEP of 5
cm HjO; the respirator rate was 60 min ' and IE = 1:2. Rrjj
was adjusted to keep pulse-oxymetry at 0 86-0.93, while
PEEP was increased up to 8 cm H^O to minimize oxygen
need. Peak inspiratory pressure was changed to maintain
fVcOj between 5-7 kPa PIP > 35 cm H^O was however
not allowed due to the high risk of pneumothorax.

Phys/o/og/c measuremenfs and ca/cu/af/ons
In CMV and LA-HFOV animals, proximal airway
pressure was measured by a pressure transducer placed
at the side port of the endotracheal tube connector During
TLV, supra-cannal tracheal pressure was monitored by a
liquid-filled pressure transducer connected to the distal
monitoring port (the surfactant canal) of the endotracheal
tube. Arterial blood gases and pH were taken every 30
minutes for five hours and measured within 5 minutes of
collection using the AVL993 blood gas analyser
(Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark) correcting for body
temperature During TLV, simultaneous inspiratory PFC
liquid PI.OJ was obtained using a A B L ' " 3 blood gas
analyser (Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark).
Oxygenation was assessed using the alveolar-arterial
pressure difference for O, calculated as follows: f\A-*),o, *
Pl.Oj - P«,COj - Pa.o,. This classical formula assumes a
respiratory exchange ratio of 1, and no diffusion
impediment (Pa.CO, - Pa.CO,) For TLV animals the
inspiractory partial pressure of oxygen (Pl.Oj) used, was
the measured one For gas ventilated animals the PI.OJ
was calculated by the equation: Pi.o^ = Fi.o, X (PB - PH^o PFC-75). The FC-75 vapor pressure term (8.7 kPa at 38'C)
was only subtracted for LA-HFOV animals.

The HFOV group received high frequency oscillation
delivered by the sensor Medics 3100A oscillator. Inspired
gas temperature was kept at 36°C by a Fisher-Paykel
humidifier (model MR 500, Fisher & Paykel, Auckland,
New Zealand). A loading dose of intratracheal FC-75 liquid
(3M Company, Belgium) of 5 mL.kg' was instilled over 5
minutes. In order to compensate for PFC liquid
evaporation, a continuous endotracheal infusion of FC-75
was subsequently given at a rate of about 12 mL.kg '.h V
At 25°C, this industrial PFC liquid has a density of 1.78
g.mL•'. a surface tension of 15 mN.rrr' (15 dynes.cm'),
and an Oj and COj solubility of 52 and 160 m L . d L '
respectively The vapour pressure is 8 4 kPa at 37'C. To
achieve optimal lung inflation the "high MAP approach" (2,
20. 21) was used. Mean airway pressure (MAP) was set
initially at 12 cm H^O and adjusted to maintain pulseoximetry at 0 86-0.93, while aiming at an R o , as low as
0.30. MAP was however limited to 25 cm H^O. In case of
rising Pa.cOj, or when blood pressure decreased,
overdistension of the lungs was considered and a lower
MAP was tried out. Oscillatory frequency was maintained
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Postmortem sfud/es
After sacrifice, a chest autopsy was performed. The
left stem bronchus and the left pulmonary vessels were
tied off and lung biopsies, taken from the left lung were
frozen in liquid nitrogen for future biochemical analysis.
The ductus arteriosus was ligated, the right ventricle
opened and a catheter secured in the main pulmonary
artery The left auricle was opened to allow the perfusate
to escape The right lung was then flushed with buffered
10% formalin at a pressure of 30 cm HjO for 30 minutes
as it was held at it's mean airway pressure recorded at
the end of the 5 hour ventilation period. Immediately
thereafter, the inflated lung was tied off, removed, and
further perfused overnight at the same pressure and
immerged in a fixative-bath. Lung specimens for
morphology and morphometry were taken from the
ventral and dorsal aspects of the cranial, middle, and
caudal regions of the right lung. Blocks of tissue
(approximately 2 X 1 X 0.3 cm) were prepared from these
six regions, embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5 pm, and
stained with haemotoxylin and eosin. The lung sections
were coded and examined by conventional light
microscopy, blinded to treatment group allocation. The
following ri/sfo/ogfc features were analysed using a threepoint, severity-based scoring system (19) desquamation
of bronchial and bronchiolar epithelium, septal oedema,
lymphangiectasis, septal haemorrhage, intra-alveolar
exudate, alveolar haemorrhage, hyaline membrane
formation, alveolar neutrophil infiltration, interstitial
oedema, interstitial haemorrhage, interstitial neutrophil
infiltration, congestion-hyperaemia. granulocyte sticking,
trombocytic aggregation, fibrin deposition. The pathologic
changes were graded as negative or slight = 0, moderate
• 1, and severe » 2. A sem/guanfi/af/Ve morp/)ome/nc
analysis was carried out in the following way Alveolar
dimensions or distal lung expansion were scored as:
severe atelectasis (2-). mild atelectasis (1-), normal (0),
mild distention (1+). and severe distention (2+). Airway
distention was scored as normal if mucosal folds were
present (0), slightly dilated when mucosa folds were
smoothed (1+), obviously dilated with protrusion of
mucosa through cartilage (2+) Interstitium was scored as
normal (0), moderately distended (1+). and severely
distended (2+). The reference for a normal score was the
most prevailing appearance in fetal control lungs. The
relative occurrence of each morphometric score was
semiquantitatively expressed as 1 through 6 if 0-5. 6-25.

26-50, 51-75, 76-95, or 96-100% of the biopsy surface
met the criteria mentioned.
Sfaf/sf/ca/ana/ys/s

i

Data are expressed as median (interquartile range) unless
otherwise stated. Differences between groups were analysed
by Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA and Mann-Whitney U test.
Intra-group differences were evaluated by Friedman two-way
ANOVA and the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Whether the distribution of semiquantitative
morphometnc scores was the same in different treatment
groups was tested by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov twosample test (22). This nonparametric test takes into
account both dispersion and position variations of two
samples. The Bonferroni correction was used for multiple
comparisons. Statistical significance was accepted as
(two-tailed) p < 0.05.

RESULTS
Of the 28 lambs entered into the study, 23 completed the
protocol One CMV and one LA-HFOV animal died after 2.5
hours as a consequence of tension pneumothorax Dunng
one TLV experiment a fluorothorax occurred within 15
minutes after starting liquid ventilation and two other TLV
expenments had to be stopped owing to major technical
problems. The general characteristics of the studied
animals are shown in Table I. No significant mtergroup
differences existed with respect to gestational age, birth
weight, volume expander and buffer requirements. Except
for a lower base deficit dunng TLV when compared to CMV
at 1 and 5 hours, no other significant mtergroup differences
in pH, fYcOj, or BE were observed at any time point in the
study (Tab II) The mean airway pressure dunng LA-HFOV
was significantly higher when compared to CMV at 1. 2. and
3 hours (Tab. II). Liquid tidal volume increased slightly but
significantly from 17.0 (16.7-20 5) mL kg ' at 1 hour to 21.1
(20 0-22.1) mL.kg-' at 5 hours
Compared to the CMV group. RA-«). O, was significantly
lower in the TLV group throughout the 5 hour study penod.
The same gas exchange advantage of TLV versus LAHFOV was only significant at 1. 2 and 5 hours (Fig 1 and
Tab II).
Total lung injury scores were lower in fetal controls than
in all ventilated groups The lungs of TLV animals
demonstrated significantly less injury than both CMV and
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Ventilatory strategy
LA-HFOV treated animals (Fig. 2) Within each ventilatory
strategy there were no significant differences between total
lung injury scores in dorsal and ventral aspect biopsies
Subanalysis of airway, septal. alveolar, interstitial, and
vascular injury scores revealed that the protective effect of
TLV was chiefly due to significant lower airway and alveolar
scores (TLV vs CMV and TLV vs LA-HFOV: p£0 001).

Figures 3 a-c show the distribution of mean values for
alveolar, airway, and interstitial morphometric scores per
ventilatory strategy On average, fetal control lungs
showed normal alveolar expansion in 77% of the studied
area CMV and LA-HFOV showed only 7 and 9% normal
alveolar expansion, respectively, whereas more than 50%
of alveoli demonstrated either pronounced collapse or

TABLE I - GESTIONAL AGE, BIRTH WEIGHT. VOLUME EXPANSION WITH SALINE. AND BUFFER REQUIREMENTS WERE SIMILAR IN THE STUDIED GROUPS NUMBERS ARE MEDIAN (INTERQUARTILE
RANGE). KRUSKAL-WALLIS STATISTICS DID NOT REVEAL ANY INTERGROUP DIFFERENCE
Fatal
n
Gestational age (days)

Brtti weight (s)

Satna (mL/kg)

Bicarbonate (mmoMig)

CMV

LA-HP0V

TIV

6

5

S

7

125

125

125

(125-126)

(125-125)

(125-125)

125
(125-1255)

2So9

2806

2250

2560

(2238-2860)

(2060-3435)

(2093-2760)

(2370-2720)

ft«

167
(10J-23.7)

10

16.5

(0-12.0)

(0-34 0)

11J
(52-24.3)

(47-10.1)

ita.

7J
(4 6-13 3)
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tion around a mean, slightly overexpanded state. The
comparison in pairs of the alveolar expansion distribution
showed only absence of significant difference between the
CMV and LA-HFOV groups. All airways had a normal
diameter in F, but were mainly overdistended in CMV and
LA-HFOV. In TLV 68% of the airways were estimated as
normally sized and 29% as moderately dilated. Except for
the comparison CMV vs LA-HFOV, Kolmogorov-Smirnov
two-sample tests showed absence of differences between
airway distension distributions. The interstitial width was
scored normal in 95% of F, and in 66, 55, and 59% after
CMV, LA-HFOV, and TLV respectively. All four distributions
of interstitial width tested in pairs were significantly
different.

DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 - Soxp/of for fo/a/ /ung /n/ury scores for fho CAfsgones F
M-HFOV, and 71V The boxptofs show fhe mod/an. quart/Ves, and
extrem« va/ues There tvas /ess /eng /nyury /n f/M F group fnan /n fne
(reafmon/ groups f*P<0 05 v». F; and 7XV «ram»/s were /ess
<n/ured fhanfcofhC M V o r M - H F O V o / o u p ( / P < 0 05 vs.

overinflation. In contrast, 52% of the alveoli were normally
expanded in TLV. There seemed to be a normal distribu-

Studies comparing liquid ventilation techniques with
ventilator/ strategies other than CMV are scarce (12, 13,
16. 19, 23-25) and non existent for TLV The efficacy of
high frequency ventilation and PLV, whether using
conventional or high frequency ventilation, seems similar
in neonatal RDS (12). Partial liquid ventilation, initially

TABLE II-GAS EXCHANGE AND MEAN AIRWAY PRESSURE (MAP) DATA OF CMV, LA-HFOV AND TLV
TREATMENT GROUPS OVER TIME DATA ARE MEDIAN (INTERQUARTILE RANGE)
Tkm(h)
1

3

4

5

PaCo,(kf>«)

BE(mcnoVL)

MAP(cmH,O)

60 2 (49 7-66.7)
65.3(54.1-73 0)

7.256(7.254-7.301)

5.81 (5 55-5.94)

-6 4 (-8 8- -5.9)

15 3(14.3-16.8)*

7.296(7 251-7 321)

5 52(4 91-5 75)

-5.5 (-7 0- -2.8)

18.0(17.6-19 6)

TLV

26.6(11 7-30 8)Tt

7.331 (7 299-7 437)

5 58 (5 09-6.49)

-2.7(-3.5-1.2)t

CMV

58 8 (38.6-53.9)
61.3(55.1-64 7)

7.341 (7.322-7.386)

6.16(5.05-6 63)

-1.6 (-2.6--1.4)

13.7 (13.7-17.3)*

LA-HFOV

7 335(7.288-7.377)

5 76 (4 80-5.94)

-3.0 (-4.7--21)

21.6 18 8-22.2)

TLV

20.2(17.3-34.0)tt

7 315(7.307-7.334)

5 92 (7 37 -7 45)

-3.7 (-4.1--0.7)

CMV
LA-HFOV

2

pH

CMV

47 6 (43.6-49 4)

7.275(7.210-7.293)

6 75(6.43-7.19)

-3.2 (-6.2- -3.2)

14^(13.2-18.2)*

LA-HFOV

45.9(410-76.5)

7 354 (7.223-7 392)

6 04(5.14-6.57)

-0 6 (-7 1-0.2)

24.5 (20.7-25.3)

TLV

30 7 (22.9-35 7)t

7 313(7.291-7.327)

6 54(6 27-7 12)

-2.1 (-4.1--0.3)

CMV

50.5 (46 7-57.5)

7.321 (7.272-7.330)

6.19(6.16-7.06)

-2.6 (-2.8- -18)

18.0(13.2-21.3)

LA-HFOV

47.8(40 1-64.6

7.333 (7.293-7.444)

5.98(3.92-«.75)

-3.0 (-6.4- -0.2)

22 9 (18 3-25.8)

TLV

27 6 (26.3-31.4)t

7 340(7 296-7 363)

6 67 (6.36-6.74)

-0.8 (-19-0.5)

CMV

53.7 (44 0-67.2)

7 324 (7 319-7.349)

5 74(5 40-6 39)

-3 6 (-3.6- -2 8)

16 7(14.5-21.0)

LA-HFOV

46.8(41.2-561)

7.349(7.292-7 409)

6 45 (4.62-6 67)

-29 (-6.8-1.0)

23 3(17 6-25.0)

TLV

33.3 (23.7-36.0)«

7.346(7 306-7 450)

651 (628^91)

-05(-14- 11.8)t

CMV • conventional mechanical ventUation. LA-HFOV • kquk>-«ssMed high-frequency otcaakxy ventilation: TLV « Mai kquxl venWatnn Inter-group
difference*: *fX0.05 aW v t L

v» TLV J p<0 05 LA-HICOW
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considered as offering the same advantages as TLV. but
free of its disadvantages, may provide less lung protection
than TLV (18, 26) We therefore considered a comparison
of CMV. HFOV, and TLV The beneficial effect of adding
PFC liquid to HFV is controversial. To match HFOV and
TLV animals for the anti-inflammatory effect of a PFC
liquid per se, we instilled small amounts of FC-75 in the
HFOV animals (liquid assisted HFOV) The main findings
of this study were that early TLV compares favourably to
either gas ventilation strategy with relation to gas
exchange, histological lung injury, and uniformity of
ventilation.
When comparing TLV with CMV, our data corroborate
previous work of Wolfson and coworkers (5) The worse
gas exchange, especially in their CMV group, is most
likely due to the lower gestational age (111 ±1 days), the
lack of exogenous surfactant therapy, and the lower PEEP
used The use of a severity based lung injury score, and
the inclusion of nonventilated fetal control lungs in our
study confirms Wolfson's histological findings and adds
other elements as well TLV lungs show less ventilator
induced lung injury than gas ventilated lungs, but are
themselves injured compared to fetal controls. This lung
injury may have occurred dunng the first quarter of gas
ventilation, since CMV but also PLV are not devoid of voluor baro-trauma (27). Prophylactic TLV from birth would
however only be feasible in the setting of an ex utero
intrapartum treatment (EXIT) procedure The vascular
perfusion at existing mean airway pressure used by our
group, guarantees the fixation of the in wvo situation,
avoiding artefacts such as post mortem atelectasis, which
may occur more easily in gas ventilated lungs Therefore,
we feel confident in the results of our semiquantitative
morphometnc analysis, demonstrating not only pronounced
atelectasis but also hypennflated gas exchange areas in
gas ventilated lungs These findings suggest a
combination of both low and high V'^/Q' regions resulting
in disturbed oxygenation. Liquid ventilated lungs on the
other hand, show a normal distribution of the gas
exchange areas. Comparison of this distribution with that
in fetal control animals, once again, points out the relativity
of this finding. The TLV situation is obviously different from
the fetal situation, which is likely to be the ideal situation
for a growing lung. The mean alveolar expansion during
TLV was indeed in excess of the alveolar distension seen
in unventilated fetal lambs, and the distnbution was wider.
The morphometnc analysis of airway dimensions yielded the
same profile of findings: the majority of airways (>90%)
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in gas ventilated lungs was overdistended, only one third in
liquid ventilated lungs, but none in fetal control lungs. We
wonder whether these intermediate morphometric findings
in TLV lungs might imply an incomplete protective effect of
liquid ventilation. As with PLV, the potential reduction in
incidence or in severity of bronchopulmonary dysplasia in
still speculative. The proportion of distended to normal
interstitial width was similar in the three therapeutic
groups, but significantly larger in treated than in fetal
control animals. Widened interstitium may be the
manifestation of postnatal lung liquid resorption, pulmonary
interstitial emphysema or interstitial PFC liquid (28).
The lack of significant differences in outcome variables
between CMV and LA-HFOV animals was surprising since
animal research but also human data support the use of
HFOV in neonatal RDS. Most animal studies investigating
HFOV in neonatal RDS used the preterm baboon model
(29). In this model, HFOV was found to diminish the
pathological findings of small airway overdistention,
atelectasis, oedema, hyaline membranes, and pulmonary
interstitial emphysema, but increased bronchoalveolar
haemorrhages when compared to CMV (30). It was
recognized that overexpansion, the cause of circulatory
compromise and air leak, should be avoided (2).
The prematurely delivered lamb, although an
accepted model of hyaline membrane disease, has not
been used as frequently in CMV versus HFOV
comparative studies. Lately, Kinsella et al (12) reported
a study using extremely preterm lambs (115 days) which
makes comparison with our data difficult Using a PEEP
level of 6 cm H,O in the CMV strategy, P*. o, equalled
41 ±7 mm Hg at the 3-h time point; this corresponds to a
P(A-«). Oj of ±67 kPa (assuming a P„ of 650 mm Hg in
Denver, 1,600 m) Likewise the P(A-«>. O, at 3 hours
during HFOV was ± 46 kPa All CMV lambs in our study
had their PEEP increased to 8 cm HjO, and
demonstrated a P(A-a). o, of 47.6 (43 6-49.4) kPa at 3
hours; the P(A-a), o, in LA-HFOV lambs was 45.9 (41.076.5) kPa Solimano and coworkers (31) studied both
ventilation modalities in much older, natural surfactant
treated, premature lambs (133-136 days). From Figure 1
in their paper we estimate a P|A-«). O, of around 65 and
60 kPa for CMV and HFOV respectively. Moreover, a
large protein leak was demonstrated, independent of the
ventilation strategy used In premature lambs (126-133
days' gestation) treated with surfactant before birth.
Weither and coworkers demonstrated a significant larger
alveolar surface area in HFOV (superimposed onto

backup CMV) than in CMV animals. However, no
differences were found in gas exchange or
histopathology (32). In an experiment lasting six hours,
Jefferies and coworkers reported the effects of either
HFOV or CMV in lambs delivered at 129 to 133 days of
gestation, and treated at birth with surfactant (33). The
oxygenation was better in HFOV animals only at the 4
and 6 hour time point. Other researchers have
experienced similar "disappointing" results in preterm
lambs aged 130 days (S. Bambang Oetomo, personal
communication). In general the disease severity of
neonatal RDS appears to be more pronounced in the
preterm lamb than in the baboon at 140 days gestation
or in the VLBW infant. But also in premature infants
(gestational age <30 weeks), neither albumin,
interleukin 8, or leukotriene B4 concentration in tracheal
aspirate (34), nor the incidence of chronic lung disease
were different in a large randomized controlled trial of
high frequency ventilation (35). Gentle ventilation and
permissive hypercapnia may have improved the
respiratory outcome of babies treated with IPPV (1). The
importance of lung volume recruitment and maintenance
during conventional ventilatory management was also
recently emphasized by Rimensberger in a lung lavage
rabbit model (36). PEEP was set above the critical
closing pressure on the deflation limb of the P-V curve
after a sustined inflation. Combining this optimal PEEP
with low tidal volume yielded the same outcome as a
high volume strategy HFOV: improved gas exchange,
and similar lung histology and lung inflammation.
A matter of concern and a potential limitation of our
study are the high mean airway pressures recorded in the
LA-HFOV animals. Although an accepted early lung
volume optimization strategy (37. 38) was used, lung
overdistention, inducing iatrogenic lung injury, may have
been present in the LA-HFOV group. Alternatively, nonuniform surfactant distnbution may have contributed to the
patchy distribution of atelectasis and ovennflation of gas
exchange units This also raises the question whether
larger doses of PFC-liquid could protect the lungs more
effectively.
In conclusion, the CMV and LA-HFOV strategies, used
in this study were unable to uniformly recruit the lungs of
preterm lambs, prophylactically treated with natural
surfactant. Gas exchange was poor and there was major
histopathological lung injury. The equal results of CMV
and LA-HFOV contradict some previous experience, but
are in agreement with other data Differences in the animal
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model and the ventilatory strategies used may play a rote

77M study was supported by. 8oe7i/irtger-/ng«/h«im Prwrma

in these discrepancies With tidal iquid ventilation, gas

KG. 8ft«racft. Gorrwry AAwofect. 3M Company Sa^wm FC-75

exchange was markedly improved, the lungs were

perfluorocarbon /«juid, rVe/teor Purrtan Bennaff Europa SV ("s

homogeneously ventilated and showed less ventilator

Hertogenbosch, The Nefhertands,) NPB-29Ö pu/se ox<mefer,

induced lung injury Although these findings are promising,

Sansor Med/cs Crrfca/ Cara (Si/fhoven, Tha A/afnar/ands>,

the presence of histotogical lung injury should restrain us

SansorMödJcs JfOOA osaWator.

from putting our expectations too high Premature clinical
use is not yet warranted Prolonged mechanical ventilation
studies in preterm animals could clarify the potential of
TLV in preventing bronchopulmonary dysplasia and
preserving normal alveolar growth (39.40).
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Chapter 5
A critical review of the literature on
perfluorocarbon liquid ventilation.
Hype or hope?
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Perfluorocarbon liquid assisted ventilation is an experimental respiratory support approach.
Two modalities, one derived from the other, make use of perfluorocarbon compounds, but
physiologically and in practice the techniques are very different. During //c/a/ //'^u/J
vem/Va/zort (TLV) the respiratory medium of both functional residual capacity and tidal
volume is replaced by neat perfluorocarbon liquid. A liquid ventilator mechanically assists in
the delivery of tidal volumes of PFC liquid which is extracorporeally oxygenated, scrubbed of
COj and warmed to body temperature. />ar//a/ //gu/</ ven/j/af/on (PLV) refers to gas
ventilation of the lungs (partly) filled with a perfluorocarbon liquid.
To identify literature on the topic, we searched the computerized MEDL1NE database for
articles from 1964 to April 2001, using the key words "Fluorocarbons'V all subheadings,
explode "Respiration-Artificial"/ all subheadings, and explode "Lung"/ all subheadings.
Reference lists of retrieved articles were reviewed, and personal files (e.g. abstract books and
congress proceedings) were searched.
This review starts with a brief account of the history of liquid ventilation research. Then,
the physicochemical and biological properties of perfluorochemical liquids and the
physiology of the liquid-filled lung are discussed. We provide a short overview of the major
lung diseases that may benefit from liquid ventilation, with focus on their complex
pathophysiology and current state of the art therapeutic strategies. Next we discuss descriptive
and comparative tidal and partial liquid ventilation research. Explanatory physiological
mechanisms are reviewed and efficacy studies are critically analysed.
It is our belief that, in the animal laboratory, TLV is a powerful technique for supporting gas
exchange and protecting lung integrity of severely ill or lung damaged test objects. The
advantages of PLV over other lung recruitment techniques is far less convincing. Whether
either technique can save human lives and improve lung morbidity remains to be tested.
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1. The historical origin of tidal perfluorocarbon liquid ventilation
It should be remembered that the first experimental investigation of liquid ventilation was
inspired by earlier observations showing that submerged mice, rats, and dogs could survive
for prolonged periods breathing a salt solution equilibrated with oxygen at a pressure of 8
atmospheres (1, 2). One of the referenced papers was, in my opinion misleadingly, entitled
"Ofmice as fish". In spontaneously liquid-breathing animals oxygenation was found to be
adequate but retention of carbon dioxide occurred and resumption of gas breathing was
impossible unless by vigourous resuscitation. Wash-out of surfactant indeed caused a life
threatening respiratory distress. Nevertheless, the prospect of preventing "inert"-gas narcosis
and decompression sickness "with a self-contained underwater breathing apparatus" was held
out.
In 1966, Kylstra and coworkers reported pulmonary gas exchange data in endotracheally
intubated dogs ventilated with hyperbarically oxygenated saline (3). Interestingly, the
animals' weight was continuously recorded to generate a fluorocarbon liquid "spirogram",
allowing control of liquid functional residual capacity and tidal volume. Diffusion limitation
during liquid breathing was elegantly demonstrated, explaining the modest elimination of
carbon dioxide while adequate arterial oxygenation was obtained. The authors admitted that
the technique of liquid ventilation and the reconversion to gas ventilation needed to be
improved. One dog delivered nine healthy pups 44 days after the experiment, suggesting that
liquid ventilation did not disturb a normal pregnancy!
Whereas saline required hyperbaric treatment to dissolve enough oxygen, Clark and Gollan
subsequently demonstrated that mice and cats could survive while breathing an oxygenated
fluorocarbon liquid at atmospheric pressure and survive several weeks after being returned to
room air (4). As with saline respiration, and in spite of the higher gas solubility of
fluorocarbons, carbon dioxide elimination was impaired. The transition to air breathing
appeared to be more successful, but some ill defined lung damage was of concern. Further
study of lung pathology in the recovery period was undertaken in newborn puppies (5). After
respiration of low vapor pressure perfluorocarbons (0.3 mm Hg at 77°F) evaporation of the
liquid lasted several months and cellular infiltration by foamy histiocytes took place. In
contrast, animals having inhaled high vapor pressure liquid perfluorocarbons (260 mm Hg at
77°F) developed extreme dilatation of the alveolar spaces. In spite of these side-effects at
extreme vapor pressures, the assumption that decompression sickness could be prevented by
breathing a noncompressible fluid was confirmed in fluorocarbon liquid breathing mice (6, 7)
and hamsters (8).
By 1970 the first perfluorocarbon liquid ventilation studies were conducted independently
by two research groups. Golan and coworkers demonstrated that, in order to inflate an isolated
rabbit lung to the same volume, less pressure was needed in the fluorocarbon fluid filled lung
when compared to the air filled state (9). A considerable drop in dynamic compliance during
liquid breathing was attributed to the increased frictional resistance of the viscous respiratory
medium. The high density and viscosity of liquids indeed limit liquid flow in the airways (10,
11). In gravity assisted mechanically ventilated rabbits, inspired, expired and arterial />Oj
determinations pointed at a gas diffusion deficit, which was more pronounced for oxygen than
for carbon dioxide (9). Modell et al. reported hypercarbic acidosis in dogs that were liquid
ventilated for prolonged periods, unless a mechanical volume ventilator was used generating
high peak intratrachcal pressures, which may have caused mechanical lung damage and
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pulmonary oedema (12). These first perfluorocarbon liquid ventilation studies have initiated a
totally new research era in pulmonary physiology and medicine.
Two unfamiliar aspects of liquid ventilation technology are the use of neat
perfluorochemicals as carriers of respiratory gases and the physiological properties of a liquidfilled lung.
2. Perfluorocarbon liquids as respiratory medium
The aim of lung ventilation is delivery of oxygen (O^) to the alveolo-capillary membrane,
and elimination of carbon dioxide (CO,) from the alveolar periphery. During spontaneous
breathing and conventional mechanical ventilation, mass-transfer of respiratory gases through
the lung depends on bulk flow as well as on diffusion. In gas ventilation, nitrogen is the inert
carrier of O, and CO2. During liquid ventilation nitrogen has been replaced by a liquid.
2.1.

Physico-chemical properties o f perfl uorocarbons

The differences between gas ventilation and liquid ventilation are due to different physical
properties of air and the specific liquid used. In table 1 the physico-chemical properties of air,
water or saline, and two perfl uorocarbons are compared. Perfl uorobutyl
perfluorotetrahydrofuran or FC-80 is an industrial perfluorocarbon liquid. Perfluoroctylbromide or perflubron (LiquiVent®) is a highly purified, medical grade PFC liquid. A variety
of other PFC liquids is available. If unknown, some of their physical properties can be
predicted with acceptable accuracy using a published quantitative structure-activity
relationship (13).
air*

water"

FC-80"

PFOB

density (g/cm')

0.001117

0.99336

1.76

1.918"'

viscosity (g/sec cm)

0.0001904

0.006947

0.0112

0.017"

surface tension (dynes/cm)

-

60

15

18.1

a<j2 (cmVcm* mmHg)

0.001316

0.0000299

0.00064

O2 solubility (mL/100 mL)

-

3
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«co2 (cmVan' mmHg)

0.001316

0.000724

0.00211

55.0

160

CO2 solubility (mL/100 mL) ,
D02 (cmVsec)

0.178

O.OOOO322

O.OOOO133

Dco2 (cmVsec)

0.139

O.OOOO255

0.0000105

, ,,

r

53"

210"

A

Table 1. Physical properties of air, water, perfluorobutyl perfluorotetrahydrofuran (FC-80) and
perfluoroctyl-bromide (PFOB) or perflubron at 1 atmosphere;
* = properties at O°C; " = properties at 37°C; *" = properties at 25°C; o, solubility coefficient; D,
diffusion coefficient
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' Perfluorocarbons or perfluorinated hetero-hydrocarbons are organic molecules in which all
or nearly all carbon-bound hydrogen atoms have been replaced by fluorine atoms. Due to the
tight covalent C-F bounds, they are very stable chemically, non-biotransformable and
v
therefore called wrongly "bioinert" or "virtually non-toxic". PFCs are not ozone-depleting.
The presence of the bromine atom makes perflubron (perfluoroctyl bromide) radioopaque.
Perfluorocarbon liquids are clear, colourless, and odourless oily liquids that are extremely
hydrophobic and have a low lipid solubility. In contrast to saline, lavage with PFC liquid does
not appear to deplete the lung of surfactant (12, 14, 15). Almost all perfluorocarbons have a
low (and constant) surface tension and spread easily on almost any surface. A high or positive
spreading coefficient means that PFCs adhere to the respiratory epithelium more strongly than
they cohere to themselves. Note that the low surface tension of around 15 mN/m, is still much
higher than the minimal surface tension of natural surfactant (less than 10 mN/m). One of the
unique properties of perfluorocarbons is their high solubility for respiratory gases, allowing
liquid ventilation under normobaric conditions. Their oxygen-carrying capacity (the dissolved
gas or gas content) is directly proportional to the partial pressure of the gas according to
Henry's law (16). As a respiratory medium, PFC-liquids have two drawbacks. The diffusion
coefficient for respiratory gases is low, and, compared to air, liquids have a high density and
viscosity, which both increase the resistance to tidal flow. Both convective and diffusive
limitations can be overcome by mechanical ventilation at low frequency, increasing the mean
residence time of the liquid in the lung. In adult cats, maximum alveolar ventilation and CO2
elimination was predicted at frequencies between 3 and 5 breaths/min (17).
2.2.

Biological properties and the use of perfluorocarbons

2.2.1.

The fate of inhaled perfluorocarbons

•

Perfluorocarbon liquids are minimally absorbed across the respiratory epithelium,
distributed throughout the body, scavenged by macrophages and eliminated by volatilization
through the lungs (and the skin). Uptake, biodistribution and elimination of PFCs have been
extensively studied in normal, diseased and immature lungs (18, 19). Perfluorocarbon blood
uptake during liquid ventilation is depending on vapour pressure, core temperature,
permeability coefficient of the lung, PFC solubility in blood lipid, and V \ / Q ' matching.
Tissue uptake depends on tissue-blood partition coefficients, tissue blood flow, and tissue
compartment volume (20, 21). It should be noticed that the concentrations of PFC measured
in blood after intravascular administration of PFC emulsions are several orders of magnitude
greater than blood or tissue levels after liquid ventilation (0.25 to 10 ug PFC.mL').
Although PFC liquids are chemically inert and not biotransformable, they do interfere with
biological systems.
2.2.2.

Anti-inflammatory properties: direct and indirect cytoprotection

Both iw v»7ro and m v/vo studies have pointed at anti-inflammatory properties of PFC
liquids. On the one side, the PFC may act as a physical barrier between lung cells and
inflammatory cells or mediators (direct cytoprotection); on the other hand PFC may exert
membrane effects by partitioning into phospholipid bilayers (indirect cytoprotection).
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/n viTro studies of alveolar macrophages have shown that exposure to perflubron decreases
phagocytosis without loss of viability (22), reduces the stimulated production of reactive
oxygen species (as measured by Superoxide anion. hydrogen peroxide and
chemiluminescence) (23) and cytokines (TNF-a, IL-1, 1L-6, and IL-8) (24, 25). Respiratory
burst activity of alveolar macrophages (evaluated by flow cytometry) was also found to be •»-*
markedly decreased after PLV of healthy animals (26).
Alveolar epithelial cells cultured on polycarbonate porous filter increase their interleukin-8
(IL-8) production when stimulated either at the apical or basolateral side with TNF-a. II.-8
production by TNF-a added to the lower chamber was not affected by PFC in the upper
chamber, but IL-8 release was blocked when PFC was added to the upper chamber
immediately after TNF-a stimulation from that site (27).
Exposure of neutrophils m viTro to perfluorocarbons followed by washing did not interfere
with their function, but neutrophils exposed to perfluorochemical blood substitutes were
markedly inhibited in their chemotactic and phagocytic responses, and in the presence of
perflubron, stimulated human peripheral blood neutrophils showed a decreased Superoxide
anion generation, chemotaxis, adhesion and injury to epithelial monolayers (28-30).
Similar interactions of perfluorohexane with inflammatory cells have been described in an
w v/fro model. Perfluorohexane decreased the release of proinflammatory cytokines (TNF-a,
IL-1P) by mononuclear blood cells and the expression of tissue factor (a procoagulant
protein) in ex v/vo stimulated phagocytic cells (monocytes and alveolar macrophages). These
effects were not due to a direct perfluorohexane cytotoxicity (31).
Neutrophil binding to endothelial cell monolayers can m vifro also be modulated by
indirect exposure to perflubron in a two-chambered BIOCOAT system (mimicking the
alveolo-capillary membrane). Endothelial cell monolayers indirectly preexposed to
perflubron, before proinflammatory activation, exhibited a diminished and slower neutrophil
binding, and decreased expression of cell adhesion molecules E-selectin and ICAM-1 (32).
The authors acknowledge that this anti-inflammatory (adhesion lowering) effect during the in
vivo situation (PLV) will take some time to manifest because of the relative slow rate of
perflubron diffusion into endothelial membranes, and moreover, adhesion molecules do not
appear to be essential for neutrophil infiltration from the pulmonary vasculature. Finally,
perflubron is known to partition into liposomes and the membrane lipid fraction of
erythrocytes, and to intercalate and form an interface between the leaflets of a lipid bilayer.
These findings point to a nonspecific membrane stabilizing effect. After incubation with 5%
(vol/vol) PFC, platelet aggregation in response to agonist was reduced with increasing
liposolubility of the PFC. Incubation of human RBCs with 10% (vol/vol) PFC, decreased
hypotonic haemolysis. This effect was also directly related to the Log of the PFC lipid
solubility (33).
During liquid ventilation, it may be difficult to distinguish mechanical protection from
anti-inflammatory effects of PFC liquids. Interestingly however, intrapcritoneal FC-77 PFCliquid attenuated the neutrophilic infiltration in the lung after hydrochloric acid aspiration and
hyperoxia in rats. Both intraperitoneal FC-77 and intravenous Fluosol decreased the lung
permeability and improved pulmonary compliance in this injury model (34).
Nesti et al. showed that exposure to perflubron enhanced healing and reduced inflammation
of acute full-thickness burns and the gastrointestinal tract in an animal model of ulcerative
colitis (35, 36).
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The described effects of PFCs on platelet aggregation and neutrophils may cause harmful
side-effects. However, safety studies with intravenous perflubron emulsion in healthy
volunteers revealed no adverse effects on haemostasis or cellular immune function (37, 38).
2.2.3.

Effects on airway mucosa
-3 item

Perflubron has no adverse effect on mucociliary clearance, but mucus secretion was
increased in the (non-inflamed) isolated ferret trachea (39).
2.2.4.

-U)

PFC liquids and infection

Perfluorocarbons do not promote bacterial growth, and neither in vitro nor in vivo are they
bactericidal (40, 41). Some have put forward that PLV with perflubron is unlikely to increase
the risk, and may in fact decrease the risk of nosocomial pneumonia (41). Others have shown
that perflubron does support growth of nosocomial pathogens, such as Psewdo/womw
aerM£/«o.va and «SVap/iy/ococcwf ai/rens, and state that PLV will not decrease the risk of
-OK
nosocomial pneumonia (42).

2.2.5.

The effect of perfluorochemicals on lung mechanics and surfactant function

' ' Jl

The research group of Buffalo (NY) stated that inhaled perfluorocarbons have no known
negative effect on phospholipid metabolism or surfactant function (surface tension) and PLV
may even enhance surfactant synthesis and secretion (43-45). or ncrttlirttrxf ©f-»»flsoqx» m m a u
More recently Eckmann et al. demonstrated that PFC is present in the liquid lining of the
lung seven days after intravenous administration of Fluosol-DA (perfluorodecaJin and
pcrfluorotripropylamine) or Oxygent (perfluoroctyl-bromide) emulsion. Surface tension-""iid
surface area relationship of lung lavage fluid was measured in a Wilhelmy balance system. ^
Loop hysteresis area was greater after Fluosol, but not after Oxygent, than after saline. Loop
hysteresis slope was higher after Oxygent than after saline or Fluosol (46). In a companion -*;
paper lung mechanics were investigated. After Fluosol administration FRC was greater, vital"!*
capacity lower, and lung compliance lower than after Oxygent or saline (47). Thus, the
presence of PFC in the lung surface lining layer does modify surfactant dynamic mechanical
behaviour. This concept was recently confirmed and further investigated by Schürg et al.
4T
using a modified captive bubble surfactometer. Vapor pressure and spreadability of the PFC *"*)
seem to be important in determining the minimal surface tension during the PLV situation
(48).
2.3.

Other biomedical applications of PFC liquids

»H vart.
3"*H to

Besides the use in liquid ventilation, several other biomedical applications of
bä/p» i
perfluorochemicals are under (clinical) investigation (49). They will not be discussed in detalt:
emulsions for blood substitute and pump-priming fluids for cardiopulmonary bypass (50),
vitreous fluid replacement (ophthalmologic tools) (51, 52), diagnostic imaging agents
(bronchography, ultrasound contrast agent,....), organ perfusates for organ preservation,
diagnostic (53) and therapeutic (54, 55) bronchoalveolar lavage. prevention of
?'itt!oo
ischemia/reperfusion mucosal injury during mesenteric ischemia (by a continuous

intraluminal flow of oxygenated perflubron (Imagent GI) (56), liquid-based airway distention
(57, 58), cell culture media supplements, etc. Pulmonary administration of drugs (PAD) by
liquid ventilation has been described for gentamicin (59);(60), vasoactive drugs such as
priscoline (61), geneproducts (62) and halothane (63). Finally, liquid ventilation has been
used for induction of hypothermia (64-66) and rapid cardiopulmonary rewarming (67).
3. The liquid-filled lung
Replacing the respiratory gas carrier nitrogen by a liquid has consequences for both
pulmonary mechanics and perfusion.

In a land-mark study, von Neergaard et al. demonstrated that less pressure was needed to
inflate a lung with a gum arabic-saline solution than with air (68). It was hypothesized, as
*
predicted by the LaPlace's law, that the surface component of the lung's recoil pressure, e.g.
the surface tension at the air-lung interface, was eliminated by liquidfilling(69).
Also in the PFC-liquid-filled lung the gas-lung interface is replaced by a liquid-lung
••?
interface, lowering the lung recoil pressure and increasing the collapse volume (9, 70, 71).
f
The lung mechanics during TLV have been extensively investigated in a preterm excised lamb |
lung model of surfactant deficiency by Tarczy-Hornoch et al. Comparing surfactant deficient *
lungs, surfactant repleted lungs, PFC-filled surfactant deficient lungs, and PFC-filled lungs <*
pretreated with surfactant, they noticed an increasingly reduction of transpulmonary pressures '
on inflation, and, by inference, a decreasing sequence of interfacial tension. Surfactant
*
improved deflation stability in both gas and liquid ventilation (71).
'•
The lung mechanics during gas ventilation of the liquid containing lung (PLV situation)
*
were studied in similar m v/7ro experiments (72). In both the surfactant deficient and the
surfactant repleted situation, compliance was worse than during TLV, but more favourable
3
than during gas ventilation. Indeed different surface active forces are playing a role in the
»
three situations: a summation of gas-lung and gas-PFC interfacial tension during PLV, PFC- I
lung interfacial tension during TLV, and gas-lung interfacial tension during gas ventilation.«»
Surfactant offers additional mechanical benefit to both PLV and TLV since surfactant reduces l
both gas-lung interfacial tension and PFC-lung interfacial tension. It was estimated that, in the '
PLV condition, PFC is present in a droplet/lens configuration at low lung volumes. As lung
volume and/or lung surface tension rises, the PFC is pulled into a lens shape until the PFC
spreads out into a film covering the alveolar surface.
<»
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Another interesting difference between the gas-filled and the liquid filled lung is the
*?
topographical distribution of ventilation and perfusion. The blood flow decreases from the
s
bottom (dependent) to the top (non-dependent) of the upright air-filled lung. An almost evenly 9
distributed blood flow was demonstrated by West et al. in saline-filled isolated dog lungs. It ?
was assumed that the hydrostatic pressure difference in the blood vessels was balanced by
3
corresponding pressures in the airways. The vertical distribution of ventilation was also
i
approximately uniform in the saline-filled lung (73). However, both ventilation (73) and blood $
75

flow (74) show proximal to peripheral stratification along the terminal gas exchanging regions
of the liquid filled lung.
«eu- ,nfiR n» > ^
'^ :'
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Using radioactive microspheres in an in situ perfused gas- or fluorocarbon-filled lung
preparation, but also /« v/vo, Shaffer and coworkers confirmed that PFC-liquid ventilation
decreases dependent and increases non-dependent pulmonary blood flow, in this manner
distributing pulmonary blood flow more uniformly throughout the lung (75, 76).
4. Lung diseases and pathology that might benefit from liquid-assisted ventilation
Although liquid ventilation got its first impetus from the potential use during diving and
acceleration (aviation), the main field of application is nowadays the support of gas exchange
in the diseased or injured lung. These clinical entities will be briefly reviewed, calling special
attention to the pathophysiology and the "conventional" treatment modalities.
4.1.

Neonatal respiratory distress syndrome

The physiopathology of neonatal respiratory distress syndrome (nRDS) is complex,
combining structural lung immaturity, atelectasis due to surfactant deficiency (77), decreased
lung fluid reabsorption (78), lung inflammation with pulmonary oedema (loss of intravascular
proteins into the lung interstitium and alveoli or transvascular leak of albumin) (79, 80), and
elevation of the pulmonary vascular resistance (81, 82). Prenatal glucocorticoid treatment of
women at risk for preterm delivery decrease the risk and severity of respiratory distress
syndrome (83, 84). Several meta-analyses from The Cochrane Neonatal Collaborative Review
Group have demonstrated the short- and long-term benefits of intratracheal administration of
surfactant for the treatment and prevention of neonatal RDS. Prophylaxis yielded better
outcomes than rescue treatment (85-91).
Recent studies have also indicated that volutrauma compromises the effect of subsequent
surfactant therapy (92-94). On the other hand, positive end-expiratory pressure optimises the
response to surfactant and preserves the biophysically active large-aggregate surfactant pool
(95).
Inhaled nitric oxide in an ovine model of hyaline membrane disease effectively reduced
pulmonary vascular resistance and improved oxygenation (82, 96). In (severely hypoxemic)
preterm infants nitric oxide inhalation appeared to be safe, but, apart from some improvement
in arterial oxygenation, no benefit was demonstrated (97, 98).
•'
Various ventilatory techniques have been proposed as an alternative to CMV in an effort to
improve gas exchange efficacy and reduce ventilation induced lung injury during neonatal
RDS.
The use of high frequency ventilation, primarily high frequency oscillatory ventilation is
supported by extensive research in the preterm baboon model (99-110). In this model, HFOV
was found to improve gas exchange and diminish the pathological findings of small airway
ovcrdistention, atelectasis, oedema, hyaline membranes, and pulmonary interstitial
emphysema, but bronchoalveolar haemorrhages were increased when compared to CMV.
Lately, Yoder et al. compared the prolonged use of HFOV with low tidal volume positive
pressure ventilation in antenatally steroid-treated, surfactant-treated immature baboons.
HFOV was associated with sustained improved respiratory mechanics and lung histology,
although enhanced alveolarization was not observed (111). A meta-analysis of randomized
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controlled trials of elective HFOV, using the high volume strategy, versus conventional
mechanical ventilation (CMV) in preterm infants <36 weeks' gestation showed benefit in
survival, and chronic lung disease (112). Hypocapnia during the first days of life in babies on
CMV for nRDS was associated with an increased incidence of bronchopulmonary dysplasia
(113, 114). However, a recent randomized trial did not demonstrate a lower incidence of BPD
with "gentle ventilation" allowing mild hypercapnia (/*a,CO, 6-7.3 kPa) (115).
«^
Other ventilatory support techniques such as intratracheal pulmonary ventilation (ITP)
(synonym: continuous tracheal gas insufflation or CTGI) and proportional assist ventilation
(PAV) are under investigation (116, 117). A recent prospective randomized trial in preterm
babies of < 30 weeks gestational age, suffering from HMD, confirmed that CTGI can decrease
peak inflation pressures. Moreover the CTGI group needed less inotropic drugs and the
duration of mechanical ventilation was shorter. However, no significant reduction in chronic
lung disease was noticed in this study with small sample size (118).
4.2.

Acute respiratory distress syndrome

Independently of the underlying etiology or pathophysiology, acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS) is defined as an acute onset respiratory failure (/VOj/Fl.Oj * 200 torr),
occurring in the absence of clinical evidence of cardiogenic pulmonary oedema, and
characterised by bilateral infiltrates on frontal chest radiograph (119). In addition, some
clinical studies require a lung injury score according to Murray and coworkers of * 2.5 (120).
This descriptive clinical definition has recently been criticized since it is too broad and
insufficiently specific to account for the patient heterogeneity (121). The causes of ARDS are
classified as direct (aspiration, diffuse pulmonary infection, near-drowning, toxic inhalation or
lung contusion) or indirect lung injury (sepsis syndrome, severe nonthoracic trauma,
hypertransfusion, cardiopulmonary bypass) (119).
Mechanical ventilation can contribute considerably to the progression of this disease
characterised by an inhomogeneous ventilated lung with collapsed dependent lung areas and
small aerated lung volume ("baby lung model"). High shear forces caused by end-inspiratory
stretch due to high peak inspiratory pressure or high tidal volume (barotrauma and
volutrauma), but also repetitive opening of collapsed lung units (atelectrauma) may
mechanically disrupt epithelium and endothelium eventually causing release of inflammatory
mediators, lung inflammation, and systemic inflammatory response (biotrauma) (122).
Based on these pathophysiological insights, lung protective ventilatory strategies have been
proposed and tested in animal models and clinical studies (123-129).
A new ventilatory strategy consisting of tidal ventilation between the lower and upper
inflection point on the pressure-volume curve of the respiratory system, avoiding both
recruitment/derecruitment of collapsed alveoli and pulmonary overstretching, is now favoured
(129). Promoting and maintaining of alveolar recruitment by PEEP is combined with low tidal
volumes.
Five randomized trials, evaluating (somewhat different) lung protective strategies in ALI or
(high risk for) ARDS have been published. Three did not detect a difference in mortality
(130-132), whereas two did (133, 134). A lung-protective ventilatory strategy tailored with a
volume-pressure curve was able to attenuate the cytokine response (both BALF and serum) in
ARDS patients (135). The ventilatory strategy used in the large ARDS network study
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(enrolling 861 patients) will likely become the gold standard against which future ventilation
strategies have to be tested.
Several other modes of ventilation or therapeutic adjuvants have shown promising results
in the animal laboratory or in clinical series: intratracheal pulmonary ventilation (ITPV) (136),
proportional assist ventilation (PAV) (137), prone positioning (improving ventilationperfusion matching) (138), inhaled nitric oxide (iNO) (139), high-frequency ventilation (140,
141), and exogenous surfactant (142-145). Although some of these therapies may prove
efficacious in selected patients and avoid extracorporeal life support (146, 147), none of them
affected clinical outcome during prospective trials in adults (148). The improved outcome of
HFOV in the pediatric RCT, (lower proportion of patients requiring supplemental
oxygenation at 30 days) has to be confirmed; the relevance is questionable. Recent animal
research suggests that, on condition that lung volume is recruited and maintained, CMV and
HFOV are equally effective and protective in lung lavage-induced ARDS (149-152).
However, Rotta et al. found CMV (PEEP 10 cm HjO and V^ 10 mL.kg ') not as effective as
HFOV in preserving oxygenation and lung compliance (153, 154).
Various animal models of ARDS are used to evaluate therapeutic strategies: the surfactant
washout model, oleic acid injury, gastric acid aspiration, endotoxaemia and reperfusion injury.
One should be aware of the pathophysiological differences of these models and the
dissimilarities with human pathology (155).
4.3.

Meconium aspiration syndrome

Neonatal meconium aspiration syndrome (MAS) has been defined as respiratory distress in
an infant born through meconium stained amniotic fluid whose symptoms cannot be otherwise
explained (156). Various factors are involved in the pathophysiology of MAS: mechanical
obstruction of the airways, pulmonary inflammatory response or chemical pneumonitis,
inhibition of surfactant function, and pulmonary vasoconstriction. In the established clinical
picture requiring mechanical ventilation several new supplementary techniques have been
proposed and tested. In animal models of MAS some investigators have demonstrated
effectiveness of surfactant treatment (157-161) but others found no improvement (162). The
use of boluses of exogenous surfactant in infants with MAS is supported by the reduction in
the need for ECMO found in two randomized trials (163, 164). In order to prevent the need
for ECMO, the number needed to treat was 6 and 4 respectively. Nevertheless, one authority
argues that surfactant therapy for MAS has yet to be subjected to rigorous investigation, and
most investigators have stressed the need for further clinical trials (156, 165). Several animal
studies (158, 166-168), and one human pilot study (169) indicate that surfactant lung lavage
with or without a subsequent surfactant bolus is a promising mode of treatment. After
meconium instillation in piglets, the technique of intratracheal pulmonary ventilation (ITPV)
allows effective oxygenation and ventilation at lower mean airway pressures, lower peak
inspiratory pressures, and with less lung injury than conventional ventilation (170). Finally,
adding polymers such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) to surfactant prevents or reverses
surfactant inactivation. In preliminary experiments with meconium injury in adult rats,
treatment with PEG/beractant (a modified bovine surfactant extract) (50 mg.kg') improved
oxygenation and pressure-volume curves more than treatment with beractant (Survanta®X50
or 100 mg.kg') alone (171).
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The use of high-frequency ventilation in MAS is supported by some animal studies (172174) but found ineffective in others (162. 175). In newborns with severe PPHN due to MAS, a
significantly higher percentage babies supported by HFOV responded to iNO when compared
to iNO plus conventional ventilation (176). A better alveolar recruitment during HFOV was
supposed. On the contrary. The Neonatal Inhaled Nitric Oxide Study Group (NINOS) found
improved oxygenation in MAS infants on CMV with iNO, but more importantly, there was no
significant difference in mortality or the need for ECMO (177).
Finally, the animal model of meconium instillation has been criticized as a model for
human MAS (178). Indeed, in the neonatal baboon, meconium instillation with or without
acute perinatal asphyxia, did not elicited persistent pulmonary hypertension and abnormal
pulmonary arteriolar muscularization as seen in severe human MAS.
4.4.

Congenital diaphragmatic hemia

In congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) an incomplete closure of the diaphragm is
associated with a primary or secondary disturbance of lung growth and maturation. Structural
parenchymal abnormalities at the level of the airways, alveoli, and pneumocytes arc
associated with functional abnormalities of the surfactant and antioxidant enzyme system
(179). The structural development and vasoreactivity of the pulmonary vasculature are
abnormal as well (180). The postnatal management of the respiratory insufficiency due to
pulmonary hypoplasia and persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn is challenging.
In the surgically created lamb model of CDH, prophylactic (but not rescue) surfactant
replacement therapy improved lung compliance and gas exchange for at least 4 hours (181,
182). Moreover, Karamanoukian et al. have shown that prophylactic surfactant therapy is
needed for iNO to be effective. (183). Lately, Schnitzer et al. demonstrated an improved COj
elimination obtained without increasing airway pressures, when using the technique of
intratracheal pulmonary ventilation in this lamb CDH model (184). Two human cases have
also been reported (185) and clinical trials are underway.
In babies with CDH, a gentle ventilation strategy, with permissive hypercarbia, seems to
improve survival and decrease the need for ECMO (186-188). Others favour high frequency
ventilation for preoperative stabilization (189-192). In term and near-term infants with
congenital diaphragmatic hernia, a randomized, double-masked, controlled multiccnter study
could not demonstrate a significant benefit of inhaled nitric oxide (iNO): oxygenation did not
improve and there was no reduction in the occurrence of death and/or the initiation of
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) (193). In another multicenter study
investigating iNO and HFOV in severe PPHN, the combination of HFOV with iNO was not
more efficient (expressed as the % of patients responding to the treatment) than cither
treatment alone in CDH babies (176). Finer et al. recently underscored that the different
treatment aspects (ventilation mode, surfactant therapy, and pulmonary vasodilation) and their
combinations still need prospective evaluation in the newborn with CDH (194).
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5. Tidal liquid ventilation

5.1.
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The technique of tidal liquid ventilation v
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A variety of mechanical ventilators with increasing complexity has been used over the
years in TLV research. The components of a typical TLV system are a (closed) circuit
incorporating a liquid reservoir, a pump or pumps, a gas exchanger, a heater, a liquid
regenerator, valves to limit and direct the liquid flow, and a control system (195). Gravity (3,
9, 196), positive and negative pressure generated over the entire body surface by a waterimmersion respirator (197), diaphragm or bellows pumps (198, 199), roller pump(s) (200), or
a dual piston pump (64, 195, 201, 202) have been used as driving force. Some systems have
combined mechanically assisted inspiration with gravity assisted expiration (203-206).
However, gravity dependent expiration was found to be an important risk factor for
fluorothorax (204, 207). Interesting innovations have been the introduction of the stop-flow
technique for intermittent measurement of alveolar pressures (208), and the estimation of FRC
and tidal volume by continuous measuring the weight of the liquid reservoir in stead of the
animal (209). Spray bubblers and membrane oxygenators have been characterized as gas
exchangers, and condenser technology has been assessed (210). In 1983, Harris described a
digital control system which automatically actuated inspired- and expired-line solenoid
valves, depending on the signal from a force platform supporting the ventilated animal.
Computer-assisted lung mechanics analysis is becoming an integral part of tidal liquid
ventilators (201, 211). Recently, Heckman et al. reported on computer software designed to
operate a tidal liquid ventilator (212). The operator can measure alveolar pressures and
determine the PFC-flow waveform. Control algorithms maintain lung volumes and/or airway
pressures within ranges set by the operator. Although determination of lung volumes by
weighing the animal or the liquid reservoir is a unique opportunity during TLV, we were
concerned about confounders. Therefore we introduced the idea of measuring breath-bybrcuth end-expiratory occlusion pressures as a representative input signal for a closed-loop
system controlling liquid balance during TLV. This system can guarantee an acceptable
steady state stability and successful compensation for transient disturbances in liquid balance
(213).
Some other technical aspects of TLV have been addressed in the literature as well.
It was verified that the resistance of (neonatal) endotracheal tubes to liquid flow is not only
depending on internal diameter but also on liquid flow, density, and viscosity (214, 215). The
pressure-flow characteristics of airway access devices depend on their geometry and can be
described in one number, the M-number, which can be determined from experimentally
obtained pressure-flow data. There is also a known relationship between M-number, fluid
viscosity, fluid density, pressure drop and flow. Therefore, if M-number of the device and
fluid's viscosity and density are known, one can predict the relationship between flow and
pressure drop ( 2 1 6 ) . .
5.2.

Feasibility and other descriptive animal studies on tidal liquid ventilation

In order to assess feasibility and toxicity, tidal liquid ventilation was first tested in normal
animals. Then the applicability in disease models was evaluated.

5.2.1.

Adult (and neonatal) animals with normal lungs

v.£.£ £

Since the early 1970s, PFC liquid ventilation has been studied in adult animals. Unpurified,
industrial liquids were used. Adequate gas exchange was supported for up to 8 hours (196).
After resumption to gas ventilation transient and short lasting disturbances in respiratory
"^'
mechanics (< 72hrs-1 wk) (199, 217-219). gas exchange (196, 217) and haematologybiochemistry (s lwk) (220, 221) have been observed. Histologie studies showed acute
inflammation three hours after liquid ventilation, followed by a macrophagic response which
was most prominent at 72 hours. A return to normal was apparent at ten days (217). Trace
amounts of PFC were detected by chromatography in all tissues studied for at least 5 years. '
The highest levels were found in the lungs and regional lymph nodes. No histologic evidence
of the presence of PFC was seen except for local accumulation of vacuolated macrophages in
the lung and regional lymphnodes. These morphological signs of residual PFC had
disappeared in two dogs 10 years after liquid ventilation (222). Calderwood et al. stated that
the presence of perfluorochemical did not cause any obvious structural or functional damage
(220,221).
Recent comparative studies in adult cats (209, 223) confirmed the feasibility and efficacy
of PFC liquid ventilation in the normal lung. A lower arterial oxygen tension (Pa.o,) during
PFC liquid ventilation was noticed but this finding was expected because of the relative
reduced inspired partial pressure of oxygen in PFC liquid. Other parameters such as Oj
delivery, COj elimination, respiratory quotient, arterial carbon dioxide tension (/Yco,), pH,
heart rate or mean systemic blood pressure were not different.
Full-term neonatal lambs were tidal liquid ventilated up to 24 hours. Adequate gas
exchange was present throughout the study period and no microscopic evidence of barotrauma
was present (19). The same authors demonstrated that newborn lambs can be safely returned
from TLV to PLV and spontaneous gas breathing (224).
An electron microscopic study published in abstract form (225) concluded that the
ultrastructure of the newborn rabbit lung remains unimpaired after one hour of
perfluorocarbon liquid ventilation. But the text also mentioned that: "Closer examination of
the various cell types revealed evidence of pinocytotic vesicles along the borders of alveolar
type I as well as endothelial cells."
Adequate gas exchange was also achieved in premature and term newborn monkeys. Two
of those near term baboons, who were liquid ventilated from birth for 3 hours, were followedup. Sequential neurodevelopmental and pulmonary testing through 11 months of age have
shown no abnormalities. Functional residual capacity (FRC) and total lung capacity were
normal. Chest radiography showed persistence of scattered densities, compatible with
interstitial radiodense PFC. Lung and other organ histology was normal (205).
In a recent report Wolfson et al. showed that effective gas exchange during TLV was
possible in sheep despite a wide range of ages, body weights and thoracic dimensions: from
preterm (70% of term) to adult (4-6 years), 0.5 to 36 kg, and anterior-posterior thoracic
diameters of 21 to 64 cm. Therefore the technique should be suitable to support human
patients from adults to preterm babies (226).
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5.2.2.

Hyaline membrane disease

Early pioneering studies in immature minipigs and rabbits revealed an improved survival
and oxygenation when liquid ventilation was compared to gas ventilation (227, 228).
Subsequently, PFC liquid ventilation was shown to be feasible and effective in ever younger,
premature lambs with established respiratory distress syndrome: Shaffer and coworkers
demonstrated adequate gas exchange (229-231) and evidence of improved compliance (229,
231). Pulmonary gas exchange, acid-base status, and cardiovascular stability were supported
even in very preterm lambs, as young as 102 days gestational age (200). Adequate gas
exchange and circulatory stability could be obtained in preterm lambs (gestational age 132
days) while on tidal liquid ventilation for periods up to 72 hours (232).
5.2.3.

Acute respiratory distress syndrome

In 1994, Hirschl and coworkers used for the first time TLV in young sheep requiring ECLS
because of severe lung injury induced by oleic acid injection followed by saline pulmonary
lavage. Animals treated with full tidal liquid ventilation were compared with animals
receiving standard ECMO "lung rest" gas ventilation (PIP = 20 cm HX>; PEEP = 4 cm H2O;
10 breaths per minute). After 3 hours of TLV sheep demonstrated lower pulmonary shunt and
higher pulmonary compliance. The ECMO flow required to maintain a target Pa,Oj was
lower (233). This improvement in oxygenation and pulmonary compliance resulting from
TLV during ECLS was confirmed in two other reports using the same severe animal model of
ARDS. (209, 234). It was hypothesized that by improving lung function on ECLS, TLV may
shorten the ECMO run, possibly resulting in decreased morbidity and costs (233).
5.2.4.

Meconium aspiration

In meconium distressed lambs, liquid ventilation increased oxygenation, ventilation was
adequate, and because of the increased dynamic lung compliance, peak tracheal as well as
peak alveolar pressures were significantly reduced. Additionally, a more uniform distribution
of pulmonary blood flow during liquid ventilation was demonstrated (76). In severe
meconium aspiration lung injury, necessitating ECLS, TLV improved oxygenation, CO2
removal and pulmonary compliance when compared to pretreatment values or compared to
"lung rest" gas ventilation. Meconium plugs were removed by tidal flow of PFC liquid (235).
5.3.

Comparative animal studies

The efficacy of TLV has been studied in animal models of neonatal RDS (appendix 1),
acute RDS (appendix 2), and meconium aspiration syndrome (appendix 3).
5.3.1.

Neonatal respiratory distress syndrome

The first study comparing TLV with CMV in naturally occurring hyaline membrane
disease dates from 1973-1974. Immature mini-pigs, born after 95 and 100 days' gestation (full
term is 112 days), maintained adequate gas exchange for 210 minutes supported by a liquid
ventilator operating on the principle of the iron lung. In contrast: "Gaseous O; ventilation at

95 days was nearly impossible, with 75% of the animals dying within 15 minutes. At 100
days it was possible to maintain animals for about 90 minutes but with great difficulty"(227,
236).
Schwieler and Robertson studied artificial ventilation in surfactant deficient, immature
newborn rabbits (27.5-27.75 days; full term 31±1 days). Oxygenation, as revealed by skin
colour and ECG, appeared to be better in liquid ventilated animals when compared to gas
ventilated littermates. Histologie examination of the lungs (at end-expiration) after liquid
ventilation showed less necrosis and desquamation of the bronchiolar epithelium and less
hyaline membranes in the preterminal airspaces. Bronchioles and alveolar ducts were usually
dilated (228).
More recently, Wolfson et al. studied the preterm lamb model of respiratory distress
syndrome in a (randomized) controlled fashion (237). Liquid ventilated animals demonstrated
consistently better oxygenation and COj removal despite lower airway pressures. Respiratory
compliance was higher during liquid ventilation compared to gas ventilation. Liquid
ventilation seemed to minimize pulmonary barotrauma. In contrast to atelectasis,
proteinaceous exudate, haemorrhage, and hyaline membranes seen after gas ventilation, liquid
ventilated lungs showed homogeneously expanded alveoli, clear of exudate, haemorrhage, or
hyaline membranes, and bordered by thinner walls. Morphometry revealed a larger area of gas
exchange. In a more recent study, biochemical evidence was added to the concept of
minimized pulmonary barotrauma. Urinary excretion of desmosine, an index of proteolytic
destruction of lung elastin, was reduced during TLV (238). Apoptosis does not nearly occur in
fetal sheep lungs. The ventilatory strategy used in animals suffering from neonatal RDS seems
to define the pattern of apoptosis in the lung. In preterm lambs treated with CMV apoptotic
cells were mainly localized within the lumen, whereas in TLV animals apoptotic cells were
observed in the epithelial cells lining the airspaces (239, 240). In the desmosine and apoptosis
studies, only available in abstract form, no details on CMV settings are given, and no
surfactant was administered.
All previously mentioned studies were prophylactic in nature. As a rescue therapy too,
TLV was superior to CMV in surfactant treated preterm lambs (241). Our recent study
comparing TLV, CMV, and HFOV was undertaken to evaluate efficacy, protective properties,
and possible side-effects of these three ventilatory strategies applied from birth in surfactant
treated preterm lambs. Despite the higher PEEP levels used in CMV, and the aggressive
recruitment strategy in HFOV animals, TLV was superior to both gas ventilation strategies
with respect to gas exchange and lung injury score. TLV was characterized by a more
homogeneous ventilation of the lung (242).
5.3.2.

Acute respiratory distress syndrome

The first report on the use of TLV in saline lavage-induced lung injury came from the
group of Adolfo Valls-i-Soler. Rats made respiratory insufficient by repeated bronchoalveolar saline lavage were randomised to receive either CMV or TLV; for comparison, a
group of healthy rats was liquid ventilated as well. In the diseased animals, oxygenation was
improved significantly during TLV when compared to CMV, and approximated oxygenation
in healthy liquid ventilated animals (243).
Mazzoni and coworkers also compared TLV with CMV in swine (15-20 kg) after inducing
respiratory failure by successive saline lung lavages. Despite of lower peak airway and
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alveolar pressures, TLV-treated animals had significantly higher /*a,C>2 and similar /*a,COj
levels (244).
In an oleic acid and saline lung lavage sheep model requiring ECLS, Hirschl et al (245)
compared gas ventilation with liquid ventilation. During 2.5 hours of either therapy, lung
mechanics and gas exchange were significantly better in TLV animals. After discontinuation
of ECLS, all gas ventilated animals died, whereas all TLV animals demonstrated effective gas
exchange. Lung biopsies after liquid ventilation showed a marked reduction in alveolar
haemorrhage, lung fluid accumulation, and inflammatory infiltration. In another paper, using
the same lung injury model, physiological and histological data after one hour of gas and
liquid ventilation were compared. Liquid ventilation significantly improved /VOj, mixed
venous oxygen saturation, lung compliance and physiologic shunt fraction. Postmortem
computer tomography attenuation studies showed non homogeneous distribution of gas and
homogeneous distribution of perflubron. Histologie lung injury was reduced after liquid
ventilation when compared to gas ventilation (246).
Meinhardt et al. reported in abstract form a comparative study of TLV versus CMV in
rabbits subjected to oleic acid lung injury. There were no significant differences between the
groups with respect to arterial blood gases, mean arterial and central venous pressure, but the
difference between peak inspiratory minus end-expiratory pressure was lower during TLV
(247).
At the ATS International Conference in May 2000, Wolfson et al. presented a multicenter
randomized controlled trial comparing TLV and CMV in oleic acid injured adult sheep. The
control animals were ventilated according to the high PEEP, low tidal volume concept.
During and after a four hours lasting treatment period, TLV performed better in all
cardiopulmonary and histomorphological parameters studied: /^.o,, Sv.Oj, cardiac output,
stroke volume, DOj, compliance, oxygen consumption, and ventilatory efficiency index,
minute ventilation, physiologic shunt (Qps/Qt), and lactate, alveolar area, % gas exchange
space, and expansion index, % parenchyma! space and composite total lung injury score (TLI)
(248).
5.3.3.

Meconium aspiration syndrome

A first comparative study of meconium instillation injury in rats, demonstrated improved
oxygenation and mean arterial blood pressure after 1 and 2 hours in liquid ventilated rats as
compared to gas ventilated controls. After 2 hours the mortality in both groups was 3/7 (249).
In subsequent research, newborn lambs, made respiratory insufficient by endotracheal
instillation of 25% meconium solution, were randomized to four therapeutic strategies:
exogenous surfactant, PLV, TLV, or control CMV. Each treatment improved oxygenation,
with none being superior to another. TLV improved dynamic compliance more than surfactant
or PLV, and on lung histology, the protective effect of TLV was most pronounced (250).
5.4.

Human experience

The first human trial of PFC liquid ventilation (251-253) was limited in design and
demonstrated mainly some improvement in pulmonary function after return to gas ventilation.
The procedure of liquid ventilation was said to be well tolerated. Obduction findings in four
liquid ventilated infants were compared to randomized sections. Following liquid ventilation,
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lung expansion indices were greater, and liver, spleen, kidney and thymus were histologically
indistinguishable from conventionally ventilated infants (254).
5.5.

Practical guidelines for tidal liquid ventilation
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Gas ventilator settings and adjustments aim at optimizing gas exchange while at the same
time lung injury and circulatory compromise should be avoided. Only a few data are available
with relation to the mechanical properties of the liquid filled lung and the ventilator settings
during TLV.
••>
Koen et al. quantified the maximum expiratory flow and the diffusion dead space in cats
during FC-80 tidal liquid ventilation. Under these circumstances the theoretically predicted
maximal alveolar ventilation and CO, elimination would occur at a breathing frequency of 3
to 5 min' (17). The effect of respirator settings on arterial blood gases was recently evaluated
by Parker and coworkers (255). Increased oxygenation and ventilation occurred under the
following circumstances: increasing respiratory rate from 4 to 6 min', increasing V, from 10
to 20 mL.kg ', and addition of 95 mL.min ' of isovolumetric bias flow. /Yco, and /VOj both
decreased when expiratory to inspiratory ratio decreased from 2.0 to 0.5.
The optimum liquid FRC has not been clearly defined. The group of Shaffer closely
monitors respiratory system mechanics to adjust liquid ventilator settings, but no detailed
description of their ventilatory strategy is given. We have used an end-expiratory alveolar
pressure of zero or slightly above zero at the level of the highest situated alveoli (242). In a
recent abstract, Wolfson et al. compared 3 levels of PEEP during TLV: 4, 8. and 12 cm HjO.
The lowest PEEP was associated with significantly higher arterial oxygenation, systemic
bloodflow and oxygen delivery, as well as a lower PVR/SVR ratio (256).
5.6.

Haemodynamics during TLV

Earlier liquid ventilation studies have noted an increase in pulmonary vascular resistance
(PVR) with a decrease in cardiac index of approximately 40%, resulting in lactic acidosis (75,
257-259). Compression of the great veins and heart (decreased preload) and the aorta
(increased afterload) by the heavy PFC-filled lungs has also been proposed as the explanation
for the decreased cardiac output. Haemodynamic compromise can however be prevented or
corrected by good hydration and careful intravascular volume expansion (260). In a
comparative study, CMV versus TLV, Mazzoni et al. found no differences in systemic arterial
pressure, but a decreased cardiac output during TLV. She proposed overfilling of the lungs as
an alternative explanation (244). Most recent studies have reported no impact on
cardiovascular stability or even an improvement of circulatory function during TLV (248).
Several authors have mentioned phasic increases and decreases of systemic and pulmonary
arterial blood pressure during TLV. Mechanical interference with venous return and afterload
were suggested. We have quantified and compared respiration-synchronous fluctuations in
haemodynamic variables during gas ventilation, PLV, and TLV. TLV was associated with an
increased within breath variability of left ventricular stroke volume, systemic blood pressure,
and systemic perfusion pressure (206). The candidate explanatory mechanisms are (an
interplay of) decreased systemic venous return (right ventricular preload), changes in
afterload, increased ventricular interdependence, and longer inspiratory times associated with
liquid inspiration compared to gas inspiration.
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In a recently published abstract, Meinhardt et al. compared haemodynamic parameters
between inspiration and expiration in health rabbits ranoomized to either CMV or TLV. In
neither ventilatory strategy was there a difference between inspiratory or expiratory cardiac
output, PAP, CVP, or LAP. It was not stated whether right or left sided cardiac was measured.
During TLV systemic arterial pressure was lower during expiration (261).
5.7.

Tidal liquid ventilation: action mechanism in the diseased lung (how it improves gas
exchange and protects the lungs)

The basic research into the favourable effects on gas exchange and lung protection of TLV
is limited. It is generally thought that the V V Q ' distribution is improved due to more
homogeneous distribution of ventilation (73, 246, 262) and blood flow (73, 75, 76) in a liquid
ventilated (diseased) lung. Since PFC liquid reduces the interfacial tension in the lung (9, 70,
71), FRC is easily reestablished (263) and alveolar pressures lowered (76, 208, 244).
Mobilisation of alveolar exudate, secretions or inhaled meconium may be another beneficial
effect of TLV (76). A tamponade effect has been suggested and as with PLV the antiinflammatory properties of PFC liquids may act.
From the cited animal studies, it is indisputable that TLV was superior to every tested
control strategy including optimized CMV, HFOV, and PLV.
6. Partial liquid ventilation
6.1.

The historical origins of partial liquid ventilation

Already in 1974 Rufer investigated the transition from liquid to gas ventilation. In
immature 95-days-old mini-pigs, the lung compliance was markedly increased compared to
unventilatcd and gas ventilated controls, and approached that of the mature (110 days) lung. It
was suggested that a film of low surface tension PFC acted as a stable surfactant substitute,
and could be useful in the treatment of neonatal RDS (227)! Subsequently, many other
investigators have confirmed that following tidal liquid ventilation or PFC lung lavage.
surfactant deficient animals demonstrate improved respiratory mechanics and gas exchange
compared to pretreatment values (76, 229, 230, 264, 265) It was speculated that the improved
lung function was due to residual low surface tension PFC, lining the alveoli and acting as an
artificial surfactant. Indeed, Mercurio (266) and Gladstone (267), showed that PFC liquids in
low doses, increase dynamic compliance and oxygenation in surfactant deficient premature
rabbits and lambs. Unlike in surfactant treated animals the FRC was not increased by lowdosed PFC liquid. In contrast to natural surfactant which has a surface area dependent surface
tension, PFC has a constant low surface tension that is independent of the alveolar volume.
Therefore PFC in low dose can not prevent end-expiratory alveolar collapse. However, the
high gas solubility of PFC should not mitigate against intratracheal dosing as large as FRC.
In 1991, Fuhrman at al. described a new technique, called perfluorocarbon-associated gas
exchange (PAGE): a volume of perfluorocarbon equivalent to the normal FRC was instilled
into the trachea, and gas ventilation resumed for 1 hour. PAGE was well tolerated and its
efficiency approached that of conventional gas ventilation in normal piglets (268). Based on
the same principles. Lachmann et al. proposed the combination of intratracheal perflubron
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instillation with mechanical ventilation as an alternative treatment of acute respiratory failure
in adult animals (269). PAGE is mostly called "partial" liquid ventilation (PLV).
After feasibility and safety studies, the technique of PLV was applied in several disease
models and tested against conventional mechanical ventilation and other respiratory support
techniques. Meanwhile nearly all variables of the technique have been explored: liquid
volume (from full FRC to perfluorocarbon vapour), and various gas ventilation strategies
(CMV with different PEEP levels, PAV, ITV, and HFV) in prophylactic and rescue
applications.
The physiology turned out to be more complex than initially thought, and monitoring the
desired PFC liquid volume in the lungs requires analysis of the evaporative losses (270). The
principles of PFC distribution and elimination (271) had to be studied.
It is astonishing that it became known only very recently that the presence of PFC vapour
in the gas flowing through pneumotachometers gives falsely high tidal volume measurements
(272, 273). In the Davies study, the overestimation was 7.2 to 16.1% using a differential
pressure transducer, and 34.5 to 40.7% with a hot-wire anemometer. Unless taking into
account this deviation or unless (re)calibration of the pneumotachograph with a gas
composition to be measured, lung compliance calculations are of course subject to the same
error.
6.2.

Feasibility and other descriptive animal studies on partial liquid ventilation

6.2.1.

Partial liquid ventilation of the normal lung

Several studies have investigated gas exchange, lung mechanics, and lung histology during
and after PLV of the normal lung. We summarize this knowledge in short.
6.2.1.1. What happens during PLV?
Gas exc/iange
When measured at equal ventilator and / ^ A settings, arterial oxygen tension is lower
during PLV than during gas ventilation (26, 268, 274-277). Overbeck and coworkers noticed
this same finding only in prone but not in supine adult animals (278). Alveolo-arterial
differences [(A-a)D's] of respiratory gases are increased proportional to the volume of fluid in
the lungs (279). This gas exchange impairment is most likely due to a combination of
increased ventilation heterogeneity, V \ / Q ' heterogeneity, creation of true shunt regions
consisting of flooded unventilated alveoli as well as heterogeneously distributed diffusion
limitation (280-282). Imaging regional Q' and V \ with positron emission tomography
demonstrated a decrease of Q' and V \ / Q ' during PLV in the dependent lung regions of
supine ventilated sheep (283).
£#ec/ o/gos ven/Z/a/io/i sfra/egy
The effect of the ventilator settings on gas exchange during PLV has been neglected for
quite a while. It is now known that both tidal volume and end-inspiratory pressure influence
oxygenation during PLV in normal animals (284, 285).
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Interesting data were recently provided by Uchida et al. who compared respiratory gas
tensions in arterial blood samples and in central and distal (fourth generation) airway PFC
liquid samples. The distal PFC A), was lower than the proximal PFC />Oj, and the distal PFC
/*COj was higher than the proximal PFC Pco,. When increasing Vj from 30 to 50 mL, or
PEEP from 0 to 10 cm HjO, the arterial />Oj became higher than the distal liquid />O, (286). It
is assumed that increasing Vj and PEEP increase the surface area of gas liquid interface and
recruit the nondependent lung (287).
'

Filling the normal lung with PFC liquid alters the static pressure-volume relationship (268,
288, 289). In adult animals, the decrease in static lung compliance was shown to be inversely
correlated with increasing perflubron dose (278). Fujino et al. explicited the effect of PLV on
the inflection points of the pressure-volume curve in healthy sheep and found a decrease in the
capacity of the lungs for gas. Indeed, filling the lungs with PFOB elicited a lower inflection
point (LIP), not present before filling, in a dose-dependent manner, whereas the upper
inflection point decreased significantly (290). Likewise, Goldner et al., using He-dilution
technique, demonstrated a dose-dependent decrease of aerated lung volume with incremental
PFC volumes in normal dogs (291).
Dynamic compliance was also shown to be decreased in healthy animals on PLV (275,
277, 292). In contrast to TLV, expiratory airway resistance and respiratory time constant are
not substantially affected by PLV (268), but inspiratory airway resistance turned out to be
higher during PLV than during CMV (275). Kuhlen et al. found dynamic resistance increased
with all tested PFC doses ranging from 7.5 to 30 mL.kg"' (293)
Ferreyra et al. systematically investigated the effect of (incremental) PEEP levels on gas
ventilation during PLV in healthy sheep. Low PEEP has a negative effect on gas delivery to
the lung during PLV. (1) During pressure control ventilation with low PEEP, peak airway
pressures (above PEEP) exceeded set values and peak flow was markedly decreased (as was
VT). (2) During volume control ventilation with low PEEP, peak airway pressures (above
PEEP) are increased and peak gas flow was delayed and exceeded set values. The airway
resistance was increased. The alterations of pressure and flow waveforms disappeared with
PEEP equal to the lower inflection point (LIP). These findings were interpreted as follows:
Low PEEP allows PFC liquid residing in the large airways thereby impeding gas ventilation.
High PEEP moves PFC liquid out of conducting airways, thereby reducing impedance to gas
ventilation (294). Using fluorine-19 MR1 technology, Uchida et al. demonstrated that, indeed,
only at airway pressures above the LIP a gas-liquid interface is established (295).
Feasibility of prolonged PLV (24 hours) and resumption of gas ventilation was
demonstrated in normal animals (296). Even spontaneous breathing with partly perflubron
filled lungs was well tolerated for up to 24 hours in normal rabbits (297). This is in agreement
with data on lung mechanics in healthy spontaneous breathing lambs revealing no differences
in work of breathing (WOB) at different levels of PFC filling (298). But, it was also noted that
CPAP during spontaneous PLV improved oxygenation, and reduced the increase in
respiratory rate related to the PFC instillation (299).
Since PCF preferentially distributes to dependent lung regions, PLV may increase the
normal vertical pleural pressure gradient. Dorsal pleural pressure indeed increased with
increasing PFC liquid instillation (291).
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Gas
Regional gas ventilation and pulmonary blood flow distribution are influenced by PFC
liquid instilled into the lung.
Since PFC liquid has a high specific gravity, it tends to pool in the dependent lung regions
and gas ventilation is preferentially distributed to the non-dependent lung.
Inspection of the lung during PLV of open-chest animals showed initially gas inflation of nondependent lung regions before inflation of the dependent portions (268, 300). This simple
clinical observation was corroborated by CT examination and magnetic resonance imaging:
gas ventilation is directed preferentially to the non-dependent part of the lung until significant
airway pressures are reached, directing gas ventilation to the dependent lung regions (295,
301).
m nor/na/ anjma/i
Using radioactive microspheres, Kallas et al. studied the regional pulmonary blood flow
(PBF) distribution in healthy ventilated supine sheep. Intratracheal instillation of perflubron
resulted in a dose dependent decrease in relative PBF (rPBF) in dorsal (dependent) aspects of
the right lower lobe and left lower lobe. Concomitantly, there was a dose dependent increase
in rPBF in the right anterior lobe, right middle lobe and left anterior lobe, which was greatest
in dorsal regions and occurred even in lung pieces located in the same horizontal plane as
right and left lower lobe regions which decreased their rPBF. The redistribution of PBF away
from the lower lobes was attributed the preferential filling of these lobes. (302)
In comparable experiments. Doctor et al. also found significant redistribution in the pattern
of rPBF. In lambs on CMV there was a dependent-favoured regional flow pattern in the
vertical plane (confined to the apical and upper hilar sections) and a slight apicaldiaphragmatic gradient (across the transverse plane). After initiation of PLV there was a doseindependent reduction of rPBF in the diaphragmatic regions of the lung, and a doseaugmented gradient favouring the apical lung developed. Redistribution of flow in the vertical
axis, with reversal of the gradient to a pattern favouring flow to nondependent (ventral) lung
was less consistent (276). The anatomical position of the animals was such that the dorsal
surface of the lung formed an angle of approximately 20 degrees with respect to the
horizontal, resulting in preferential filling of the dependent lung adjacent to the diaphragm
well before filling of the dependent lung at the apex.
In normal neonatal piglets, ventilated in supine position, PLV decreased the rPBF to the
most dependent (dorsal) lung segments (303). Also in an ex v/vo isolated lung preparation,
apical lung perfusion increased, whereas basal lung perfusion decreased after instillation of
perfluorocarbons (304).
The effects of sodium nitroprusside and inhaled NO on local ventilation/perfusion during
PLV have been assessed in normal animals. The results suggest that the decreased basal lung
perfusion may not exclusively be due to the high specific weight of PFCs but may be caused,
at least in part, by hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction secondary to local hypoventilation
(283).
Finally, the distribution of regional lung perfusion during PLV depends on the time point
in the respiratory cycle. Diversion of lung perfusion away from dependent lung regions is seen
at end-expiratory pressure. At end inspiration, PFC and gas are more evenly distributed
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throughout the lung and the effect of the liquid density on pulmonary blood flow is reduced.
At end-inspiratory pressure a diversion of perfusion back towards the dependent lung is seen
(277,305).
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Ricard et al. investigated alveolar liquid clearance in an m v/vo rat model. T h e absorption
of instilled Ringer solution was increased when followed by P L V with perflubron. T h e
passive epithelial permeability increased during alveolar flooding. Instillation of 2 m L
perflubron prevented this increase in permeability, but 1 m L did not (306).
///sfo/ogy
Histological findings following PLV have been divergent: focal overdistended alveoli but
well-preserved lung architecture (296), interstitial, perivascular fluid cuffs (307), and
intracellular oedema and mitochondrial membrane disintegration in alveolar macrophages,
type 1 and type II cells (26). BALF analysis demonstrated increased total protein in partial
liquid ventilated lungs (26).
•-'* •••••'5/re/c/j m/ury. Even in healthy animals, PLV can not prevent lung injury induced by low
PEEP (5 cm HjO) and high V^ ventilation (51 mL.kg' achieving a plateau pressure of > 50
cm HjO) when compared to tidal ventilation within lower and upper inflexion points on the
pressure-volume curve. Low PEEP high V^ ventilation resulted in impaired gas exchange,
histologic changes and increased mortality when compared to high PEEP-low V^ ventilation
(308,309).
/
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In healthy pigs, PLV (full-FRC and PEEP) did not affect cardiac output, mean arterial
pressure, glomerular filtration rate, diuresis, natriuresis, plasma renin activity, plasma
aldosterone concentration, or atrial natriuretic factor (310).
6.2.1.2. Findings after PLV

.
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After PLV or P F C instillation, during evaporation of the liquid, a decrease in dynamic
compliance was reported, and higher P E E P levels were required to maintain a stable arterial
oxygenation (296). Similar findings were reported in the 1970s during gas breathing
following T L V (196, 199,217-219). At the long-term, pulmonary function seems to be
preserved (275).
In the isolated hamster lung (311) as well as in the intact rabbit (275) and mice (312) the
permeability of the alveolo-capillary membrane seems to be increased after PLV.
Pathologically, different findings have been reported: interstitial swelling in perivascular areas
and alveolar damage consisting of septal swelling with abundant cells and exudate in the
alveoli (312), focal atelectasis in otherwise normal lungs (296), and severe local emphysema
in non-dependent regions, suggesting overdistention of non-dependent ventilated areas (313).
B A L F analysis revealed increased cells (foamy macrophages ( > 9 0 % at 3 h) and neutrophils
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(>40% at 24 h)) and a decreased ratio of SP-B to protein concentration (due to the increased
protein concentration) (312).
Sekins et al reported no adverse effects in three near term baboons (165-171 days
•''
gestational age; term is 182 days), who were maintained on PLV for % hours, followed by 24
hours of CMV. Except for some vacuolated alveolar macrophages. no histological
•«
abnormalities were seen (314).
..

6.2.2.

PLV in diseased lungs: descriptive (and explanatory) studies
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Lachmann et al. proposed for the first time the combination of intratracheal perfiubron
instillation with mechanical ventilation as an alternative treatment of acute respiratory' failure
caused by repeated saline lung lavage in adult rabbits (269, 315). PLV seemed to improve gas
exchange and lung mechanics both in saline lung-lavaged animals and in oleic acid lung
injury (316, 317). Incremental or increasing doses perfiubron pointed out a dose-indepcndcnt
increase in compliance and a dose-dependent increase in oxygenation (316, 318-323). Hence
it appeared that, unless the evaporative PFC losses were replaced, the favourable effect on
oxygenation was time-dependent (324, 325). Recently, Max. et al. described a time-dependent
decrease of oxygenation even when losses due to evaporation were compensated. They
speculate that the liquid Po, at the alveolar level is high immediately after instillation but
subsequently drops due to diffusion limitation. Maximal improvement in oxygenation (the
"best fill") required more complete lung filling, which, however, was accompanied by a
modest decrease in lung compliance (in large animals with OA lung injury) (316, 323, 326).
As in healthy animals, expiratory resistance did not increase due to PLV (30 mL.kg'') (327).
In 1997, Cox et al. gave a fair warn against the use of full FRC PLV with high tidal volume
- low PEEP ventilation, a combination with an apparent high risk for air leak syndrome (328).
Since then, much has been learned about liquid filling and gas ventilation strategy during PLV
(vide infra).
6.3.

Studies comparing PLV with CMV

The efficacy of PLV has been tested in a multitude of animal models. The studies arc
summarised hereafter. Details are given in appendices for neonatal RDS (appendix 4), ARDS
(appendix 5-7), meconium aspiration syndrome (appendix 8), and congenital diaphragmatic
hernia (appendix 9).
6.3.1.

Neonatal respiratory distress syndrome

The first prospective, randomized, controlled study of PLV in premature lambs with
established respiratory distress syndrome made mention of dramatically improved lung
mechanics and facilitated oxygenation and COj removal (329). By protocol, tidal volume in
the PLV animals was increased from 7-8 mL.kg' to 15 mL.kg'. In a covering editorial, the
study was criticized because of the absence of a true, matched control group, the short
duration, and the lack of pulmonary histopathology (330).
deLemos and coworkers compared management with PLV for 96 hours with CMV in
preterm baboons (gestational age 140 days, term is 180 days) showing X-ray and clinical
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evidence of neonatal RDS. Animals on PLV demonstrated improved gas exchange and lung
mechanics (331).
; *n', :
The same beneficial effects on gas exchange and lung mechanics were documented in
premature lambs (125 days gestation) treated with exogenous surfactant at the end of the first
hour, and randomized at two hours of life to receive 4 hours of either CMV or PLV (332).
In a second randomized controlled animal study, Leach and coworkers compared four
groups of preterm lambs with nRDS (125-127 days): CMV, Exosurf® at 30 minutes, PLV
from 30 minutes, and Exosurf® at 30 minutes followed by PLV from 45 minutes.
Independent of Exosurf® pretreatment, gas exchange and lung mechanics were superior
during PLV (using perflubron) when compared to CMV or surfactant + CMV. Gross
examination of the lungs post mortem revealed no parenchymal cysts or haemorrhages after
PLV (43).
Similarly, Moya et al. reported that repeated intratracheal administration of FC-100 in
surfactant deficient lambs (125 days of gestation) improved gas exchange and lung function
more than did Exosurf® treatment (333).
Preterm lambs (125-127 days), treated with beractant (Survanta®) at 1 hour, demonstrated
sustained improvement of gas exchange and respiratory compliance after perflubron rescue at
2 hours. Different strategies were used: lung filling 30 or 10 mL.kg' and ventilator frequency
60 or 30 bpm. A strategy using 30 mL.kg' perflubron and a ventilator frequency of 60 bpm
yielded greater lung expansion, less barotrauma, and reduced regional differences in lung
perflubron content (300).
In preterm rabbits (27 days gestation), Heldt and Henderson showed that 5 mL.kg' of
endotracheal beractant (Survanta®) did not improve respiratory system compliance. After 10
minutes of ventilation, the respiratory system compliance was higher after 5 mL.kg'
perfluoroctylbromide instilled than after surfactant. In comparison with surfactant alone, a
partially emulsified mixture of beractant and PFC significantly improved respiratory system
compliance at 10 and 20 minutes. The authors speculate that PFC may improve the
distribution of surfactant (334).
Different recruitment strategies (PLV, HFOV, and combined PLV-HFOV) were compared
in extremely premature lambs (115 days gestation) after prophylactic surfactant. PLV was
better than CMV with respect to gas exchange, and myeloperoxidase activity in lung tissue
when the strategies were used in a prophylactic fashion (96). As a rescue treatment, PLV
improved oxygenation in 115-118 days' gestation lambs, but lung histology and
myeloperoxidase activity were similar (335).
Tokieda et al. investigated the effects of oropharyngeal administration of FC-75
perfluorocarbon liquid to neonatal homozygous surfactant protein B deficient mice. Normally,
these animals die rapidly, failing to inflate their lungs and oxygenate. PFC liquid
administration significantly prolonged survival, improved lung mechanics and oxygenation.
Compared to room air or 40% oxygen treated controls, PFC treatment was associated with
more histologic damage to epithelial, vascular, and alveolar structures after only 30 minutes.
After longer times, lung damage was also evident in heterozygous and wild type mice treated
with FC-75 (336).
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6.3.2.

Acute respirator.' distress syndrome
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6.3.2.1. Saline lung lavage-mduced lung injury
The efficacy of full FRC (18 mL.kg' of perflubron) PLV versus CMV in saline lunglavaged adult rabbits was first reported in 1993 (337). Using the same ventilator settings, PLV
resulted in an improved /Yo,, and increased respirator)' system compliance. No significant
morphologic abnormalities were observed at microscopic examination in the PLV lungs.
Houmes et al. confirmed a dose-dependent increase in Pa,o, in large pigs randomized to CMV
or incremental doses of perflubron; PLV had no deleterious effect on haemodynamic
parameters (338).
The improvements in arterial oxygenation and lung mechanics were reproducible using
other perfluorocarbons, namely FC 3280 (320, 339), FC-77 (340), and APF-140M (341). In
the latter study the beneficial effect on oxygenation and lung mechanics was only transient
which could be attributed to the lack of substitution of PFC evaporative losses.
PLV with small volumes of FC 3280 (15 mL.kg"') in lung-iavaged pigs improved survival
significantly. However, Pa.Oj, dynamic compliance, and lung injury scores were not
significantly different between treatment and control animals (342). Neither in this study were
the PFC evaporative losses replaced.
In a controlled study of saline lung-lavaged swine, Bradley et al. demonstrated a dosedependent improvement of/*a,Oj. and a dose-independent increase of pulmonary compliance
during PLV (322).
Sawada et al. confirmed the beneficial effect of PLV on oxygenation and pulmonary
compliance; light microscopic findings consistent with ARDS were significantly reduced after
PLV when compared to CMV control lungs (343, 344).
Once again in a rabbit acute lung injury model, van Eeden et al. demonstrated that PLV
improved arterial oxygenation when compared to CMV. PLV reduced lung damage as
evidenced by a significant reduction in alveolar haemorrhage, oedema, hyaline membrane
formation, and alveolar wall damage. In gravity-dependent lung regions there was less
inflammatory response (less sequestration and migration of polymorphonuclear leukocytes).
Type II alveolar cells were damaged and reduced by CMV (345, 346).
Following this series of studies favouring PLV, some papers questioned the superiority of
PLV to CMV.
In a porcine lung lavage model we could not demonstrate any gas exchange advantage of
PLV over an optimized CMV strategy using a high PEEP and temporarily increased peak
inspiratory pressures. Moreover, neither histological lung injury scores nor lung expansion, as
measured by mean linear intercept, were significantly different between the PLV and CMV
animals (347).
Comparing different treatment strategies in lung-lavaged rats, Hartog et al. noticed better
oxygenation in the group ventilated with high PEEP (18 cm H,O) CMV when compared to
PLV. The high PEEP group showed however significantly more lung injury than the PLV
animals (348).
Another intriguing but unexplained observation was reported by Hartog et al. who
demonstrated marked differences in the effect on lung mechanics and gas exchange efficacy
of four perfluorocarbons (APF-140, APF-215, APF-175A or FC 3280) (349).
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Lately, in a sheep saline lung lavage model, gas ventilation and PLV were compared with
respect to their effects on gas exchange, haemodynamics, respiratory mechanics, and lung
histology. However different from all previous research the authors used a lung protective
ventilatory strategy in both groups (350). PEEP was set at 1 cm HjO above the LIP on the
inspiratory limb of the P-V curve; peak inspiratory pressure was altered to achieve
normocapnia but was limited to the UIP or 35 cm HjO. Applied PEEP was 18.9 (1.4) and 11.5
(2.5) cm H2O in the GV and PLV group, respectively. .PaA increased in both groups but was
not significantly different between groups. Quasistatic lung compliance improved
significantly by both strategies, but only tended to improve earlier and to a greater extend with
PLV. In GV animals tidal volume decreased significantly, whereas />a,cc>2 and dead
space/tidal volume ratio were markedly increased. There were no significant between group
differences in overall (weighted) histologic scores. But the severity and extend of histologic
lesions were higher in the dependent lung regions of GV compared to PLV animals. The lungs
were inflated to a pressure of 23 cm HjO with fixative solution. The authors state that "The
method that was chosen for tissue fixation may have lowered the differences". We would
argue that an identical airway pressure during fixation favoured alveolar recruitment in the
PLV lungs.
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6.3.2.2. Oleic acid infusion-induced acute respiratory distress syndrome

• ;

The first paper on partial liquid ventilation in oleic acid-injured animals demonstrated that
intratracheal administration of perflubron at volumes substantially less than liquid FRC
significantly improved arterial oxygenation and static lung compliance with no impairment in
CO2 elimination or cardiac index. Maximal improvement in oxygenation required more
complete lung filling, which was accompanied by a modest decrease in lung compliance.
Lung histology was not different between control or PLV animals, independent of the
prophylactic or therapeutic application (316, 351). ••<
In oleic acid - lung lavage injured sheep on extracorporeal life support, Hirschl et al.
observed also improved gas exchange, pulmonary function, and, moreover, reduction in lung
pathology (352, 353).
The technique of partial liquid ventilation improved arterial oxygenation also in large
animals with oleic acid induced ARDS, but pulmonary compliance was not significantly
different when PLV and CMV ventilation were compared (326).
Quintel et al. confirmed the gas exchange benefit of PLV in oleic acid injured adult sheep,
and objectively quantified histomorphometric benefit of PLV: lower diffuse alveolar damage
score, larger mean alveolar diameter, and lower number of alveoli per high-power field,
decreased septal wall thickness, and mean capillary diameter (354). Using in vivo chest CT
studies, the same authors demonstrated that perflubron was predominantly distributed to the
dependent regions of the lung, and although gas was distributed throughout the lung with each
inspiration, more gas than perflubron went to the nondependent lung regions (355). Endexpiratory lung volume was measured using an electron beam tomography scanner. At a
PEEP level of 5 mbar, lung volume was reduced by the oleic acid injury but reestablished by
10 mL.kg' perflubron. At 30 mL.kg' PFOB, the lung volume significantly exceeded baseline
values (356).
After induction of acute lung injury by oleic acid infusion, neonatal piglets supported by
PLV had improved gas exchange, static lung compliance, and survival than their peers on
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conventional ventilation. Lung histology was markedly preserved after PLV (357) The same
authors also reported that alveolar protein leak was significantly reduced in the same ARDS
model when PLV was instituted before lung injury (358). PLV instituted early in the course of
acute lung injury did not reduce intra-alveolar protein leak in one study (359). but did «i"^;t< i '
decreased the alveolar-capillary permeability in another (360).
••'ini
Other comparative studies in the oleic acid model have further explored the potential
mechanisms explaining the improvement of gas exchange during PLV. Gauger et al. reported
that the improvement in gas exchange during PLV coincided with an increased end-expiratory
lung volume (composite of gas and liquid) (361). Also observed was an attenuation of the
increase in total lung water (especially in the dependent lung regions) (362). After PLV. the
number of inflammatory cells in BAL fluid was less than after CMV (363), and biochemical
markers of oxidative damage to lipids (thiobarbituric acid reactive substances or TARBS)
were reduced in lung tissue homogenates (364).
In contrast to all previous studies using the oleic acid lung injury model, Romera ct al. did
not find any beneficial affect of PLV on gas exchange or respiratory mechanics in a
randomized controlled trial in pigs (365). The fact that an M.O, of 0.5 was used can not
explain their findings. Lately, Lange et al. studied the effect of PLV on pulmonary vascular
permeability and lung water concentration in dog with oleic acid injury. PLV and CMV
animals were ventilated with a PEEP of 7.5 cm HjO. Five and 21 hours after lung injury. PLV
animals had a significantly worse oxygenation than CMV treated dogs, showing a / V o ,
similar to base-line. The authors speculated that PEEP opened dorsal atelectasis during CMV,
whereas during PLV PFC liquid impeded gas exchange in the dependent lung (366).
6.3.2.3. Gastric aspiration-induced acute respiratory distress syndrome
When started 60 minutes after tracheal instillation of gastric aspirate, PLV resulted in
better arterial oxygenation than CMV during the inflammatory phase (2.5 to 6 hours after
injury) of the provoked ARDS in piglets. Macroscopic and microscopic lung injury was less
pronounced in PLV treated lungs but not quantified. In the abstract the authors summarize
that "histologic evidence for ARDS ... was lacking" (367). The ameliorated oxygenation was
also demonstrated in large acid-injured sheep (284).
The protective mechanisms involved during PLV were further explored in a hydrochloric
acid aspiration and large tidal volume (V^ £ 15ml/kg) induced lung injury model in rats. PLV
starting at 30 minutes after acid instillation, improved /VOj, and decreased peak inspiratory
pressures; serum tumour necrosis factor-a was significantly lower after 2, 3, and 4 hours of
PLV compared with control CMV. Tracheal fluid TNF-a concentrations were not
significantly different in this study (368). In an identical study, PLV decreased TNF-a
concentration both in aspired tracheal fluid as in serum. TNF-a m-RNA in lung tissue was not
different between the ventilation strategies, suggesting an inhibition of the cytokine gene
translation and not at the transcription level (369).
6.3.2.4. Smoke inhalation
Smoke inhalation injury is a threatening complication in burn patients. PLV significantly
improved gas exchange and survival in a neonatal piglets subjected to severe smoke inhalation
injury. The ventilator strategy used in this first animal study was somewhat surprising: to
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maintain physiological pH and blood gases the lowest tidal volume, but also the lowest rate
(30 bpm), and end-expiratory pressure (PEEP 4 cm HjO) possible were used (370). In an
ovine model of smoke inhalation, Cindrick et al. randomized the animals to receive a
bronchoscopic lavage with 200 mL of perflubron or saline at 2, 6, 12, and 24 hours after
injury. The use of a perfluorocarbon as lavage fluid attenuated the postprocedure hypoxemia,
but overall there was no therapeutic benefit associated with PFC lavages (371).
*
6.3.2.5. Hydrocarbon aspiration

;

.

Low-viscosity hydrocarbons (e.g. kerosene) cause fulminant pneumonitis and ARDS
following aspiration. In lambs with kerosene pneumonitis, Clayton et al. randomized the
animals to baseline gas ventilation (group 1), and gas ventilation adjusted to optimize gas
exchange without (group 2) or with 20 mL.kg ' intratracheal perflubron (group 3). Pa,O2 and
dynamic compliance were higher in group 3 when compared to group 1 animals, but these
outcome measures only tended to be higher in group 3 than in group 2 (372). Kahai et al.
demonstrated that PLV can improve oxygenation and reduce histologic and biochemical
evidence of lung injury in rabbits given intratracheal kerosene (373). Burns and coworkers
investigated whether a brief (1 to 2 minutes) period of PLV with 20 mL.kg' FC-77 could
improve survival in a rat model of severe hydrocarbon aspiration. Mortality was however
significantly greater in the PLV-treated animals. The authors discussed possible explanations:
increased dispersal of kerosene by the PFC, increased alveolar permeability caused by the
PFC, increased work of breathing, or the short period of positive-pressure ventilation (374).
6.3.2.6. Pulmonary contusion
Pulmonary contusion after blunt thoracic trauma may be complicated by ARDS with high
mortality. In a severe pulmonary contusion model, Moomey et al. compared the
cardiopulmonary effects of CMV with PEEP or PLV without PEEP. Five hours after a blunt
chest injury was delivered (by a captive bolt gun) to mongrel pigs, these animals were
randomized for a study period lasting 2 hours. In gas ventilated animals PEEP was build up in
increments of 5 cm H^O and 30-minute interval up to 25 cm H2O. Both PLV and PEEP
ventilation improved gas exchange but PEEP ^ 20 cm HiO was better at increasing />a,Oj/fVo,
ratio and only PEEP 2 10 cm H;O seemed capable at lowering dead space ventilation. Both
strategies improved /Vco,, compliance and shunt fraction. Stroke index, cardiac index, and
oxygen delivery decreased with higher PEEP levels. A histologic lung injury score was lower
in the contralateral uninjured lungs when treated with PLV (375). The authors suggest that
PLV might be a promising novel ventilatory strategy for pulmonary contusion. Several study
limitations make the conclusion indeed conditional.
6.3.2.7. Neutrophil-mediated lung injury - systemic endotoxaemia
Accumulation of ncutrophils in the lung and the release of reactive oxygen species by
activated leukocytes sequestered in the lung contribute to the pathogenesis of the acute
inflammatory phase of ARDS. These inflammatory phenomena can be studied in appropriate
animal models: cobra venom factor (CVF) challenge, haemorrhagic shock and E. Coli
endotoxaemia.

PLV used as a rescue therapy in rats subjected to cobra venom-induced lung injury showed
reduced MPO activity in the lungs (376).
In the same disease model, Colton et al. showed that PLV (full FRC = 10 mL.kg' « <
perflubron) started either before or after administration of CVF was associated with a
! • '*
significant reduction of albumin permeability index (377). In another study the same authors
investigated the effect of four strategies on pulmonary neutrophil accumulation: PLV (full
FRC = 10 mL.kg' perflubron) and gas ventilation with PEEP (5 cm H,O). each technique
either used prophylactically or as rescue. When compared to gas ventilated controls (PEEP =
0), the neutrophil count was reduced in the four study groups. The total lung myeloperoxidase
concentrations were lower in the study groups, but this difference reached significance only
after prophylactic application. The authors conclude that PLV and PEEP are associated with a
similar decrease in the pulmonary accumulation of neutrophils (378).
Haemorrhagic shock and reperfusion induces lung injury involving neutrophil
sequestration. During resuscitation from haemorrhagic shock, rats were randomized to gas
ventilation or PLV with 5 mL.kg' perflubron. PLV resulted in a significant reduction of lung
myeloperoxidase activity reflecting reduced neutrophil accumulation in the lung. There was
also a trend towards decreased capillary leak (379).
Following the IV administration of E. Coli endotoxin to rabbits, animals prophylactically
supported with PLV demonstrated lower Pa,Oj but less metabolic acidosis than CMV treated
animals. PLV per se induced a shift to the right of the pressure volume curve, but attenuated
the worsening of the static compliance induced by endotoxin infusion and ventilation (289).
The global histologic lung injury scores after PLV were lower than after CMV, and this was
mainly due to a reduction of tissue injury in the dependent regions of the lung (380).
Furthermore, PLV significantly decreased neutrophil accumulation, myeloperoxidase activity,
and indicators for lipid peroxidation and oxidative damage to proteins (289, 381).
Interestingly, HFOV and PLV turned out to be equally effective in improving the lung injury
score, and decreasing leukostasis and MPO activity in the lungs (381).
6.3.2.8. Ventilation-induced lung injury
Dreyfuss et al. tested the effect of a low dose of perflubron (3.3 mL.kg') on permeability
pulmonary oedema induced by (extreme) hyperventilation after alveolar flooding in rats. On
average, instillation of perflubron antagonized the microvascular permeability changes
induced by the injury model. Perfluorocarbon reduced the LIP, shifted the whole quasi-static
pressure volume curve to the left, and reduced the end-inspiratory pressure. There was a good
correlation between the LIP pressure and the albumin distribution space (an index of
pulmonary microvascular injury) (382). It was concluded that PLV at low doses can protect
against VILI by improving the mechanical properties of the lung.
After 2 hours of mechanical ventilation with high V-, (42 mL.kg'') and ZEEP, lung injury
was present in rats (increased BAL protein concentration) but BAL TNF-a was not increased.
When LPS was injected before ventilation, TNF-a in BALF was significantly increased. In
both injury models, intratracheal perflubron decreased protein but not TNF-a concentration in
BALF (383).
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6.3.3.

M e c o n i u m aspiration syndrome
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Compared with CMV at the same ventilator settings, or compared with artificial surfactant,
PLV provided better oxygenation and survival in young piglets after instillation of a 33% •• •
slurry of pooled human meconium (384). Likewise, other researchers have demonstrated
increased arterial oxygenation and improved pulmonary mechanics when applying PLV in
neonatal lambs with meconium aspiration (385, 386). In a comparable study Foust et al.
demonstrated improved />aA and histological changes which were "less evident" in the PLV
lungs (250). Also in the newborn piglet MAS model, PLV using the PFC-liquid
perfluorodecalin improved oxygenation, and dynamic respiratory system compliance (387),
but the histological lung injury was reported to be unchanged (388).
6.3.4.

Congenital diaphragmatic hernia
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The efficacy of PLV was compared with CMV using the congenital diaphragmatic hernia
(CDH) lamb model by two research groups. PLV increased survival, and both gas exchange
and dynamic compliance were significantly improved (389-392). Started after 30 minutes,
PLV was however not able to prevent perivascular emphysema (391, 392).
PLV and CMV were also compared in newborn rat pups with Nitrofen induced CDH. After
endotracheal instillation of 15 mL.kg ' of Rimar 101, gas exchange ameliorated, and
postmortem lung mechanics improved (lower opening pressures and higher static lung
compliance) (393, 394). Interestingly, four hours after birth, more heat shock protein 70
mRNA (HSP-70 mRNA) was expressed in CMV than in PLV treated lungs.
Immunohistochemically, both HSP-70 and HSP-27 staining was more intense after CMV than
after PLV. The authors speculated that decreased expression of these stress proteins may stand
for decreased trauma to the hypoplastic CDH lungs during PLV (395).
6.3.5.

Pneumonia

In rats with a lethal pneumococcal pneumonia, PLV for 15 minutes started 4 hours after
intratracheal bacterial instillation, improved 5-day survival significantly compared with
survival in gas ventilated control animals (396). In a subsequent study survival up to 10 days
was not altered by 20 minutes of spontaneous submerged liquid breathing. FC-77 did not
inhibit bacterial growth, neither in vitro, nor in vivo (40). In a third study, infected rats were
allocated to one of 5 groups: no treatment, penicillin alone, gas ventilation, PLV alone, or
PLV plus penicillin. Ventilation was started 24 hours after tracheal inoculation with type III
pneumococcal solution, and lasted only 10 minutes. The 10-day survival was 0,40, 0, 0. and
80% respectively. The lack of efficacy of PLV as solo therapy was attributed to the longer
treatment delay, the shorter ventilation period, and the longer period of observation. The
authors suggest that PLV in combination with antibiotics may be an effective therapeutic
modality (397). They suppose that antiinfiammatory properties of PFCs and/or the increased
surfactant production or low surface tension of the PFC themselves are the most likely
explanation for their findings.
Sajan and Steinhorn confirmed that perflubron is not bactericidal, and demonstrated that
PLV with perflubron (only) tended to decrease bacterial growth after intentional inoculation

of the airways. In vitro bacterial adhesion was decreased by exposure to perflubron and FC- >*»
77, but unaffected by Rimar 101 (41).
Intratracheal administration of antibiotics with PLV has been explored as another
therapeutic option for bacterial pneumonia. Four or five hours after an single dose of
gentamicin or vancomycin, lung tissue antibiotic concentrations were higher after pulmonary
drug administration when compared to intravenous administration of an equal dose (398,
399). In the lethal pneumococcal pneumonia rat model, a single dose of intramuscular
penicillin and the intratracheal administration of penicillin with a PFC emulsion were equally
effective in reducing mortality (400).
6.3.6.

Cardiopulmonary bypass and lung transplantation

'

Cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) is frequently harmful to pulmonary vascular mechanics
and cardiac output, eventually leading to increased morbidity and mortality. PLV using
perflubron, and started before CPB, can decrease input pulmonary resistance, pulmonary
characteristic impedance, and pulmonary artery pressure, while improving transpulmonary
vascular efficiency, cardiac output, and static lung compliance (401). CPB-induced neutrophil
sequestration in the lung was reduced by both prophylactic and therapeutic PLV (402). With
respect to cardiac output and oxygen delivery full FRC PLV was more effective than half
FRC PLV (403).
As long ago as 1970, it was already demonstrated that the deterioration of a transplant lung
could be alleviated by ventilating it with oxygenated periluorocarbon liquid during the
preservation period (404). The effect of PLV on acute graft dysfunction, a form of ischemiareperfusion injury, was more recently studied in adult mongrel dogs undergoing left single
lung allotransplantation. Oxygenation deteriorated in control animals and remained stable
during PLV. The histology of dorsal lung biopsies appeared better preserved after PLV (405).
6.4.

PLV combined with or versus other technologies

6.4.1.

PLV and exogenous surfactant

Since PFC liquids may act as an artificial surfactant, several experiments have been
designed in order to compare exogenous surfactant therapy with PLV.
farr/a/ //^u/J ve/i/;7a//on versus swr/ac/a/j/. PLV with perflubron was found to be more
•
effective than Exosurf® or Infasurf® as rescue therapy in preterm lambs with severe
advanced respiratory distress syndrome (43, 406). Repeated low doses of FC-100 were also
more effective than Exosurf® (333). In saline lung-lavaged newborn piglets, Mrozck noted
similar results with beractant (Survanta®): the improvement in oxygenation was less
sustained in surfactant than in PLV treated animals and the improvement in respiratory system
compliance was greater in PLV than after surfactant treatment. The latter finding was
confirmed by others (407). In addition, Mrozek demonstrated reduced pathologic lung injury
in the lower lobes of PL V-treated animals (408). Hartog reported nearly opposite findings in
lung-lavaged adult rats. In this disease model, natural surfactant therapy had a more
favourable profile than PLV: no increased protein concentration in BAL fluid, no decreased
lung volume at pressures < 15 cm HjO on the deflation limb of the pressure-volume curve, no
increased ratio of small to large surfactant aggregates, and lower lung injury score (348). In
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meconium aspiration injury PLV was more effective than artificial surfactant (384), but not
significantly different from beractant (Survanta®) (250).
u,;usH yd i •,.wr-i;- w
PZ-FW/7/J am/ W/7/JOW/ .st/r/frc/art/. From a physiological (and clinical) point of view, the
question "PFC-liquid or exogenous surfactant?" has become irrelevant. Indeed the mechanical
properties of the lung are optimized by instillation of PFC liquid after surfactant therapy. This
was nicely shown in //i v/7ro experiments (72) as well as in lung-lavaged piglets. Compared to
PLV-only treated animals, pathologic lung injury was reduced throughout the lungs in
animals treated with beractant (Survanta®) followed by PLV. Lohbrunner et al. recently
reported exactly the same findings in large pigs treated with either PF5080 or Curosurf
followed by PF5080 (409). Taken together, these findings suggest pretreatment with natural
surfactant offers an additional benefit to PLV alone (408). In a recent study by Kelly et al.,
there was no apparent additional benefit from combined therapy with surfactant and PLV with
FC 5080 (410). An improvement in gas exchange was again demonstrated when PLV was
preceded by surfactant lavage in meconium lung injury (411).
• • • '->••
Mertz et al. recently published an intriguing and unexplained finding, when comparing PLV
with and without surfactant (Alveofact®) pretreatment in lung-lavaged piglets treated for 24
hours. There were two subgroups which were ventilated with either CMV or high frequency
ventilation. At 18 and 24 hours, gas exchange was worse in surfactant treated animals.
Moreover, histological lung injury was most pronounced in surfactant treated high frequency
ventilated FC77 filled lungs (412).
6.4.2.

PLV and inhaled NO
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Increased pulmonary vascular resistance frequently contributes to the pathophysiology of
lung disease and respiratory insufficiency. Therefore, the use of iNO, a potent and selective
pulmonary vasodilator, was investigated during PLV.
In healthy lambs with U46619-elicited pulmonary hypertension, iNO exhibited the same
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics during PLV as during CMV. In addition, there
seemed to be no increased risk of toxicity (NOj and methaemoglobin levels) (413,414). It
was hypothesized that since PFC-liquid causes alveolar recruitment, the response to iNO
would be augmented in parenchymal lung disease treated with PLV. This augmented response
to iNO was shown to be true in ovine neonatal RDS (96, 335), saline lung lavage injury, (415419), oleic acid lung injury (420), meconium aspiration (385, 387), and congenital
diaphragmatic hernia (390,421). Using coloured microspheres, Uchida et al. studied
pulmonary blood flow (PBF) in saline lung-lavaged rabbits positioned in right lateral
''
decubitus. PLV shifted PBF to the non-dependent left lung. Subsequent iNO therapy
significantly accentuated the shift of PBF to the left lung, suggesting that iNO acts
predominantly in gas-ventilated alveoli (419).
In the oleic acid lung injury model, intratracheal instillation of prostaglandin E, (PGE,) or
prostacyclin (PGIj) during PLV had an additive effect at improving oxygenation (422,423).
In U46619-induced pulmonary vasoconstriction, alkalosis was as effective during PLV as
during CMV in decreasing PVR (424). In these experiments, instillation of epoprostenol
(PGI,) during PLV decreased PVR and pulmonary arterial pressure but also decreased arterial
oxygenation (425).
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6.4.3.

PLV combined with HFV. ITV. patient triggered ventilation (PTV) and PAV

Gas ventilation of the PFC liquid filled lung using techniques other than CMV are
attractive since the advantages of liquid and alternative gas ventilation mode might be
combined and additive.
P £ F versus AjgAJfc^uency /*Z.F. Partial liquid ventilation using high frequency
techniques does not provide gas exchange advantage to PLV using conventional
techniques (426-428). Neither was there additional pathologic protection when high frequency
ventilation was used in conjunction with PLV as compared with PLV-CMV alone (335,428430).
m/ra/rac/tea//?M/monary venri/a/ion (777* F). The technique of intratracheal
'••'••
pulmonary ventilation, also known as tracheal gas insufflation (TGI), with reverse thrust
catheter (RTC), was developed to reduce dead space ventilation. In healthy animals, RTC- "
ITPV allowed lowering tidal volume (V^-) to as low as 1.0 mL.kg"', at respiratory rates up to
120 min', while maintaining normocapnia (431,432).
In sheep with high pressure ventilator-induced acute lung injury, low PEEP-low V-^ ITPV
compared favourable to CMV: normocapnia could be sustained, weaning to room air was <
possible, and histopathologic lung injury was less severe (433). In oleic acid lung injured •""•
sheep, TGI combined with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) significantly lower
dead space, minute ventilation, pressure time product, and work of breathing (434). In lunglavaged rabbits, and in a porcine near-drowning model, ventilation and oxygenation were
achieved at significantly lower ventilator settings using ITPV compared with conventional
ventilation, or COj clearance and oxygenation improved at the same ventilator settings (435439). Preliminary case studies suggest efficacy in neonatal and pediatric patients with
uncontrollable hypercapnia (440).
The increase in Pco, induced by PLV in the normal lung can be significantly reduced by
superimposing TGI (441).
Since the gaseous lung volume is low during PLV, ITPV may be an attractive gas
ventilation strategy to combine with. In newborn piglets with meconium aspiration syndrome,
treated with PLV, ITPV enabled to use significantly lower MAP and PIP when compared to
CMV (442).
rr/ggere</ ve/i/z/a/ion. Patient triggered ventilation (PTV) or synchronous intermittent
mandatory ventilation (SIMV) was favoured over conventional ventilation by three reviewers
of the Cochrane Collaboration because, in a meta-analysis, PTV and SIMV were associated
with a reduction in airleaks and a shorter duration of ventilation (443). However, two large
recent trials, not yet included in the meta-analysis found no advantage for PTV. In a
commentary in the Lancet, Roger Soil stated that patient-triggered ventilators should be
refined or abandoned (444).
Patient-triggered partial liquid ventilation was feasible in spontaneously breathing, normal
piglets, but an increased work of breathing, due to PFC liquid in the lung, was suggested
(higher minute ventilation and lower dynamic respiratory system compliance). Whether
supported by CPAP, IMV, SIMV, or AC, these normal animals maintained normal gas
exchange by increasing minute ventilation. In lung-injured piglets, the subject effort, as
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estimated by the patient-effort index (PEI), was not increased by PLV. Fully synchronized and
assisted mode of ventilation resulted in the lowest subject effort when compared to IMV or
SIMV (445, 446). The effect of different PTV modes on ventilator-induced histologic lung
injury w a s not investigated.
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PZ. F com£/>ie^ w/7/i/?ro/?or/;orta/asszsf ven/z/a/jon (7MF). Proportional assist ventilation
(PAV) is a mode of partial ventilatory support designed to relieve the resistive and elastic
workload of the respiratory system proportional to the patient's breathing effort, i.e. the
generated flow or volume. A potential advantage, namely the reduction of peak airway
pressures required to sustain ventilation (447), was confirmed in adult patients (448) and in
low birth weight neonates (117).
Hummler and coworkers compared gas ventilation with PLV in spontaneously breathing
animals supported by PAV under different lung conditions. In healthy rabbits PLV did not
preclude stable ventilation and gas exchange (449). In animals with surfactant depletion and
meconium aspiration the combination of PLV-PAV improved gas exchange and lung
compliance. Moreover, in a meconium aspiration study increased survival and improved lung
histology were demonstrated (450-452). Finally, haemodynamics were compared between
spontaneous breathing animals supported by PLV-PAV and paralysed animals supported by
controlled ventilation PLV. Whether the lungs were healthy or surfactant depleted, the former
group demonstrated a higher cardiac output and oxygen-delivery (453, 454).
6.4.4.

PLV versus other recruitment strategies (CMV, HFOV)

ve7i///a//o/i versus /i/g/jyre^uency PLF. At least eight studies have
compared high frequency gas ventilation (HFV) with HFV superimposed on a PFC-filled lung
(HF-PLV). In preterm lambs with respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) Leach and Sukumar
found gas exchange improved during HF-PLV (455, 456). This conclusion was not shared by
Oothberg who noticed no differences (335). In a saline lung-lavage model, Sakurai and
coworkers (457) described improved gas exchange during HF-PLV, but Doctor et al. (458)
found no significant differences (neither in gas exchange nor in lung histology), while
Manaligod found less lung injury after HF-PLV but similar gas exchange, independent of the
perflubron dose (427, 430). Baden (459) noticed a more rapid improvement in oxygenation
with the addition of a small (3 mL.kg') volume of PFC during HFOV. However, larger doses
of perflubron (15 and 30 mL.kg') were not more effective than continuation of HFOV alone.
Doctor et al. also noticed a transiently improved oxygenation with 5 mL.kg' perflubron in
supine and 5 mL.kg' perflubron in prone position. This low dose PFC liquid attenuated lung
injury in the dependent lung (460). Merz et al. confirmed the equivalent gas exchange efficacy
of HF-PLV and HFOV (plus surfactant) and after 24 hours their HF-PLV animals also
presented significantly less histological lung injury (428). In another study on HF-PLV, these
investigators found no effect of the initial PFC liquid dosing (5 or 30 mL.kg') on gas
exchange or pulmonary mechanics (461). Since the absolute value and the differences in PFC
evaporative rate are unknown in HFV circumstances, no definite conclusions can be drawn as
to the optimal filling volume during HFOV.
PL K versus / / f W . Kinsella treated immature lambs prophylactically with surfactant followed
by conventional mechanical ventilation (CMV), PLV or high frequency oscillatory ventilation
(HFOV) using a high volume strategy. HFOV and PLV caused similar improvement in gas
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exchange, lung histology and equivalent attenuation of lung inflammation (96). Gothberg
found similar results when in the same disease model high frequency oscillatory ventilation
and partial liquid ventilation were used as rescue treatment (335). We found HFOV slightly
more effective than PLV in a lung lavage model, but lung injury scores were non different
(347). Manaligod and Merz would agree on the gas exchange equivalence, but after an
"i
experimental time span of 20 or 24 hours, liquid ventilated lungs looked more healthy (428,
430). In addition, Merz demonstrated a reduced concentration of IL-6, leukotrien B4 (LTB4),
and 6-keto-prostaglandin Fl in BALF of PLV treated animals (462).
6.4.5.

(Prone) positioning and PLV

-

The physiological mechanisms by which prone positioning improves gas exchange in
ARDS have been studied extensively. It was shown that turning from supine to prone reduces
the positive pleural pressure in dependent regions, and reduces the gravitational pleural
pressure gradient resulting in the requirement of less airspace presssure to generate airspace
opening, and more uniform inflation. Lung perfusion is preferentially distributed to the dorsal
lung units regardless of body position. Using single-photon emission-computed tomography,
it was demonstrated that the prone posture decreased V \ /Q' heterogeneity. And this
improvement in V \ /Q' matching in the prone position is secondary to increased
homogeneity of the V \ distribution and increased correlation of regional V \ and Q' (463,
464). Despite the strong experimental foundation, prone ventilation benefits have not yet been
translated in improved morbidity or mortality (465).
In normal adult sheep PLV decreased oxygenation in supine, but not in prone positioned
animals (278).
In oleic acid injured animals (sheep and dogs) on PLV, oxygenation and compliance
acutely improved when changing from supine to prone position (466, 467). These findings
were confirmed in the saline lung lavage model of acute lung injury (468, 469).
Continuous bed rotation during PLV did not influence gas exchange in a study by Curtis et
al (470), whereas Urlesberger noticed an improved COj removal (471).
6.4.6.

Ventilatory strategy (tidal volume, PEEP, and I:E ratio) during PLV

vo/w/we
As in normal animals oxygenation improves with incremental increases of gas V^(323)
Pos/Y; ve e/7^-exp/rarorv pressure
For decades, PEEP has been known to prevent end-expiratory alveolar collapse and PEEP
is also used to recruit atelectatic lung units. The function of PEEP during PLV has only
recently been appreciated fully.
Some early PLV studies acknowledge the necessity of some PEEP avoid early inspiratory
pressure surges caused by PFC liquid moving back into the large airways during expiration
(284,319)
The first indication that PEEP was also important for gas exchange was reported by
Kaizers et al. In saline lung-lavaged pigs supported with PLV, increasing levels of PEEP
(from 0.5 to 1.5 kPa) resulted in further improvement of oxygenation (472).
The effects of PEEP during PLV (30 mL.kg ' RIMAR 101) were also studied in sheep after
oleic acid injury and saline lung lavage by setting PEEP at random at 0, 5,10, or 15 cm HjO.
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At PEEP levels of 10 and 15 cm HjO there was an additional benefit on oxygenation (/>a,O,,
and Qs/Qt), dead space ventilation, and expiratory airway resistance. At PEEP levels of 5 and
10 cm HjO mean airway resistance, dynamic and static compliance showed additional q ' '
improvement. At 15 cm HjO, mean arterial pressure, cardiac output and oxygen delivery
decreased. The increase in mean airway resistance was explained by liquid refluxing in the
large airways (473).
The oxygenation and static respiratory compliance of rabbits, made respiratory insufficient
by repeated saline lung lavage, improved by instillation of 12 mL.kg' of perfluorodecalin.
Stepwise increasing PEEP from 2 to 10 cm HjO caused a dose-dependent linear increase in
ZV),. A concomitant increase in static compliance peaked at a PEEP of 8 cm HjO (474).
Saline lung-lavaged rabbits received volume-targeted, time-cycled positive pressure
ventilation and perflubron instillation up to FRC volume. Five episodes of 30 minutes were
successively carried out with PEEP settings of 4, 8, 12, 8, and 4 cm H^O respectively.
'•
Oxygenation and ventilation parallelled PEEP and EELV measurement changes. Dynamic
compliance did not increase with increasing PEEP but increased with decreasing PEEP to
values higher than baseline. At the end of the study oxygenation was lower than at baseline
(475). Limitations in the study design (especially the lack of replacement of evaporative
losses) precludes adequate interpretation of the data.
•
A research group of Boston under the leadership of Dr. Kacmarek also investigated the
effects of (combined) PLV and PEEP. Filling the saline lavaged lung with PFC liquid shifts
the inspiratory P-V curve to the left, improving compliance and decreasing the LIP. At
moderate to high doses of PFC liquid (15 to 30 mL.kg'), PEEP set 1 cm H2O above the LIP
further increased oxygenation, reduced physiological dead space ventilation, and improved
total respiratory system compliance when compared with a PEEP of 5 cm H,O (476). This
synergistic effect of PEEP on oxygenation during PLV was independent of the mode of
ventilation or I:E ratio (477). In a final study, gas exchange and histologic lung injury were
compared in saline lung-lavaged sheep; the animals were randomised to CMV or full-FRC
PLV but both groups were treated with the same "lung protective strategy": PEEP 1 cm H,O
above the LIP on the inspiratory P-V curve and PIP limited to 35 cm H,O. Both groups
achieved the same oxygenation improvement, but dead space ventilation increased
significantly in the CMV group. The extent and the severity of lung injury in the dependent
regions was greater in the CMV group (350).
The impact of airway pressure on the distribution of the gas-liquid interface during PLV
was nicely demonstrated using fluorine-19 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Periluorocarbons liquids are an excellent MRI contrast medium and their MR signal is attenuated at the gas-liquid interface. In post mortem rabbits, either with normal lungs or after
oleic acid injury, total lung fluorine-19 intensity decreased with increasing airway pressures
above the lower infection point. The signal reduction occurred from non-dependent to
dependent lung regions and in a dose-dependent manner. Thus, only at Paw above the LIP, a
gas-liquid interface seems to be established (295).
••••>••-•••••-- ^
In a saline lavage lung injury model, Goddon et al. systematically searched for the optimal
mean airway pressure during HFO-PLV (perflubron 10 mL.kg"')- The pressure corresponding
to the point of maximal curvature (PMC. 26±0.8 cm H>O) on the expiratory limb of the static
P-V curve turned out to yield the best oxygenation without impairing cardiac output (478).
Oxygenation was also affected by oscillatory frequency, amplitude and I:E ratio. Low
frequency (4 Hz), high amplitude (60 cm H,O). and I:E 1:1 resulted in the best oxygenation
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(479). A combination of this low frequency and high amplitude can generate a Vj of 5.5 (1.0)
mL.kg'(480).
. ..
v
/nsp/rafory /o exp/rorory rime rario
In rabbits with saline lung lavage lung injury and ventilated with a low PEEP (2 cm H,O)
and high V-r (18 mL.kg') strategy. Lim et al. demonstrated that extending the 1:F ratio during
PLV improves oxygenation and ventilation. The effect on oxygenation was more pronounced
during PLV than during gas ventilation (481). Unfortunately, no comparison was made with
the effect of raising PEEP to levels above the LIP.
1 '

6.4.7.

Vaporized or nebulized perfluorocarbons

•..•*.-

.>-U;t: V.i'Hr

n-

The effect of PFC vapour has been evaluated in different disease models.
In a dose-response study, lung neutrophil sequestration following cobra venom factor
challenge, as measured by lung myeloperoxidase levels, was significantly reduced by PLV
with 10, 5, and 1 mL.kg ' PFOB. MPO levels were reduced in a PFOB-vapour treated group
of rats (376).
Lung dysfunction secondary to intestinal ischemia/reperfusion manifests itself by increased
pulmonary vascular resistance and microvascular permeability. This neutrophil associated
lung injury can be prevented by PFC vapour ventilation (482).
Vaporized perfluorohexane for 30 minutes improved oxygenation and lung compliance for
two hours in sheep with oleic acid injured lungs (483).
Kelly et al. used the classical saline lung lavage model to compare the effects of PLV with
perfluorocarbon PF 5080, nebulized PF 5080, natural surfactant (poractant-ot), artificial
surfactant (pumactant), and the combinations poractant-a and PLV, and pumactant and PLV.
Nebulized PF 5080 had no effect on oxygenation, dynamic compliance and survival, whereas
PLV, poractant-a, and combinations of surfactant and PLV were all equally effective (410)
The authors argue that, using a continuous flow ventilator, the dose of PFC delivered to the
lungs may have been to small.
A recent report compared the effects of inhaled PFC or full-FRC PLV on gas exchange,
lung mechanics, and cytokine expression in lung-lavaged piglets. Both therapeutic modalities
had a similar favourable effect on oxygenation, CO, elimination, and dynamic compliance at
the end of two hours of PFC dosing. These improvements were sustained after 4 supplemental
hours of IMV. Compared to control animals, the m-RNA expression of IL-1 ß, 11,-6, IL-8 and
TGFß were significantly lower in the inhaled PFC group. The PLV group showed a lower mRNA expression of IL-1 ß than the controls (484, 485).
6.5.

Human experience

The published data on PLV in humans which we could retrieve are listed in table 2.
On the web-site of Alliance Pharmaceutical Corp., San Diego, CA, it is reported that to date
approximately 280 patients have received LiquiVent in a clinical study [Wedel MK
http://www.allp.com/LiquiVent/LVSUMM.HTMaccessedMarch25th2001].
All but one reported studies are uncontrolled, limiting their message. Necropsies in nine
patients managed with PLV on ECMO in a phase II study did not reveal any unique histologic
findings in the lungs (486). In the controlled, multi-centre trial in adult patients with severe
respiratory failure but not requiring extracorporeal life support, no significant deleterious
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effects attributable to PLV were found. There was no difference between survival rate or
ventilator free days between the groups. However, there was a preponderance of elderly - '
patients randomized to PLV. When patients less than 55 years of age were examined, the
survival was better and the ventilator free days longer in the PLV group (487, 488). More
recently, a multicenter pilot study randomized 16 patients with ALI or ARDS to receive PLV
with a PFC liqud dose near full-FRC or approximately 50% FRC. The authors concluded that
it is possible to use pre-defined algorithms to maintain these two dosing levels, as well as
ventilation and weaning protocols, during PLV (489). An international Phase II/III FDA trial
of PLV in ARDS/ALI, which will enroll > 260 adult patients is currently underway. The endpoints of this three-arm study (CMV, PLV with FRC dose, and PLV with approximately onehalf of the FRC dose) is "ventilator-free days" within 28 days after initiation of therapy. The
secondary end-point is 28-day mortality.
,*'•'

Preterm neonatal RDS

• •

! ' .

3

MAS-PPHN; pneumonia; RDS

^

Infant on ECMO
Infants (4), children (6) and adult-EC MO (10)

(251,252)

Rimar 101

(253)

perflubron

. ; (490)

(491-494)

2 0 ;;.';•; perflubron

Infants (divers pathology): CMV and HFV
Children ARDS

Rimar 101

(495)
(496)

perflubron

(497)

15

perflubron

(498)

10

perflubron

(499)

perflubron

(500)

perflubron

(501)

perflubron

(487, 488,
502, 503)

.-• 1 1

,

6

Child with PC pneumonia

Preterm nRDS

Rimar 101

-

Children ARDS
Infant-ECMO (2 CDH, 4 ARDS)

;

.

.

;

,

>

«

;

•

;

.

•

.

Adult-ARDS

«5

Adult-ARDS (RCT)

'it';

Newborn (PIE, PTX): HFV

7

Rimar 101

(504)

Rimar 101

(505)
(506)

Newborns
Infants

4

Alveolar proteinosis

1

perflubron

(55)

1

perfiuorodecalin

(507)

Alveolar proteinosis

., ' -

Table 2. Published human partial liquid ventilation experience
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6.6t

Practical guidelines for partial liquid ventilation

*

>---"*»•*•' t

Although PLV was proposed as a simple technique consisting of gas ventilation to a PFC
liquid-filled lung, the practical application turned out to be more complex. Several questions
needed to be answered: 1. What is the ideal liquid amount to be instilled and maintained? 2.
How can the residual PFC volume in the lungs be assessed? 3. Which gas ventilatory
i
strategies is most effective? 4. How can the PFC vapor in the expired gas be captured?
6.6.1,

Liquid dosing

,,

,

,

; s.

The optimal PFC liquid volume is still controversial. The dose-dependency of oxygenation
would suggest that a full FRC dose is preferable, but some studies revealed a decrease in
aerated lung volume and compliance near FRC.
Some studies favour a high liquid dose. In the sheep nRDS model, the best gas exchange,
respiratory mechanics, and more homogeneous lung expansion was found in the group of
animals treated with a high-dose (30 mL.kg"') and a high respirator frequency (60 min ')
(300). The protective effect of PLV on cardiac output and oxygen delivery during
experimental cardiopulmonary bypass was better with full FRC than with half FRC PLV
(403).
Other studies argue against a high liquid dose. Lim et al studied the effect of liquid dose on
respiratory mechanics in saline lung-lavaged rabbits. At PFC doses greater than 9-12 mL.kg'
(1/2 to 2/3 FRC) dynamic and static respiratory system compliance decrease below values
noticed below this dose (508). In an oleic acid lung injury model, Constantin compared the
gas exchange efficacy of PLV after instillation of 5, 10, or 15 mL.kg ' Rimar 101 while using
a "best PEEP" level based on the LIP. Oxygenation was not significantly better with a PIC
dose above 10 mL.kg'(509, 510).
During HF-PLV the effect of PFC liquid dose is also controversial, although most studies
found no difference between low and high doses (427, 430, 459, 461). Doctor et al. found
significantly better oxygenation after dosing 15 mL.kg ' than after 5 or 20 mL.kg ' (511).
PFC is more uniformly dispersed when dosed in a rotating fashion (alternating supine to
prone versus supine), independent of mode of ventilation (HFOV versus CMV) (512). The
better distribution of PFC in the lung resulted in a transiently improved oxygenation (460).
6.6.2.

Liquid dose maintenance

If the amount of PFC in the lungs is to be kept stable during PLV (513), quantification of
evaporative losses is of vital importance in order to adjust replacement dosing.
In 1997, Shaffer et al. introduced and validated the use of a thermal conductivity analyzer
to measure PFC saturation of mixed expired gas in order to evaluate the evaporation loss of
PFC in the lung (270). Since then, the device underwent further improvements in design and
operation (514). Others have demonstrated the accuracy of infrared quantification of
perflubron evaporative loss (515). Adsorbent silicon-rich zeoliths are suitable to absorb
evaporative PFC losses and have been proposed as a method of quantification (516).
PFC evaporation is influenced by several factors: the physical properties of the PFC (vapor
pressure), size of the initial dose, lung condition (injury), amount of PFC in the respiratory
system, distribution of PFC in the lung, ventilatory strategy (minute ventilation and PEEP),
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body temperature and postural (re)positioning (270, 271, 517-522). Evaporative loss can be
reduced by using heat and moisture exchangers (523, 524).
6.6.3.

Optimal gas ventilation strategy a* • -si'-»«f-^«i^n>» •--»?;

The importance of ventilator setting in gas exchange and lung protection have been
discussed in section 6.4.6.
"""•'
Lung compliance transiently increases during instillation of liquid, rapidly improves during
PLV, and again decreases during weaning and evaporation. The clinician may need online
measurements of lung mechanics to adjust gas ventilation (525).
6.6.4.

PFC conservation during PLV

.

. ••

^ ' '

Fluorophilic heat-and-moisture exchangers have been developed, and a closed rebreathing
system for PFC conservation during PLV has been described (526).
6.6.5.

Suctioning

^

^

/, H , J

v ' ' '

. ;/

. '

Because lung oedema, exudate, and debris have a lower density than PFC liquid they tend
to be displaced to the central airways. Tenacious material may cause endotracheal tube
obstruction. Aggressive suctioning has been recommended. . . . . . . .
6.7.

Partial liquid ventilation: the proposed action mechanism in the diseased lung (how it
improves gas exchange and protects the lungs)

In the normal lung, the efficacy of gas exchange is impaired by PLV. The causes for this have
been shown to be increased ventilation-perfusion ( V \ / Q ) heterogeneity, increased shunt, and
diffusion impairment. On the contrary, PLV improves gas exchange in diseased or injured
lungs. Several explanatory mechanisms have been postulated or demonstrated.
6.7.1.

A noncompressible liquid with low surface tension and high spreadability

Since liquid perfluorochemicals have a low surface tension and a high spreading
coefficient, they are supposed to facilitate the recruitment of atelectatic (or consolidated) lung
units. In diseased lungs, perfluorocarbons indeed reduce the LIP, and shift the inspiratory
pressure-volume curve to the left, improving respiratory system compliance (382, 476). These
surfactant like properties may not prevent end-expiratory collapse, since the surface tension of
PFCs is low (15 mN/cm) but not surface dependent and considerably higher than the minimal
surface tension of surfactant. End-expiratory stabilization of alveoli or avoidance of
derecruitment is however possible by the incompressible nature of a PFC liquid (mechanical
stenting of alveoli). End-expiratory lung volume (composite of gas and liquid) is reestablished
or increased by PLV (356, 361). Whether the liquid FRC substantially participates in gas
exchange is disputed. The low diffusion coefficient of PFC and the decreased perfusion of
dependent lung regions may limit effective gas exchange through liquid filled alveoli.
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The reduction of interfacial tension allows a reduction of inflation pressures, decreasing
barotrauma to the lung. On the other hand, heavy PFC liquid tends to settle in the dependent
lung regions. This is associated with less histologic lung injury in these areas (354, 380,429).
6.7.2.

Decreasing of V \ / Q ' mismatch by redistribution of gas ventilation and perfusion

Already in 1996 Lamm et al. measured regional V\/Q' using single photon computed
tomography and regional Q' using radiolabeled microspheres in oleic acid-induced ALI before
and after PLV (20 mL.kg'). Pre-PLV, large areas of shunt and low V/Q were located in dorsal
regions. Post-PLV, shunt and low V/Q were improved as were ABGs. PLV also redistributed
Q' to ventral lung regions. The authors concluded that PLV improves oxygenation by
redistributing Q" from dorsal to ventral lung regions thereby improving V'^/Q' matching (527).
Redistribution of regional pulmonary blood flow from dependent (poorly ventilated) to less
dependent lung segments was also demonstrated by other investigators in oleic acid lung
injury (303, 362). In the study of Lange et al. regional pulmonary blood flow during PLV • • ••>
showed only a trend toward redistribution of blood away from the dorsal regions (366). In
saline lung-lavaged pigs, Max et al. did not find any statistically significant effect of PLV on
pulmonary blood flow distribution (528).
More recently, Willey-Courand et al. imaged relative ventilation and perfusion in Tween
80-saline lung-lavaged sheep using positron emission tomography. They also concluded that
PLV improved oxygenation by converting dependent areas of shunt into areas of low V \ / Q '
(529). Lim et al. used the multiple inert gas elimination technique in saline lung-lavaged
rabbits. PLV decreased oxygen shunt by transforming shunt units in low V \ / Q ' and normal
V y O / units (53O)(531).
6.7.3.

Lavage and tamponade effect

PLV has a broncho-alveolar lavage effect, mobilizing cellular debris, mucus, and alveolar
oedema (265,493,498). Endotracheal tube obstruction by mucus plugs may be a side-effect
of this for which the clinician should be prepared.
PLV may attenuate intra-alveolar oedema formation by increasing intra-alveolar
hydrostatic forces. PLV indeed redistributed total lung water from dependent to less
dependent lung segments and ameliorated the continued accumulation of total lung water in
oleic acid injured dogs (362). However, in an intermediate-term study (21 hours), Lange et al.
could not demonstrate any difference in pulmonary vascular leak or lung water accumulation
between CMV and PLV dogs with oleic acid injury. In this study a PEEP of 7.5 cm H,O was
used in all animals (366).
6.7.4.

Anti-inflammatory effect or immunomodulation

Numerous studies have shown that PLV is associated with a decrease in pulmonary
leukostasis, inflammatory mediator release, and reactive oxygen species induced tissue
damage. Whether this /w v/vo effect is due to the immunomudulatory properties of PFC
liquids per se, or by the attenuation of baro- or volu-trauma is not clear. Anyway, the
reduction ofneutroph.il sequestration by PLV is equivalent to that obtained by a high volume
HFOV strategy (96, 381).
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6.8.

Haemodynamics during PLV

Studies with an ex-v/vo isolated lung preparation have convincingly demonstrated that,
under zone 3 flow conditions (LAP>Paw), PLV has no effects on haemodynamic variables
(pressure-flow relationships, vascular compliance, capillary pressure, and filtration
coefficients) (532). The authors therefore assumed that PLV has no effects on right ventricular
afterload. However, the m v/vo situation may be more complicated.
Haemodynamics in normal piglets were compared between PLV and CMV. There were no
differences, except for an increased pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP) and pulmonary
vascular resistance (PVR) at a low /^,Oj of 0.3 (274). Similar findings were noted in larger
pigs, without lung injury. Cardiac output (measured by thermodilution) and systemic vascular
resistance (SVR) were unchanged after instillation of a volume of perfluorocarbon liquid
equivalent to the FRC. Pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) and pulmonary arterial pressure
(PAP) measured at end-expiration increased during PLV when compared to base-line (277). It
should be acknowledged that PLV decreased arterial and mixed venous Po,.
Numerous comparative studies in lung diseased animals have explicitly studied the effects
of PLV on haemodynamics, and have, in general, not found any deleterious effect on
measured systemic haemodynamic parameters. (284, 320, 337, 338, 354, 357, 361, 362, 364,
367, 533). It should be noted that with high doses of perfluorocarbon liquid (> 30 mL.kg')
cardiac compromise has been noted (326).
Two echocardiographic studies are worth mentioning.
In surfactant-treated preterm lambs, PLV did not induce any change in heart rate, systemic
arterial pressure, central venous pressure, systemic vascular resistance, stroke volume, aortic
and pulmonary blood flow, left-to-right ductal flow, or left ventricular shortening and ejection
fraction. Interestingly, end-systolic meridian wall stress, end-systolic circumferential wall
stress, and end-systolic and end-diastolic left ventricular internal diameter were significantly
reduced. The decrease in left ventricular wall stress at a maintained cardiac output implies a
decrease of myocardial oxygen consumption (534).
In saline lung-lavaged sheep, right sided haemodynamics were assessed after successive
administration of 10 mL.kg ' perflubron (cumulative dose 40 mL.kg''). The techniques used
were Swan-Ganz catheter and transoesophageal doppler-echocardiography (acceleration time,
ejection time, and pre-ejection period). With liquid doses ^ 20 mL.kg"', progressive right
ventricular dysfunction and signs of pulmonary hypertension appeared, although this was not
confirmed by pulmonary artery pressure measurements (535). A recent study demonstrated
that PLV does not affect the accuracy of capillary wedge pressure or thermodilution cardiac
output measurements made by pulmonary artery catheter (536).
circu/a/ion
In healthy two-week old lambs, PLV had no significant effect on carotid blood flow or
cerebral metabolic rates of oxygen, glucose and lactate when compared to gas ventilation
(537). Near infra red spectroscopy measurements during PFC filling demonstrated dose- and
velocity-dependent effects on cerebral total and oxy-haemoglobin (538). Therefore, a slow
instillation of PFC liquid should be preferred.

no

7. Appendices
The following details of comparative liquid ventilation studies were tabulated: the animal
model; whether the therapeutic intervention was prophylactic or rescue (P/R); the
experimental duration (ED) (hours); the ventilator settings; the effects of the experimental
therapy on oxygenation. CO; removal, respirator)' mechanics, histology and biological or
biochemical markers. The ventilator settings are represented as: PFC liquid filling (if
applicable); respiratory frequency x PIP/PEEP (cm H,O) or Vj (mL.kg ') and PEEP; I:E ratio;
R o , ; liquid FRC if applicable.
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Appendix 1. Compantive studies of TLV in nRDS
TLV

oxygenation

CO,
removal

lungmechanioi

?

TLV>CMV

7

?

..

........ _., .„.. ,^., ...

References

Animal model

P/R

ED CMV

preterm
mini-pigs
(95, 100, 110 d>

P

s3

preterm rabbits
(27.5-27.75 d)

P

s3

50 x 25-30/? mm Hg;
?; 1.0

5-7x±17ml.kg';
?; ?

TLV>CMV

?

7

TLV<CMV: necrosis and desquamation of
bronchiolar epithelium; hyaline membranes

(228)

preterm lambs
(108-116 d)

P

3

40-70 x 6-10 mL.kg'
PEEP 2-6 cm HjO;
10

3-8 x 10-20 mL.kg';
1:1.5-1:3;
FRC: 20-40 mL.kg'

TLV>CMV

TLV>CMV

Crs,dyn:
TLV>CMV

CMV: atelectasis, proteinaceous exudate,
haemorrhage, and hyaline membranes
TLV: homogeneously expanded alveoli, clear of
exudate, haemorrhage, or hyaline membranes,
and bordered by thinner walls

(237)

preterm lambs
(125 d)

R

1

?

?

TLV>CMV

TLV<CMV

Crs:
TLV<CMV

?

(241)

immature lambs
(117± 1.4 d)

P

4

63 x 35/? cm H,O;
4.5 mL.kg'; ?;?

4.9 x 19.3 mL.kg';

TLV>CMV

7

TLV: lower
ventilatory
pressures

TLV: intact and homogeneously expanded
lungs with larger gas exchange areas; less
urinary DES excretion: reduced elastin turnover
CMV: patchy expansion, disruption of alveolocapillary membranes across all regions

(238)

preterm lambs
(110-120 d)

P

^4

7

7

TLV>CMV

?

7

CMV: apoptotic cells within the lumen
TLV: apoptotic cells in epithelial lining cells

(239, 240)

preterm lambs
(124-126 d)

P

5

60 x 35/8 x 1:2

5 x 19.7 mL.kg';
1:2;

TLV>CMV

TLV=CMV

NA

Total lung injury score: TLV < CMV; less
collapse and overdistention; normally expanded
alveoli

(242)

7

histology & biochemistry

5:

(227, 236)
•
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Appendix 2. Comparative studies of TLV in ARDS
P/R

ED

CMV

TLV

oxygenation

CC*2 removal

lung-mechanics

histology & biochemistry

References

rats

R

1

30x25/5; 1:2; 1.0

6-7 x 25 mL.kg'; 1:2;
>400 mm Hg

TLV>CMV

TLV = CMV

?

7

(243)

swine
15-20 kg

R

?

13-16 x 14-16 mL.kg';
PEEP5 cm;?; 1.0

4-5 x 15-18 mL.kg';
25-50%; 100%

TLV>CMV

TLV = CMV

TLV: PIP and
Palv lower

7

(244)

sheep
17.3 ±4.2 kg

R

1

3 0 x 2 0 mL.kg';
PEEP 5 cm HjO

5 x 2 0 mL.kg';
1:2
FRC: 35 mL.kg'

TLV>CMV

Cst: TLV>CMV

intraalveolar haemorrhage
and oedema, and
inflammatory infiltrate:
TLV<CMV

(246)

rabbits

R

2.75

? x 25/5; ?; ?

5.5 x 18 mL.kg';
1:2
FRC: 30 mL.kg'

TLV = CMV

TLV = CMV

PIP-PEEP:
CMV>TLV

7

(247)

adult sheep

R

4

20-40xs40/13cmH,O;
slOmLJcg';?; 1.0

3-6 x s25 mL.kg';
?; 1.0

TLV>CMV

TLV>CMV

7

TLV: better lungexpansion;
less lung injury

(248)

Animal model

Saline
lung
lavage

Oleic
acid
injury

|

—
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Appendix 3. Comparative studies of TLV in MAS
Animal model

P/R

ED

CMV

TLV

oxygenation

CO, removal

lung-mechanics

histology & biochemistry

References

rats

early RdS')

2

ventilatory strategy based
on optimizing pulmonary
mechanics and ABG
profile

ventilatory strategy
based on optimizing
pulmonary mechanics
and ABG profile

TLV>CMV

TLV=CMV

NA

NA

(249)

newborn lambs
3.5-5.6 kg

early R (300

4

as previous; PIP/PEEP
<40/7 cm HjO

5x?mL.kg';
1:3; 1.0

TLV=CMV

TLV=CMV

Crs.dyn:
TLV>CMV

TLV: less injury

(250)
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Appendix 4. Comparative studies of PLV in nRDS
Animal model

P/R

ED

CMV

PLV

oxygenation

CO] removal

lung-mechanics

preterm baboons
(140 d)

R
(2hrs)

96

7

?

PLV>CMV

?

PLV>CMV

lambs
(125-127 d)

early R
(30')

4.5

50-60 x 30-38/4 x
0.33-0.50"; 1.0
VT 3.6-4.9 mL.kg'

20-25 x 30 and lower
/ 4; 0.75";
VT 11.8 mL.kg'

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

Crs.dyn:
PFOB>Exosurf

7

(43)

lambs
(125 d)

early R
(15')

6

40 x max 40/3 x 0.4";
1.0

40 x max 40/3 x 0.4";
1.0

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

Cdyn:
FCI00>Exosurf

7

(333)

lambs
(125-127 d)

R

2

*6Oxs35/3-5;sO.5";
1.0

30 or 60 x s 35/3-5;
sO.5";l.O

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

Crs,dyn:
PLV>CMV

trend to lower lung injury
score in PLV

(300)

(2hrs)

Crs:
PFOB>beractant

7

(334)

histology & biochemistry

References
(331)

preterm rabbits
(27 d)

P

1

?

?

9

preterm lambs
(H5d)

P

4

30-60x35-25/4-6; 1:1;
1.0

PFOB: full FRC
30-60 x 35-25/4-6;
1:1; 1.0

PLV>CMV

PLV=CMV
by protocol

PIP and MAP:
PLV<CMV

PLV: augmented response to
iNO
MPO activity: PLV<CMV

(96)

preterm lambs
(Il5-ll8d)

R (2 hrs)

2

30-40x20-35/4-7; 1:1;
10

PFOB: fill FRC
30-40 x20-35'4-7;
1:1; 1.0

PLV>CMV

PLV=CMV
by protocol

PIP and MAP:
PLV<CMV

Histology and MPO-activity
similar

(335)

newborn SP-B
deficient mice

P

0.5

?

7

PLV>CMV

•>

PLV>CMV

Histologie damage:
"PL\r>CMV!!

(336)
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Appendix 5. Comparative studies of PLV in saline lavage induced lung injury
Animal model

P/R

ED

CMV

PLV

oxygenation

COj removal

lung-mechanics

histology-biology

References

adult rabbits
(2.4-3.2 kg)

Early
R

3

30xl2mL.kg';PEEP
6 cm H A 1:2; 1.0

30 x 12 mL.kg'; PEEP6
cm H A 1:2; 1-0

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

Crs:
PLV>CMV

any significant morphologic
abnormality

(337)

Pigs
50 (5) kg

R

1.7

20 x VT(/>«.CO,40

PFOB 5,10,15,20,25
mL.kg'
20 x VT (/>t,CO, 40 (3));
PEEP 5 cm H A 13; 10

PLV>CMV

NA

NA

NA

(338)

adult rabbits
2.55(O.23)kg

Early
R

3

30 x 12mL.kg'; PEEP
6 cm H A 1.0

18 mL.kg'
30 x 12mL.kg';PEEP6
cm H A 1-0

PLV>CMV

NA

lower PIP

NA

(339)

adult rabbits

Early

3

30 x 12 mL.kg'; PEEP
3 cm H A 1^0

6+6+6 mL.kg'
30 x 12 mL.kg'; PEEP 3
cm H A 1 -0

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

NA

PLV: morphologic
abnormalities less severe
(less atelectasis; less edema)?

(320)

juvenile rabbit«
7-9 wks
1.59 (O.I) kg

Early
R

4

30 x <3O/4 cm H,O; ±
9 mL.kg'; 1:5.7; 1.0

perfluorodecalin full FRC
30 x <30/4 cm H A * 9
mL.kg'; 1:5.7; 1.0

transient
improvement

transient
improvement

Crs.dyn:
PLV>CMV

NA

(341)

female pigs
30 (5) kg

Early
R

6

18 x 12 mL.kg'; PEEP
5cmHjO; 1:2; 10

15 mL.kg'
18 x 12 mLkg'; PEEP5
cm H A 1:2; 1.0

NS

NS

NS

lung histology: PLV=CMV;
PLV: improved survival

(342)

swine
(15-20 kg)

Early
R

4

13-15 x 13-16 mL.kg';
PEEP 5 cm H A 1:3;
1.0

10,20,30 mL.kg'PFOB
13-15 x 13-16 mL.kg';
PEEP 5 cm H A 1:3; 1.0

PLV: dosedependent
improvement

piglets
(9.7-13.7 kg)

Early
R

4

24 x 10-12 mL.kg';
PEEP 4 cm H A ' 2 ;
1.0

30 mL.kg' PFOB
24 x 10-12 mL.kg'; PEEP
4 cm H A 12; 1.0

PLV>CMV

(3)); PEEP 5 cm H A
1:3; 1.0

116

(322)

PLV: doseindependent
improvement
PLV=CMV

Cdyn:
PLV>CMV

NA

(418)

rabbits
(2.7-3.4 kg)

Early
R

2

25x10mL.kg'; PEEP
5cmH,O; 1:1; 1.0

15 mL.kg'PFOB
25 x 10mL.kg'; PEEP 5
cmHjO; 1:1; 1.0

PLV>CMV

rabbits
(2.5-3.5 kg)

Early
R

4

35 x 10mL.kg'; PEEP
6cmHjO; 1:1; SaO,
>85%

20-25 mL.kg' PFOB
N (normocapnia) x 10
mL.kg '; PEEP 6 cm HjO;
l:l;SaOji 85%

PLV>CMV

piglets
8-16 days
2.8-4.0 kg

Early
R

4

40x30/8; 1:1; 1.0

30 mL.kg' FC-75
40x26/6; 1:1; 1.0

PLV<CMV

rabbits
3.46 (0.40) kg

Early
R

12

N to /»«.CO; 4-6 kPa x
10 mL.kg'X 1:1 x 1.0;
PEEP4cmHjO

20-25 mL.kg ' PF 5080
N to/>t,CO, 4-6 kPa x 10
mLkg'X 1:1 x 1.0; PEEP
4 cm HjO

PLV>CMV

sheep
27.4 (5.6) kg
28.8 (7.2) kg

Early
R

5

20xPIP<UIPor35cin
H;O; PEEP=LIP + 1
cmHjO; 1:1; 1.0

22 mL.kg' PFOB;
20 x PIP < UIP or 35 cm
HjO; PEEP LIP + 1 cm
H A 1:1; 1.0

no difference

~
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PLV>CMV

»

. ;.*

better
ventilation
with PLV

Cdyn:
PLV>CMV

reduction in the severity of
the lung damage

(344)

NA

PLV: reduced lung damage

(345, 346)

Crs,E,st:
PLV<CMV
area in
hysteresis loop:
PLV<CMV

no significant differences

(347)

Cdyn:
PLV>CMV

survival improved

(410)

improved
quasi-static
lung
compliance

less alveolar collapse in
dependent lung regions after
PLV

(350)

Appendix 6. Comparative studies of PLV in oleic acid lung injury
Animal model

P/R

ED

CMV

PLV

oxygenation

CO2 removal

lung-mechanics

histology-biology

References

dogs
17.9 (2.5) kg

PandR

2.5-4

20 x VT (/VCO, = 3545); PEEP 6 cm HjO;
1:1; 1.0

perflubron 10-20-30-40-50-60
mL.kg'
20 x VT (/»«.CO, = 35-45);
PEEP6cmHjO; 1:1; 1.0

PLV>CMV

decided by
protocol

PLV: increased
compliance until
40 mL.kg'

lung histology similar

(316)

sheep
17.2 (1.8) kg

R

2.5

VT 15 mL.kg"

PFOB 35 mL.kg'
VT 15 mL.kg'

PLV>CMV

NA

Crs: PLV>CMV

sheep
17.1 (1.8) kg

R

2.5

30 x <5O/4 cm HjO; ?;
1.0

PFOB 30 mL.kg'
30 x <50/4 cm HjO; ?; 1-0

PLV>CMV

NA

Crs.st:
PLV>CMV

reduction of
inflammatory response
reduction in lung injury

(353)

sheep
54.0 (3.4)

R

2.5

15 x 15 mL.kg; PEEP
6 cm H,O; ?; 1.0

PFOB 10-20-30-40-50 mL.kg'
15 x 15 mL.kg; PEEP 6 cm
HjO; ?; 1.0

PLV>CMV

NS

Crs.st:
PLV=CMV

NA

(326)

sheep
64.9(6.4)

R

1.5

12x12-15 mL.kg";
PEEP 5 cm H O;7;

PLV>CMV

NA

NA

diffuse alveolar damage
score PLV<CMV
morphometrics improved

(354)

1.0

PFOB 30 mL.kg'
12 x 12-15 mL.kg; PEEP 5 cm
HjO;?; 10

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

Crs.st:
PLV>CMV

improved survival

(357)

alveolar protein reduced

(358)

NA

(361)

neonatal
piglets
2.6 (0.32) kg

R

3

25 x 10-15 mL.kg;
P E E P 5 c m H A 1:3;
1.0

PFOB 30 mL.kg'
25 x 10-15 mL.kg; PEEP 5 cm
HjO; 1:3; 1.0

neonatal
piglets
3.87 (1.38) kg

P

3

25 x 10-15 mL.kg-;
PEEP5cmHjO; 1:3;
1.0

PFOB 30 mL.kg'
25 x 10-15 mL.kg; PEEP 5 cm
H A 1:3; 1.0

sheep
22-29kg

R

1.5

10-16 x 15 mL.kg;
PEEP 5-7 cm HjO;
1:1; 1.0

PFOB 30 mL.kg'
10-16 x 15 mL.kg; PEEP 5-7
cmH,O;l:l; 1.0

PLV>CMV

118

NA

PLV: endexpiratory lung
volume
increased

(352)

mongrel dogs
13.633.2 kg

R

0.75

10-18 x 15 mL.kg';
PEEP 5-7 cm H^O;
1:1; 1.0

PFOB 30mL.kg'
wdf
10-18 x 15 mL.kg';
PEEP 5-7 cm HjO; 1:1; 1.0

PLV>CMV

NA

NA

PLV: less increase in
TLW

(362)

full FRC perfluorodecalin

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

PLV=CMV

number of inflammatory
cells in BALF:
PLV<CMV
PLV: decreased
inflammatory response

(363)

beagle dogs

early R

5

piglets
3.55 (0.73) kg

early R

3

20 x 12-15 mL.kg;
PEEP 4 cm H,O; ?;
1.0

PFOB 30 mL.kg'
20 x 12-15 mL.kg; PEEP4 cm
HjO;?; 1-0

PLV>CMV

NA

improved
survival

histological appearance
markedly better;
reduction in TBARS

(364)

mongrel dogs
(18.0-25.6 kg)

R

21

N (normal /Vco,) x 15
mL.kg; PEEP 7.5 cm
H,O; ?; 1.0

PFOB 10 or 30 mL.kg'
N (normal P«,CO,) x 15 mL.kg;
PEEP 7.5 cm HjO; ?; 1.0

PLV<CMV

PLV=CMV
by protocol

NA

Lung tissue MPO
activity: PLV<CMV

(366).
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Appendix 7. Comparative studies of PLV in gastric acid aspiration lung injury
Animal model

P/R

ED

CMV

PLV

oxygenation

CO2 removal

lung-mechanics

histology-biology

References

piglets
3.23 (0.07) kg

early R

6

25 x 10-15 mL.kg'
(/»•.CO, 4.7-4.0 kPa);
PEEP4cmHjO; 1:3;
10

PFOB 30 mL.kg'
25 x 10-15 mL.kg'(^».CO,
4.7-6.0 kPa); PEEP 4 cm HjO;
1:3; 1.0

PLV>CMV

PLV=CMV

Crs,st:
PLV>CMV

no evidence of ARDS

(367)

sheep
58.9 (8.3) kg

early R

4

6x16mL.kg'; PEEP
10 cm H A 1:1; 1.0

PFOB I.6L
6 x 16 mL.kg'; PEEP 10 cm
HjO; 1:1; 0.6

PLV>CMV

PLV-CMV

no difference

NA

(284)

rats
445.5 (55.1) g

early R

4

25 x 15.7(1.5)mL.kg';
PEEP2cmHjO;'?;
1.0

PFOB 7.0 (0.6) mL
25 x 16.5 (1.6)mL.kg'; PEEP
2cmH,0;1:?;I.O

PLV>CMV

PLV=CMV

lower PIP

serum [TNF-o]:
PLV<CMV

(368)

rats

early R

4

VT 15 mL.kg'

VT 15 mL.kg'

NA

NA

NA

[TNF-o] in serum and
BALF: PLV<CMV

(369)
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Appendix 8. Comparative studies of PLV in meconium aspiration syndrome
Animal model

P/R

ED

CMV

PLV

oxygenation

CO, removal

lung-mechanics

histology-biochem ical

References

neonatal
piglets
4 lOdays

early R

5

9

= CMV

PLV>CMV

NA

?

?

(384)

term newly
born lambs

R

3

? x ?; PEEP 3-4 cm HjO;
I:?; 1.0

PFOB ? mL

PLV>CMV

NA

Crs,dyn: PLV>CMV

9

(385)

newborn lambs
3.5-5.6 kg

early R
(30)

4

ventilatory strategy based
on optimizing pulmonary
mechanics and arterial
blood gas profile;
PIP/PEEP <40/7 cm H,O

= CMV

PLV>CMV

PLV=CMV

Crs,dyn:
PLV=CMV

atelectasis - overexpansion less evident
in PLV

(250)

newborn lambs
4.8(1.l)kg

early R

7

?

7

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

7

7

(386)

newborn
piglets
1.2-2.0 kg

early R

4

s 80 x < 30 cm HjO;
PEEP4cmH;O; 1:?;
0.90
P..CO, 5.3-8.0 kPa

perfiuorodecalin
s 80 x < 30 cm HjO; PEEP
2cmH,O; 1:?; 0 90?
P..CO.. 5.3-8.0 kPa

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

dynamic respiratory
system compliance
improved
Crs.dyn: PLV>CMV

injury scores not
different

(387, 388)
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Appendix 9. Comparative studies of PLV in congenital diaphragmatic hernia
Animal model

P/R

ED

CMV

PLV

oxygenation

CO, removal

lung-mechanics

histology-biochemistry

References

near term lambs (141 d)
CMV: 3.68 (0.17) kg
PLV: 4 25 (0.36) kg

early R

3.75

60 x 25/4 cm H A
1:?; 1.0

PFOB full FRC
60 x 25/4 cm H A 1:?;
1.0

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

Cdyn: PLV>CMV

NA

(389)

near term lambs (141 d)
CMV: 3.14 (1.07) kg
PLV: 4.17 (0.49) kg

early R

3.75

60 x 30/5 cm H A
1:?; 0.9

PFOB full FRC
60x30/5 cm H A 1:?;
0.9

PLV>CMV

PLV>CMV

Cdyn: PLV>CMV

NA

(390)

near term lambs (139 d)
4.07 (0.29) kg

R

3

60-100x25-30/3-5
cm H A 1:?; 1.0

PFOB 10-12 mL.kg'
60-100x25-30/3-5 cm

PLV>CMV
transiently

PLV>CMV

Cdyn:
PLV>CMV

no difference» in
histology

(391,392)

NA

NA

increased total lung
volume;
improved opening
pressure

PLV: improved
aeration pattern;
increased expression o f
HSP-70 and 27 in
CMV

(393-395,
539, 540)

HA
R

term rat pups
i

4

40 x 25-17/3 cm H A
1:?; 1.0

i:?; io

Rimar-101 15 mL.kg'
40x25-17/3 cm H A
1:?; 1.0

:
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Perfluorocarbon liquid assisted ventilation is an intriguing experimental respiratory support
technique investigated over the last 35 years. This thesis collects personal studies and a
comprehensive review on this research topic. Our own contribution to the study of liquid
ventilation is summarised below. Then, the present knowledge on liquid ventilation is
analysed critically. Some suggestions for further research are given.
Sw/n/nary O/OHTI exper/men/a/ wor)t

' '

'

Complex interactions between the cardiovascular and pulmonary system exist. Mechanical
ventilation induces both steady-state and phasic influences on cardiac output and blood
pressure. In chapter 1 we systematically explored the phasic respiratory-induced
'
haemodynamic alterations during gas ventilation, PLV, and TLV in lung lavaged piglets. TLV
was associated with increased within-breath variability of left stroke volume, systemic blood
pressure and systemic perfusion pressure. The clinical implications for the immature brain are
unknown and more research is needed to understand the underlying mechanisms.
In chapter 2 we report on a preclinical comparison between PLV, HFOV, and CMV in
piglets with saline lavage-induced acute lung injury. All three ventilation strategies improved
oxygenation and ventilation, and an equal severity of histologic lung injury was noticed.
''•'
Eventually, PLV animals demonstrated impaired oxygenation and lung mechanics. It was
speculated that the animal model is less stable than previously thought; impairment of
'
oxygenation and lung mechanics is typical for PLV of the normal lung.
During TLV, the balance between in- and outflow liquid volumes should be maintained
precisely in equilibrium in order to avoid overdistention or collapse of the lungs. Chapter 3
describes the development and testing of a microcomputer feedback system using endexpiratory occlusion pressures as a representative input signal for a closed-loop system. Bench
tests and animal experiments testing the automated control revealed a small bias, and
clinically acceptable oscillations of the end-expiratory lung volume.
^
Finally, in chapter 4, we compared TLV, high-volume, liquid-assisted HFOV, and highPEEP CMV in preterm, surfactant treated lambs. TLV compared favourable to cither gas
ventilation strategy by its more uniform ventilation, reduced histologic lung injury, and
improved gas exchange.
c/.s7w ow

When artificial ventilation or respiratory support is needed, the strategy used should
provide adequate pulmonary gas exchange while avoiding pulmonary trauma or impairment
of the circulatory system. Before introducing an innovative technique in clinical practice, it
should be tested against the best therapeutic option already available. The benefit
demonstrated in preclinical testing should have clinical relevance. Gas exchange, respiratory
mechanics, and lung histology are only surrogate outcomes. For the patient and his family,
only survival and quality of life (long term pulmonary and neurodevelopmental outcome) are
meaningful endpoints.
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Liquid ventilation has been repeatedly represented as an exciting, promising innovation in
respiratory medicine. We should refrain from this premature conclusion since the current
scientific data do not support unshaded enthusiasm. ., .,^, _.,.... *,„., .,.,_... ^ ,.
.^, ;

The superiority of TLV in supporting gas exchange and/or in protecting lung
histomorphology has been demonstrated in every published comparative study. This was also
the case when TLV was tested against so-called lung protective strategies (1,2).
So far, no clinical trials have investigated the efficacy of TLV in human diseases. It is
therefore unknown whether TLV will also be able to improve "ventilator free days" and
survival in children or adults suffering from ARDS or ALI. In the neonatal context, one would
like to know whether TLV improves survival and/or reduces the risk for ECMO in near-term
and term babies with severe respiratory insufficiency. With the widespread use of antenatal
steroids, prophylactic or early surfactant treatment and gentle lung protective ventilation
support, mortality due to neonatal RDS is rare. There is doubt whether a preterm target
population can be selected to demonstrate improved survival in an adequately powered trial.
Finally, the possibility that TLV could decrease the incidence and severity of chronic lung
disease in prctcrm babies is still questionable. It is known that bronchopulmonary dysplasia is
not only characterised by problems of tissue damage and repair, but that alveolar and vascular
lung growth are impaired in very preterm animals after chronic artificial ventilation (3-6).
This disruption of lung development can be influenced favourably by low tidal volume CMV
(7), but HFOV did not further enhance alveolarisation (8). Only similar chronic ventilation
studies may support or refute the hypothesis that normal (fetal) lung growth can be preserved
in immature animals during TLV. In the fetus, continuous and intermittent lung distention are
important for lung growth, alveolar differentiation and surfactant system maturation (9). The
role of fetal breathing in normal lung growth was also demonstrated m vz/ro by elongating
gel foam sponges on which fetal rat lung cell were maintained in organotypic culture.
['HJthymidine incorporation and rate of cell division were affected by the amplitude,
frequency, periodicity, and duration of the applied stretch (10). Interestingly, foam elongation
of 5% (p<0.001) and 10 % (p<0.05) resulted in increased DNA synthesis but 1% elongation
did not. However, a stretch of 10% was also associated with increased cytotoxicity, as
assessed by release of ['*C]adenine into the culture medium. Other m v/7ro studies have
stressed that deformation-induced injury to alveolar epithelial cells varies significantly with
both peak magnitude and deformation amplitude (11). It remains to be demonstrated whether
TLV, characterized by large tidal volumes, can mimic the fetal growth promoting
environment.
An equally unexplored area of TLV application is the condition of lung hypoplasia (due to
e.g. congenital diaphragmatic hernia, or oligohydramnion sequence). Since very immature
lambs can be supported by TLV (12). the technique may better than gas ventilation strategies
support babies with hypoplastic lungs.
The technical complexity of TLV has been frequently invoked against its clinical use and
technical problems have certainly delayed its development. We are convinced that with a
close cooperation between physiologists, clinicians and bio-engineers, the technology should
not be an obstacle.

ISO

Finally, some unresolved questions must be mentioned with relation to TLV.
'
Endotracheal tube-leak is undesirable during TLV. In animal research this problem is
circumvented by tying the endotracheal tube into the trachea or by the use of cuffed
endotracheal tubes. In newborn babies, the latter solution may increase the risk of tracheal
stenosis. It will be necessary to find a reliable but atraumatic cuffed tube for small preterm
infants.
The phasic circulatory impact of TLV needs more research.
In our experience fluorothorax is a catastrophic event, evolving in a very short period, and
leading to severe hypotension and respiratory deterioration. Although chest drainage will be
probably life saving, localizing the side of the fluorothorax is clinically impossible. During
TLV there are no audible breathing sounds and the whole chest is radiopaque! Subsequent
effective liquid ventilation may become problematic.
Some early TLV experiments used a demand-controlled liquid ventilation system,
triggered by the animal's respiratory effort and assisting spontaneous breathing (13-15). All
subsequent TLV research has been done in paralysed animals. However, long-term
curarization of babies is not desirable. It is not known whether spontaneous, triggered TLV is
possible in small, fast breathing subjects.
/</ ve«///a//on
Initially, comparative studies suggested that PLV was more efficacious and more lung
protective than CMV. However, looking in more detail to the methodology (see chapter 5,
appendices 4 to 9), one must recognize that the ventilatory management of the control groups
was far from ideal. In fact, any clinician would adjust the so-called baseline ventilator settings
used in CMV animals. When comparative studies, started to use alternative lung recruitment
strategies, the advantage of PLV over gas ventilation largely disappeared (16-18). It took
several years before the effect of the gas ventilation strategy during PLV was investigated in
depth (19-24). To our knowledge, there is only one study in which the gas ventilation strategy
was optimized in both CMV and PLV lung injured animals. Then, PLV achieved significant
better ventilation with the same oxygenation as CMV. Only in the dependent lung regions,
CMV animals showed more histological lung injury (25). In summary, too few studies
compare state of the art PLV with a state of the art gas ventilation strategy. Further preclinical
animal work may avoid disappointing human trials.
Since the gaseous lung volume is decreased by liquid instillation, the combination of PLV
with intratracheal ventilation seems attractive, and should be further explored.
As with TLV, the growth promoting potential of PLV in immature lungs has not been
investigated.
co/w/wen/s
Tidal liquid ventilation celebrates its 35th birthday. The physiological basis of this
technique is strong; the short term results in the animal laboratory are better than with any
other strategy. There are still questions regarding technical issues, indications and long-term
effects. Clinical trials have been delayed by the need for FDA approval of a liquid ventilator
and by tribulations surrounding the PLV trials.
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Partial liquid ventilation research has been overwhelming since its introduction 10 years
ago. Despite an impressive volume of data on the subject, few studies support the clear
superiority of PLV as a lung recruiting strategy. Long-term benefits are still speculative. The
physiological complexity and the technique of application were underrated. The classical
closing remark, "more research is needed", is appropriate.
ji
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Gastransport en efficiente gasuitwisseling in de zoogdierlong zijn mogelijk door het
ademen van, en zeker door het beademen met een zuurstofbevattende vloeistof. Wegens hun
hoog oplossend vermögen voor ademhalingsgassen zijn vloeibare perfluorkoolstofverbindingen (PFKs) zeer geschikt voor deze toepassing. Vloeistotbeademing met PFKs
verbeten de longmechanica van een long met toegenomen oppervlaktespanning. Tijdens totale
of teug-vloeistof-beademing (TVB) (Engels: tidal liquid ventilation) worden teugvolumes
vloeistof mechanisch in en uit de vloeistofgevulde long gepompt. Bij partiele
vloeistofbeademing (PVB) (Engels: partial liquid ventilation) wordt de (partieel) met PFKs
gevulde long met gas beademd. In hoofdstuk 5 bespreken we, na een inleiding over de
ontstaansgeschiedenis van vloeistofbeademing, de fysico-chemische en biologische
eigenschappen van PFKs en de fysiologie van de vloeistof-gevulde long. De pathofysiologie
van longziekten, waarbij vloeistofbeademing zou kunnen worden toegepast, worden kort
geschetst. Ook wordt aandacht besteed aan de huidige lege artis therapie en mogelijke nieuwe
behandelstrategieen voor deze respiratoire aandoeningen. De literatuur over TVB en PVB
worden apart samengevat met betrekking tot beschrijvende, verklärende en vcrgelijkende
studies. Effecten op hemodynamiek, technische en praktijkgerichte aspecten worden
besproken. Bij PVB worden tevens allerlei (combinaties van) respiratoire behandelstrategieen
en technologieen vergeleken.
Door het wijzigen van de intrathoracale en pericardiale druk beinvloedt kunstmatige
beademing het hartminuutvolume en de bloeddruk. Naast een effect op de gemiddclde
waarden bestaat er een fasisch effect synchroon met de beademingsteugen. In hoofdstuk 1
hebben we bij respiratoir insufficient gemaakte biggen de door gasbeademing (GB), PVB en
TVB uitgelokte variabiliteit van hemodynamische parameters gekwantificeerd. TVB
induceerde grotere fluctuaties dan PVB in het slagvolume van de linker kamer, de systeem
bloeddruk en de perfusiedruk. De oorzaken, maar ook de eventucle gevolgcn hicrvan zijn niet
onderzocht.
In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we PVB vergeleken met GB en hoog frequente oscillatie (HFO) bij
biggen die door longlavage respiratoire insufficient waren gemaakt. Zowel de GB- als HFOstrategie waren gericht op longontplooing. De drie technieken herstelden een adequate
arteriele oxygenatie, echter iets minder goed bij PVB. Ook de longmechanica was minder
gunstig na PVB. Histologisch waren er geen verschülen. De stabiliteit van het diermodel werd
in vraag gesteld.
Om het eind-expiratoire longvolume constant te houden tijdens TVB werd een regulatcur
met terugkoppeling ontworpen en getest (hoofdstuk 3). Als invoer signaal voor het
regelsysteem werd gebruik gemaakt van de eind-expiratoire occlusiedruk. De werking van het
systeem bleek bevredigend, zowel tijdens testsituaties in het laboratorium als bij dierprocven.
Chronische longziekte blijft een belangrijk gezondheidsprobleem bij exprematuren die
omwille van neonataal respiratoir distress syndroom werden beademd. Hoog frequente
oscillatie en TVB zouden longbeschadiging als gevolg van de beademing kunnen
verminderen. In hoofdstuk 4 worden in een vergelijkende Studie drie beademingsstrategiee'n
toegepast bij preterm geboren lammeren die onmiddellijk na de geboorte met surfactant
werden behandeld. TVB werd gekenmerkt door betere gasuitwisseling dan conventionele
beademing met relatief hoge eind-expiratoire druk en hoog-volume HFO. Na TVB was er
tevens minder histologische longbeschadiging en een homogenere ontplooiing van de long.
1SS

TVB is een fysiologisch goed onderbouwde techniek. De resultaten bij diermodellen zijn,
wat betreft gasuitwisseling en histologische longprotectie, bijna uniform beter dan om het
even welke andere beademingsmethode. Verdere research (in hoofdstuk 5 worden enkele
suggesties gedaan) en humane trials lijken daarom zinvol. Aanwijzingen dat PVB echt
superieur is aan reeds bestaande technieken zijn schaars, ondanks een massa
onderzoeksgegevens. PVB is niet geworden wat men ervan voorspeld had: een eenvoudige
techniek met dezelfde voordelen als TVB. tr- ,
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